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ÀBSTR"ACT

This thesis examines the interrelationships between family

structure, family relationships, family resources, and the

behavior and perception of children in ten married and ten

divorced families. Children in the study are between nine

and eleven years of age" The study asks, what part, if êDy,

does the family's socioeconomic circumstances and netvrork of

personal resources play in family interaction? Does divorce

affect the patterns of daily interaction among family mem-

bers, and if so, in what ways, and to what effect. Do chil-
dren in divorced families behave and feel differently about

themselves than those in married families?

The most significant conclusions concerning children are:

1) there is little difference between the academic, social,
and emotional performance of children from married and di-
vorced families of comparable incomesì 2) after divorce,

the child's continuing relationship with the non-custodial

father is as important to the child's adjustment as the con-

tinuing relationship with his or her mother; 3) emotional

risk to children of divorce is minimized when parents co-op-

erate with each other as parents.

Divorce is an extremely unsettl
Effects are mitigated when economic

event for a child.
rcumstances allow Èhe

ing

ci
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custodial parent to live comfortably with the children, and

the child continues to enjoy a close relationship with the

non-custodial parent r oE when a child is removed from an

abusive parent, However, this exploratory study suggests

that children often lose more than they gain from their pa-

rents' divorce" The findings are limited by the relatively
smaII and restricted sample"

1V
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Chapter I

TNTRODUCTTON

In the past decade, âD increasing number of divorces in Can-

ada have touched the lives of children. Àccording to Sta-

tistics Canada, (1981:84-205) 48"7 percent or 16,431, of aII
divorces i n 1971 i nvolved chi l-dren . Ten years ]ater, chil-
dren were involved in 51.9 percent, ot 35,112" The actual

number of children involved in the same ten-year period sug-

gest a similar trend. In 1971, 1.2 percent, or 114,815, of

the total number of Canadian children and young people under

25 years of age r^'ere living in a divorced home. By 1981 ,

the number of "Children of Divorce" had almost tripled: 3.9

percent, oF 315,840. Such numbers, although revealing, tell
us litt1e about the impact of divorce, especially on chil-
dren.

What happens to these families after divorce? Does di-
vorce affect the daily patterns of interaction among family

members, and if so, in what way? How does interaction in a

divorced family differ from that in a married family? Do

factors outside the family unit, such as the famify's so-

cioeconomic status and network of personal resources play a

part in family interaction? Do children living in a di-
vorced environment behave and feel differently about them-

1-
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selves from those living in a married environment? gues-

tions such as these, which are of central interest to lay
persons and professionals alike, will be addressed in this
thesis.

Given the large number of Canadian families affected by

divorce, there has been a surprising lack of systematic re-
search in this area. Very litt1e, for example, is known

about the nature of family relationships before and after
divorce, oE the significance these relationships may have

for the child. Às Hess and Camara (197921) state, "Divorce

changes the relationships among family members; it does not

end them." They further suggest that the psychological, so-

cial, and academic development of children is significantly
related to the quality of family relationships. Yet only a

few researchers (e.g. Hess and Camara, 1979; Hetherington,

1979 i l.7eiss, 1979; Vlallerstein and Kelly, 1980 ) , have exam-

ined the ongoing psychological structure of families after
divorce, and few have compared relationships within groups

of divorced/separated1 families and "married" families. In-
stead, much of the social science research in this area has

I In the rest of
used to denote

this thesis,
separated or

the term "divorced" will be
divorced households.
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concentrated on differences between groups of parents and

their children from "d.ivorced" and "married" families. The

underlying assumption in most of these studies has been Lhat

"married" famiIies have relatively fewer difficulties with
parent-parent and parent-child relationships than do "di-
vorced" families.

Similarly, iL has been suggested (

that all families are influenced by

specif icalIy, socioeconomic status,
f amily and f riend.s. However, much of

on this subject fails to take into
vorced families, âs well as married

equivalent resources.

e"9", CoIletta, 1979)

two sets of resources,

and personal network of

the research conducted

consideration that di-
families, do not have

In the same wêy, although it has been suggested by Loew-

enstein (1979), and Wallerstein and KeIIy (1980), that there

is littIe basis for the presumed similarity of interests and

perceptions of parents and children, few researchers have

asked the children themselves what they think about divorce"

Much of the sociological analysis of divorce relies on the

perspective of the spouses, neglecting the child's position.
Therefore, our knowledge is incomplete and biased in this
respect.
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Only in recent, years, when the sheer increase in numbers

of children affected by divorce makes their presence perti-
nenL, are sociologists, psychologists, judges, social work-

ers, and society starting to place more emphasis on the

child in the divorced situation. This is evident from films
such as "Kramer vs. Kramer" and the fifty or so works of

fiction and non-fiction for children on family break-up.

Neverthelessr w€ are still a long way from being able to as-

sess fuIly the impact of divorce for either the chitd or pa-

rent.

In short, the failure by researchers to conceptually and

empirically distinguish between types of divorced and sepa-

rated families, their failure to look at divorce from a

child's perspective, and the tendency to view separated and

divorced families in a negative light, limits, if not dis-
torts, our knowledge in this area. Essentially, I suggest

that existing research on families of divorce is inadequate,

and, as wilI be elaborated in the literature review, leaves

many questions unanswered. This thesis attempts to address

some of these shortcomings.



ehapter II
REVTEW OF THE LTTERATT'RE

In general, studies of family interaction, especially those

focusing on families experiencing dívorce/separation, have

evolved in three stages:

2"1 STÀGE ONE:

In the 20 years between 1957 and 1976, researchers study-

ing children of divorced parents vrere primarily interested

in establishing a linear relationship between a one-parent

home and some dysfunctional behavior in the child. These

studies concentrated on the assumed causal relationship be-

tween the absence of one parent (usually the father) and the

child's likelihood of becoming delinquent (u.9., Nye, 1957),

developing sex-role identity (u.g., Bi11er, 1971, 1976¡

Lamb, 1975) learning, or social behavioral problems (""g,

Burchinal, 1964) .

The usef ulness of such research rvas limited f or many rea-

sons. First, many of these studies failed to examine the

divorced family apart from other single-parent families. In

a great many cases, âfI one-parent families vrere categorized

into a single group, regardless of whether their family

structure vras due to singlehood, divorce, death, desertion,

5
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or separation. Furthermore, even when researchers recogniz-

ed the divorced family as a separate unit, the tendency t{as

to conceptualize all divorced families as an homogeneous

group. Factors that differentiated divorced families in
terms of intra-family relationships, the family's personal,

and socioeconomic resources, or the particular phase of di-
vorce2 the family was in, vrere not always considered.

Second, the divorced family, as alI other forms of one-

parent families, has been generally conceptualized as a de-

viant or aberrant form of the traditionaL or normal two-pa-

rent family (c. f. Benn 1969; Schlesinger, 197526)

Researchers frequently used the single variable, "being a

divorced family" to explain some form of dysfunctional be-

havior, such as depression (..g., McDermott, 1968), or ag-

gression (u.g., Sugar 1970)

Third, with respect to the children themselves, divorce
has often been seen as the single event which was used to
explain a particular child's development. Other variables,
such as the chil-d's âg€, gender, siblings, or psychological

and physical health were not al-ways taken into considera-

tion. Sometimes, researchers did not differentiate between

short and long term consequences. Often negative outcomes

2 wallerstein and Kel1y (1980) note that divorce is an ex-
tended process. For the child, as for Lhe adult, it rep-
resents a chain of events which begins with the initial
escalating distress of the marriage, often peaks at the
legaI separation, and may continue for several years after
the divorce.
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(u.g. delinquency, truancy, emotional problems), rather than

positive (u.g. greater independence, earlier maturity) out-

comes vJere emphas i zed .

In sum, the belief before 1970 that families of divorce

were homogeneous, deviant, and exist as primary and inevita-
ble sources of maladjustment in children led to biases and

problems in the selection of samples, instruments, and anal-
ysis of data. Às a result, such.studies faited to address

adequately the basic question: How are children affected by

di vorce ?

2.2 STÀGE TWO:

By the late 1970's the assumptions, indeed the fears,

that the structure of the family inevitably produced person-

ality and behavioral dysfunctions in the child had gradually

given way to a more objective perspective. Increasingly,
investigators focused on the strengths as wel-I as the weak-

nesses of divorced families (see Weiss, 1979)" The divorced

family hras nor{ being viewed as a transitional form which

changes over time (..9., Hetherington, 1978; Hess and Cama-

râ, 1979; Wallerstein and Kelly (1980), and efforts !{ere

made to distinguish between short and long-term consequences

of divorce (ttetherington | 1979; KuIka and Weingarten, 1979) 
"
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Four major studies by Hetherington, Cox, and Cox (1978),

Hess and Camara (1979), Wallerstein and Kel1y (1980), and

Weiss (1979) examined parent-child relationships after di-
vorce. Despite their weaknesses, these studies, relative to
those in Stage One, r.¡ere better designed, broader in scope,

and more sensitive to the complexity of family life in the

situation of divorce and separation in North Àmerica.

?"2"1 Hetherinqtonr Cox, and Cox (1978).

This study used a comprehensive and mul-timeasure approach

to investigate family interaction over the two year period

following divorce. À sample of 48 children from divorced

homes was matched by age and gender with a control group of

48 children from intact homes. Information about the chil-
dren rdas obtained from parents and teachers at intervals of

two months, one year, and two years after divorce. The

measures included interviews with, and diary records of, pa-

rents, observations of the interaction between parents and

children at home and in the laboratory, checklists of chil-
dren's behavior, and a battery of personality tests adminis-

tered to parents. In addition, children were observed in

the nursery school. Peer acceptance, and ratings of the

child's social and cognitive development were obtained from

parents and teachers.

The selection of families from a relatively narrovr range

of demographic characteristics (white, middle cIass, col-
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lege-educated parents) limits the generalizability of Heth-

erington's and Cox's findings, Nevertheless, the use of a

normal, rather than a clinical sample of children, the in-
clusion of a carefully maLched sample of children from in-
tact homes, and the use of multiple measures and procedures

to examine the continuity and change in the children and

families, permit these researchers to offer an insightful
analysis of the impact of divorce on parents, their chil-
dren, and parent-child relationships.

These authors made three observations which are relevant

for the present study. First, greater economic stress was

reported among divorced couples than among married couples.

Even though the mean income of the divorced couples (moth-

er's plus father's) was equal to that of intact families the

necessity of maintaining two households created greater eco-

nomic hardships for the divorced families.

Second, interaction patterns between divorced parents and

their children differed significantly from those in intact
homes. Divorced parents tended to be less affectionate,
communicated less, made fewer maturity demands, were less

consistent in disciplining their children, and had less con-

trol over children than married parents.

Third, in divorced families, ês well as in married fami-

1ies, effectiveness in dealing with children vras related to

the support and agreement between parents over child-rear-
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ing" For example, in divorced families, the custodial moth-

er's effectiveness in interacting with the child tdas posi-

tively related Lo a continuing and mutually-supportive rela-
tionship with the child's father"

2"2"2 Wallerstein and Kellv (1980),

This study was conducted in California under the auspices

of the California Children of Divorce Project. An objective
of this project was to document parents' and children's ex-

perience of divorce; another was to develop clinical inter-
vention techniques to alleviate the high stress often asso-

c iated with divorce. Parents were recruited to the

Wallerstein and Ke1ly project through attorneys, counsel--

lors, social agencies, ministers, teachers, and advertise-
ments describing the service"

The sixty families, involving 131 children between the

ages of 3 and 18, who participated in the research were of-
fered divorce counselling at three points in time: at sepa-

ration, one, and four years after parental separation. Each

family member was seen separately by a clinical team.

The data v¡ere collected on the quality of family life be-

fore and after the separation, the circumstances of the sep-

aration/divorce, the personal history of each spouse, the

impact of divorce on each child and parent, the relationship
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of each parent and child from the perspective of the child
as well as the parent, and the parent's opinion on how well

each child was coping with the marital disruption" The data

vrere gathered through interviews of parents and children,
teachers, and from school records.

As with Hetherington's study, Wallerstein and Kel1y's

study suffers from methodological problems. For example,

the clinical interviews are difficult to replicate and may

well have influenced the findings. The lack of a control
group of children from intact families and the selection of

a sample from a predominantly white, affluent, community

north of San Francisco that has one of the highest divorce

rates in the United Stated (c.f. Levitin 1979:8) limits the

generalizability of the findings. Finally, when age and sex

are controlled, the resultant sample size of individual
groups is quite small.

However, there are some methodological strengths. WaIl-

erstein and Kelly's use of a normal3 sample of children,
their careful documentation of the effects of divorce on

each f amily member over severa'l- years, their astute clinical
perceptions and insights, and their sensitivity to the com-

plex vrays parents and children react to divorce has provided

an invaluable set of findings which invite further explora-

3 Wallerstein and KelIy considered their
to be "normal" in that only children
to be age appropriate at school and who
ferred for psychiatric or psychological
c 1uded.

sample of children
who were considered
had never been re-
treatment were in-
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tion.

Three of Wallerstein and KeIly's findings have irnptica-
tions for the present research. First, they conceptualized

divorce as an extended process. Such a process, which in
most families in their sample lasted two to three years, was

characterized by changes in family income, ês welI as chang-

es in patterns of interaction among family members, espe-

cially those between the spouses, and between parents and

ch i ldren

Second, children and parents differ in their perceptions

of , and react ions to, divorce. For example, l.tallerstein and

Kelly (1980:305) observed: a) that very few of the children
shared their parent's relief at the decision to divorce. b)

Some of the marriages which had been unhappy for the parents

had been comfortable and even gratifying for the child. c)

Children made continual comparisons of their present family
situation with their memories (i"e. family outiDgs, degree

of family conflict, relationships with parents) of Lhe past,

In many instances, those children who perceived their cur-
rent reLationships with each parent, jointly or separately,
to be relatively similar or improved, generally found the

post-divorce family gratifying.

Third, the affective relationship between the child and

each parent continues after divorce. Àlthough the custodial
mot,her's caretaking and emotional significance became cen-
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tral in these families, the emotional significance of the

father for the child did not diminish over the five year

period of this study.

2"2"3 weiss f979,,

Weiss's work addressed some of the ways that changes in

the family structure may affecL parent-child relationships"
On the basis of over 200 interviews with single and married

parents from diverse educational and occupational back-

grounds, and with 40 children and adolescents from single-
parent households, Weiss suggests that the traditional
structure of the two-parent household in which the child is
subordinate to the parents, may no longer be maintained in a

one-parent household. Without a second parent, parent-child
roles are not clearly defined. Children may move from being

subordinate members to junior partners and companions and be

expected to share much more responsibility, decisions, and

rights with the parent.

One of the strengths of Wei

ognized both the positive and

relat ionships. Another was

¡rere exploratory in nature,

search into vrays nevr f ami Iy
f ormed "

ssr research was that it rec-

negative aspects of new family

that his observations, which

suggested directions for re-
rol-es are negotiated and per-
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Further, Weiss notes that although most parents in his

sample, (in contrast to Hetherington's observat,ions of the

parents in her sample), saw the greater independence and

earlier maturity of their children as largely beneficial and

functional for the family unit, the children's reactions

vrere less positive. For example, some of the younger chil-
dren, felt independent of, yet abandoned by, their parents

and yearned for a parent's nurturance and protection. Simi-

1arIy, allhough most of the adolescents vrere able to assume

greater responsibility, and took pride in their self-reIi-
ance, they regretted the loss of their carefree youth"

2"2.4 Hess and Camara (1979).

This study examined the effects of divorce upon the

child's behavior through two different research strategies:
1) by comparing the social and school behavior of children
from both divorced and married homes and; 2) by analyzing

the association between family relationships and child be-

havior.

The sample included 16 two-parent families and 16 di-
vorced families. As the researchers acknowledged, the sam-

p1e was selected from an extremely restricted range of fami-

Iy experiences and r.ras characterized by the following
conditions: the fathers were within visiting distance and

maintained at least occasional contacts; aI1 fathers paid
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child support; the mothers had not remarriedi all families
were in the middle or upper socioeconomic strata; and none

of the mothers reported severe financial problems.

While¡ âs previously stated, Lhe sample limits the gener-

alizability of Hess and Camara's findings, two aspects of

their investigations are of particular interest. One, fami-

Iy relations after divorce were found to be a better indica-
tor of children's behavior than family composition. Essen-

tially, the quality and extent of the child's continuing
relationship with both parents vras more important than

whether the child came from a divorced or a married home"

Two, the negative effects of divorce were greatly alleviated
when positive relationships $¡ere maintained with both pa-

rents. The children who dealt with divorce most easily were

those who v¡ere free to maintain close ties with each parent

without becoming involved in the relationship the parents

had with one another.

These findings support a central theme of Hess and Cama-

ra's, Hetherington and Cox's, Wallerstein and Kelly's, and

Weiss's work, ví2., "Divorce alters relationships, it does

not end them." (Hess and Camara, 197821) " psychological

ties between the family members continue to influence the

children long after the divorce has occurred.
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Studies which fa11 into the aforementioned Stages One and

Two reveal- two major shortcomings:

OnIy Hess and Camara's study compared relationships

both within and between members of divorced and in-
tact families" The remaining studies essentially ex-

amined groups of children and parents from divorced

families, although Hetherington and her associates

1"

¿"

(1978) did include married families.
Almost all of the studies neglected to assess the

role of socioeconomic status variables. Three strat-
egies used illustrate this point: a) tfre sample vras

chosen from the same class (i.e., Hess and Camara's,

tTallerstein and Kelly's); b) when persons were se-

lected from different classes, class differences were

ignored ( i.e. Weiss) , and; c ) the measurement of

class by income failed to consider the significant
drop in income after divorce (i"e", Hetherington, êt

aI)"

It is clear thaL we are entering a stage in which future
research in this area can no longer neglect the socioecomic

variables in the analysis of divorce and its impact on chil-
dren. However, two studies by Colletta (1979a, 1979b) and

one study by Àmbert (1982) which examine the impact of class

on family interaction in one-parent families seem to set the

direction for future investigations in this regard.
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2"3 STÀGE THREEa 1979 TO PRESENT

2"3.1 Colletta (1979a01979b),

Colletta examined the child-rearing practices of divorced

and married mothers of two income groups" She basically
raised two questions:

Are differences between the child-rearing practices
of married and divorced mothers related to the fa-
ther's absence or are they largely related to low in-
come v¡hich usually occurs wi th divorce? and,

What is the relationship between support, satisfac-
tion with support and child-rearing practices?

Seventy-two divorced and married working class mothers

were interviewed in order to determine how child-rearing
practices vary with family structure, income, the gender and

number of children in the family, and the amount of supporta

Her findings confirmed two hypotheses: 1) "that maternal

role performance would not be homogeneous among aIl divorced

mothers but would vary with specific stress factors"; and

2) "that the likelihood of restrictive and demanding child-
rearing practices woul-d be related to the amount of stress

the mothers faced with low income, the number of children in

the family, and the sex of the child."

a CoIletta conceptualized support systems as forces at the
individual and community leveIs which enable a person to
master the stress and challenge of their lives. She in-
cluded family and friends, socioeconomic circumstances and
community assistance available to the families.

1"

a



Colletta found income to be a critical factor

18

in chil-d-

rearing practices. When income vras held constant, mârital
status was unrelated to child-rearing practices, Married

and divorced mothers with lower incomes tended to be more

restrictive and make greater demands on their children t.han

did mothers with higher incomes"

À third hypothesis, suggesting "that the leve1 of support

available to a mother is related to her child-rearing prac-

tices" was partially supported. V[hile this relationship was

found to be significant for moderate-income divorced and

married mothers, child-rearing practices for low-income di-
vorced,mothers were more strongly related to their satisfac-
tion with the support they received than to the actual sup-

port

Co1letta concluded that the relationship between many

pathological characteristics and divorce may be spurious in
that these characteristics are also found in poverty-strick-
en two-parent families. She suggested that future research

on divorce should carefully examine the influence of criti-
cal factors as "income" and "support systems" on parent-

child relationships.

2,3 "2 Ambert ( 1982 ) .

Àmbert examined the relationship between children's be-

havior towards their custodial parents and a variety of so-
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ciodemographic characteristics of the custodial parents,

such as the parent's sex and socioeconomic status (SeS)" In

her exploratory study, Àmbert used information from a series

of detailed interviews with parents, personal observations

of parents interacting with their children, and parent re-
ports of their chifdren's behavior, to formulate and test
hypotheses about marital disruption"

Ambert's sample included twenty ToronLo custodial mothers

and seven custodial fathers, all of whom had been separated

for at least six months, and each of whom had at least one

child older than six years of age. Socioeconomically, ten

of the mothers and one of the fathers were of lower SES, the

remaining ten mothers and six fathers were of middle and up-

per middle SES.

Admittedly, Ambert's sample would have been improved, had

she included a control group of married parent,s, and if she

had been able to enlist a group of custodial fathers at the

same low level of income as that of her lower SES mothers.

Nevertheless, despite such shortcomings, her research pro-

vides valuable insights into maritaL disruption and its aft-
ermath" Ambert's study has direct relevance for the present

thesis partly because it vras conducted in Canada and partly
because she considered the implications of the socioeconomic

status of the parents in her sample"
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First, in comparing the relationships between custodiat
parents and their children, Ambert found that custodial fa-
thers reported better child behavior towards themselves than

custodial mothers. While none of the fathers reported dif-
ficulties with their children, half of the mothers reported

major problems. In addition, although the children of cus-

todial fathers frequently verbalized their appreciation of

their father, the children of custodial mothers rarely did
so of their mothers.

Second, in comparing the behavior of children of upper

SES mothers with those of lower SES mothers, Àmbert found

that upper SES mothers experienced a much more satisfactory
relationship with their children than lower SES mothers.

Apparently, Iower SES custodial- mothers were more like1y
than upper SES custodial mothers to report forms of deviant

behavior in their children such as temper tantrums, t,ruancy,

sexual promiscuity, or delinquency.

Third, Iooking for explanatory factors, Àmbert noted that
custodial mothers, even those in the higher SES group, had

fewer tangible and social resources than custodial fathers.
Custodial fathers vrere invited for dinner by friends more

frequently, had more dates, and received more help in baby-

sitting and shopping from friends and relatives than custo-

dial mothers. Apparently, apart from the fact that higher

sES mothers had more long-term friends, more verbar contact

with their relatives, and better relationships with their
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ex-spouses, life was much easier for the custodial fathers

in Ambert's sample than custodial mothers.

Just as Colletta did, Ambert, in drawing her conclusions

observed that one of the most important variables affecting
parent-child relationships in one-parent families is the so-

cial and economic situation of the custodial parent. Essen-

tia1Iy, t,he economic circumstances and social support they

lack, makes lower SES mothers more vulnerable to the deviänt

behavior of their children" Às such, Ambert suggested that

"research should assume a dialectical relationship between

parental coping, social resource variables, and children's
behavior" (1982;83 ) .

In Summary;

Four main themes emerge from the Iiterature:

1. Ðivorce changes relationships between family mem-

bers, it does not end them (gess and Camara,

1979; Hetherington, 1978i Wallerstein and KeIIy,
1980; Weiss, 1979). Therefore there is a need to

examine the on-going psychological structure of

the family after divorce.

2" Family relationships differ greatly from one fam-

ily to another (Colletta, 1979; Hess and Camara,

1979; Wallerstein and KeIly, 1980). Thus, the

possible effects of divorce are more clearly re-
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vealed by a research strategy which compares fam-

ily relationships within groups (intact and di-
vorced) as well as between groups (intact and di-
vorced) (Hess and Camara, 1979) 

"

À parent's and a child's view of divorce may be

quite dif ferent. (weiss, 1978; !{allerstein and

Kelly, 19802211), therefore, Lhere is a need for
children to be interviewed as well as parents.

Generally, family Iife is influenced by two sets

of resources (Colletta , 1979; Ambert , 1982) z

i) relatives and friends, ii) socioeconomic

circumstances. Access to, and use of, these re-
sources will influence the Ìrays in which a family

lives and how members adapt to changing circum-

stances, such as separation or divorce.

While this review of the Literature does not perrnit firm
conclusions about divorce, and its impact on children, it
does have important implications for future research on di-
vorce and family interaction. First., Hess and Camara's

strategy of comparisons within groups (married and divorced)

as well as between groups (married and divorced) has proven

to be an important methodological strategy. Second, the

2

¿"

significance of post-divorce relationships suggests that fu-
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Lure research should examine the post-divorce interacLional
dynamics of families. We need to know the factors affecting
the family's capacity to establish and maintain cordial re-
lations between parents, and between parents and children.
Third, WaIl-erstein's, Kelly's, and Weiss's assessments that
children may feel differently about divorce than their pa-

rents, implies that children be consulted as well as their
parents. And, finaIly, Colletta's and Àmbert's observations

that parent's chil-d-rearing practices are to some degree af-
fected by their personal circumstances, particularly their
socioeconomic status and support systems, suggests that more

emphasis be placed on social class variables. The present

study represents an attempt to incorporate many of these

suggest i ons .

The main focus of the present study is on two forms of

family: One where the parents are separated or divorced and

are currently living apart; and two, where the parents are

married and are currently living together. It specifically
focuses on the following:

1. Àn analysis of family relationships in both married

and divorced families, and the effects of such rela-
tionships upon the social, emotional, and academic

behavior of children;
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2" An examination and comparison of the socioeconomic

and personal resources available to both divorced and

married families and an assessment of the effect such

resources may have on i) family relationships, and

i i ) chi ldren' s soc ial , emot ional , and academic be-

havior "

An examination and comparison of the perception chi

dren in both divorced and married families have

families, divorce, and parental roles;

Àn analysis of the conception children in divorced

families have of family life and divorce compared to
the parent' s concepts.

? 1-

of

The following

methodoLogy.

chapter outlines our research design and



Chapter III
N4ETHODOLOGY

3"1 THE STT'DY - AN O\TERVIEIÍE

This chapter outlines the methodological details of the

study. It provides a description of the city where this
study was conducted, an outline of the design, an explana-

tion of the sampling and methodological procedures, and an

account of the subjects. Before vre discuss the methodologi-

caI aspecLs, it is appropriate to note certain considera-

tions salient to the study which may be of interest to other

researchers. It is believed that, just as v¡e drew insights
from the work of Bott (1957), Colletta (1978), Rubin (1976),

and Sennett and Cobb (1973) , other researchers may benefit
from our experience.

Àfter planning the research strategy with her major ad-

visor, the writer conducted the study with the assistance of

tvro student interviewers. Later, after the tapes had been

transcribed, two research assistants checked the transcripts
against the tapes. We found that most of our respondents

tended to lower their voices when they discussed personal

matters. Quite often, background noises or interruptions by

children or telephones ringing made some of the tapes diffi-

ttr
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cult to transcribe. Our "checkers" fulfilled a very useful
function" Not only did they verify the actual words spoken,

but they verified important distinctions such as whether

things had been spoken "in anger" or "in jest". Essential-
ly, they helped to ensure that our transcripts v¡ere an accu-

rate representation of our tapes.

The background preparation for the study took approxi-
mately one year. It was a long and tedious process of deci-
sions and counter-decisions. At times, especially in the

early stages when v¡e t¡ere awaiting decisions from ethic com-

mittees, school boards, schools, and so forthr w€ vrere

forced into periods of quiescent abeyance.

Like all research endeavours, we v¡ere confronted by the

difficulty of choosing between qualitative and quantitative
data, between closed and open-ended questions, between self-
administered and personal interviewing. We were av¡are of

the advantages of data generated by structured surveys and

closed-ended questions that easily lend themselves to sta-
t i st ical analys i s " Quantitative data, pârticularly from

large random drawn samples, have been the preferences of

most sociologists. Vle vrere equally avrare of the limitations
of qualitative data. Open-ended, semi-structured interviews

that produce qualitative data are by their very nature,

costly, time-consuming to collect, and difficult to analyze.
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Despite these restrictions, the present study !{as based

on a qualitative research strategy" We chose to collect our

data by detailed interviev¡s. We did this for two main rea-

sons; First, the conspicuous lack of information on Canadi-

an famil-ies suggested a need for a type of exploratory re-
search which would provide a range of insights into everyday

life. Second, vle believed the interview method would enable

us to tap the total life situation in which the respondents

think and act (Babbie, 19752277)"

Most of the questions were open-ended, constructed so as

to encourage respondents to answer in detail. (see ques-

tions in Àppendix). While the sample size was of necessity

smal1 and virtually self-selected, vre considered it to be

appropriate because it was likely to provide us insights
int,o the dynamics of everyday family life.

The study was designed to meet certain administrative
standards. Because we wanted the school system to act as a

liaison between us and the parents, we were required to com-

ply with the research guidelines set down by the Winnipeg

School Board which specified that our research be approved

by an Inter-University Research Committee, and that vre ob-

tain written permission of the parents. We v¡ere also re-
quired to obtain permission from each of the principals of

the schools we wished to use.
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Furthermore, we were limited by our professional ethics.
We believed that because we h'ere asking families to reveal

personal aspects of their lives, and those of children, the

strictest form of ethical conduct lvas required of us. Con-

sequently, although we vrere not financed by either organiza-

tionr w€ followed the code of ethics stipulated by the So-

cial Sciences and Humanities Research Council and the

Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Àssociation.

Consistent with such ethical guidelines, information pro-

vided by parents and children ¡¡as treated in strictest con-

fidence and effort was made to maintain their anonymity. At

the end of the interview, children, ês well as parents, h'ere

asked if they wished to have atl or part of anything they

had said deleted from the tape. Furthermore, acutely sensi-

tive to the possibility that some of our respondents may

have experienced stressful periods in their Iives which

might have been painful to recall, respondents were cau-

tioned nob to answer any questions they found upsetting, and

interviewers were advised to stop questioning at the slight-
est sign of stress.

We encountered some difficulties on certain, if not crit-
ical, aspects of our research. Firstr wê had hoped to have

the child's teacher evaluate the child's academic and emo-

tional behavior. Hess and Camara (1978) successfully used

this technique. Second, as v¡e assumed that the f amily's so-

cioeconomic status was an important variable in family in-
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teractionr wê had hoped that one half of the families in our

study would have a medium income and the other half would

have a low income. We also hoped that the two levels of in-
come, medium and low, would be applicable to half of the

married 'and half of the divorced f amilies. Third, þ¡e had

given the families a choice of being interviewed in the home

or at the university and we had expected that some of the

families would prefer to be interviewed in the university
setting, Wallerstein and Kelly (1976) as well as Hess and

Camara (1978) had used locations outside of their respon-

dent's homes. Some of these strategies had to be modified

due to the contingencies of field work.

I^7ith regard to teacher evaluations, Dr. PauI Madak, Di-
rector of research in the Winnip.g School Division, stipu-
lated that teachers would provide the eval-uations of the

children in our sLudy on a voluntary basis on1y, and that Ì¡e

should seek permission from individual teachers as well as

from each child's parents. More importantly, Madak advised

that almost inevitably the SchooI Board rejected requests

which involved extra work for teachers. Àfter weighing the

advantages of having teacher's evaluations against possibly

being denied access through the schools, we decided to forgo

the teachers' assessments, thus forcing us to rely only on

the reports of the parents and their children"

On the sampling strategyr w€ Írere unable to obtain a

matched sample of divorced and married families at low as



well as moderate income levels which st

requirements.5 As has been documented

1978; Colletta, 1978; Statistics Canada,

tently earn less income than men. We,

find families headed by divorced mothers

rable to that of married families"

5 There are married families in
but many of these families are
erable discussion, we decided
i I ies . There were bas ical1y
s i on : '1 ) problem of language
so complex ¡ w€ felt in a smal
focus on one racial category.
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iII met our sampling

(..g., Armstrong,

1981) women consis-

therefore, could not

with incomes compa-

Winnipeg with 1ow incomes
non-white" Àfter a consid-

to interview only white fam-
two reasons for this deci-

, 2) the variable of race is
I sample it would be best to

On the choice of the interview setting, all families
elected to be interviewed in their or¿rn homes. This proved

to be advantageous. We occasionally experienced difficul-
ties in interviewing respondents in their homes. For in-
stance, electrical outlets for the tape recorder were not

always convenient and we srere frequently interrupted by

telephone ca1ls, crying babies, visitors, doorbells, et cet-
era. By interviewing in homes, however, we gained glimpses

of family life in circumstances which the interviews in a

university setting would not have permitted. we had oppor-

tunities to meet and chat with various family members and

vrere gratified by the welcome. We appreciated sharing their
moments of cheerfulness, and their problems. More impor-

tantly, we gained valuable insights into the daily lives of

families studied.
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3.2 TI{E SETTTBIG

The families in this study lived in Winnipeg, Manitoba, a

major urban center in Western Canada. Às the capital and

its main financial, manufacturing, and grain distribution
center, Winnipeg holds a central position in the province of

ManiLoba. In 1983, when this study was conducted, about

585,000 people (over half of the provincial population)

Iived in Metropolitan tlinnipeg"

Following the boom at the beg

again in the 1960's, Winnipeg has

lation growth. Yearly increases

stem mainly from small gains in

within and outside the province.

inning of the century and

experienced a stable popu-

in Winnipeg's population

net migration from both

also has div-
Census lists

Of these,

(34e") , Jew-

In common with other prairie cities, Winnipeg's popula-

tion is composed of diverse ethnic groups. According to the

1981 Census, over thirty different ethnic groups reside in
Winnipeg. The distribution of the major ethnic groups is as

followsz 44 percent are gritish in origin, 10 percent

Ukrainian, 9 percent German, I percent French, 3 percent

PoIish, and 2 percent Jewish (Statistics Canada, 1981 ,

93-931, 224).

Similar to its ethnic composition, Winnipeg

erse religions and religious sects; The 1 981

over thirty different religious denominations.

the major groups are Protestant (50e"), Catholic
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i sh ( 3e" ) , Eastern Orthodox (2e") , and Eastern non-Chr i st ian
(1e"). Just over 9 percent of Winnipeg's population state
they have no religious affiliation (Statistics Canada, 1982,

93-931, 522) 
"

Traditionally, Winnipeg's main economic activity has cen-

tered on the city's preeminence as a railways' transporta-
tion repair yards and divisional points. The railways in
turn fostered a rapid development of financial, manufactur-

ing, and commercial activities. From World War I until the

oil boom in ÀIberta, in the 1970's, the city was the nucleus

of the Western economy.

Àt present, glinnipeg has a mixed economy including busi-
ness, industrial, manufacturing, and service sectors. About

43 percent of Winnipeg's labour force is engaged in service

and administration, 26 percent in trade and finance, 18 per-

cent in manufacturing, and I percent in transportation (Sta-

tistics Canada, 1981, 95-981, 1 ;5).

Although Winnipeg's mean income per family of ç32,707
(1982) is slightly betow the national mean of $34,896, it
enjoys relatively low cost of living in terms of housing,

housing, recreation, transportation, et cetera. Winnipeg's

unemployment rate in 1 983 of 9 "2 percent was also below na-

tional rate of 10.9 percent (c.f. Statistics Canada, 1985)

Nevertheless , ât the t ime of thi s study , l^ti nn ipeg , s imi -
Lar to most parts of Canada, was experiencing a recession,
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marked by relatively high unemployment and inflat.ion. Sev-

eral of our respondents who were employed l¡ere facing possi-

ble lay-offs or reduced hours. Others, unemployed but look-

ing for work, were having difficulty finding suitable em-

ployment. The mortgage and interest rates vrere on the

increase. The value of the Canadian dolIar was on the de-

cline. Understandably, many of our respondents, the chil-
dren as well as their parents, were concerned about employ-

ment and the cost of living. Their concerns were expressed

during interviews and these tended to influence their opin-
ions on a variety of issues. Their responses to some of our

questions illustrate this point.

l{ill you get married some day, do you think?

WeII, I don't know if I'm going to get
not. (Wou1d you like to maybe?) well
ing to be a lot of trouble, look at all
and inflation. If you get a family i
much. (uoy, ê9ê 10)

married or
if its go-
the taxes

t gets too

In generalo how satisfied are you with your present money
s i tuat ion?

I'm fed up with the ways things are going right
nor¡. They increase my rent, they increase my
phone, they increase my gâs, and they keep wage
restraints where I work. Even if the company was
in a position to give us a raise, (the government
says) it can only be 6 percent this year and 5
percent next. It stinks! Everything else goes up
and your vrages don' t ! (t"tother r â9e 29)
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Cen you describe what your father does?

He"..we1l he used to, he
he wasn't making much so he
other job, so he quit that
suitable f or it, so he v¡as
10)

rvas sell ing carpets and
decided to go for an-

job, but then he wasn't
unemployed. (Cirt r âg€

t,ooking ahead,
wiIl be beÈter

do you think t,hat
of,f., worse of f , or

a year from nowjust about the
your famíly
same?

I'm growing very pessimist
better, however, I'd say
the same. (Mother, age 32

1C.
ir

)

I hope it will be
is going to be about

Topographically, the physical development of the city has

been concentrical with the Red and Assiniboine Rivers and

the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National railway l-ines en-

couraging the directions along which growth has taken place.

Centred in the downtown area are the major financial, insur-
ance, business, shopping, and cultural areas. There are

some small scale manufacturing companies located in the

downtown area but in recent years they have tended to relo-
cate in suburbian industrial estates. Similar to most other

Canadian cities, Winnipeg has recently witnessed a prolifer-
ation of shopping centres and industrial zones in its pe-

ripheries.

Traditionally, the rivers and the railways lines in Win-

nipeg have also affected the patterns of residential areas

in terms of ethnic and social class characteristics" In-
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migrants from other parts of Canada and Britain settled
mostly in the upper and upper middle-c1ass sections buil-t

along the river banks in the southern part of the cityi f.or-

eign-born Europeans tended to reside north of the Canadian

Pacific Railways tracks in the central and northern end of

the city, areas close to employment and low cost housing;

and, St. Boniface, East of the Red River became home for
9{innipeg's French-Canadians (Nadar , 1976).

At present these residential patterns remain generally

unchanged. For example, the NorLh End continues to be in-
habited by East Europeans and St. Boniface has a large

French-speaking community. Most people of northern European

origins have moved from the inner city to the suburbs and

the vacated areas are now occupied by Third WorId immigrants

and the Native Peoples. Thus, although diverse ethnic
groups Iive in suburbs, people Iiving outside the city's
core are most likely to be of British or European origins,
either born here or immigrated before 1945.

À11 but two of the families in this study lived in work-

ing and middle class sections of the inner and suburban are-

as of the city. One of the two families lived in an afflu-
ent area in the south west part of the city. The other

lived on the fringe of the city in a semi-rural area, east

of the city. None of the families lived either in an ex-

tremely wealthy part or in an extremely poor area of the

city.
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Only three of the respondents lived in apartments and the

rest lived in single-family homes. Typically, the houses of

the respondents in the inner city tvere built on small twen-

ty-five to thirty-foot lots. Generally, they vrere narror¡r,

two storey frame buildings interspersed with aging apartment

blocks and corner grocery stores. Most had back lanes and

straight paths leading from the front streeL to tiny fenced

front yards. Like most houses in the inner city, most of

the respondents' houses had been built prior to 1946. Some

of the houses had been extensively remodelled, others were

in a state of disrepair.

In contrast to the more decrepit older houses found in
the inner city, the majority of the respondents' houses in

the suburbs were modern. Most had been constructed during

the last ten to twenty years and, typical of Winnipeg subur-

bia, vrere built on fifty to sixty foot lots. As a rule,
most of the houses v¡ere neat, well--Iandscaped bungalows and

side-by-sides with front driveways, wide front lawns, and

back fenced yards. Modern shopping centres, schools, and

community centres completed the picture.

In terms of satisfaction, Winnipegers appear to have a

fairly positive perception of their city. One national sur-
vey conducted in 1978 ranked Winnipeg sixteenth out of twen-

ty-three metropolitan cities as being a satisfactory place

to live. Another conducted in the gtinnipeg area in 1981,

found Winnipeg described as a pleasant and friendly city
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1983). As

the following responses indicate, nearly all of our respon-

dents concurred with those evaluations which see Winnipeg as

a good place to live, and in which to raise children.

llow Eatisfïed are you with this neighbourhood?

The neighbourhood is great" The street is really
nice and the kids know a lot of the people in the
street... If they ever get locked out or some-
thing comes up and we are not here, I always know
there is somebody they can go to that they know.
(t"tother in inner city)

What is it like J.iving here for the chiLdren?

Very satisfactory. There are lots of children on
the street. Most of them come from the sort of
parents who are concerned about where their chil-
dren are. It has been a good neighbourhood for
children to grow up in. (MoLher, living in sub-
urbs )

How do you like living here?

I think this is one of the better ones (cities) we
have been in. (uother, recently moved into Winni-
peg from another part of the province)

How do you like it here?

I, well, I reaIly do appreciate being a free
man... Its not going to be like in our country
that maybe tomorrow we'11 find something to eat or
not. Or somebody v¡il-l knock on your door and
you'11 get arrested for Lalking or saying a joke
or something. Its a big decision and I am very
happy about it, being here. Its the difference
between this and my country as being a HeIl and
Heaven, that big difference. (Father I a recent
immigrant ) .

The foregoing description of the city of

the scene for the design of this study.

Winnipeg sets
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3"3 THE RESEARC!{ ÐESTGN

The philosophy governing the research design

Rubin (1976214) who states,

comes from

We have hundreds of representative studies of one
aspect or another of family life important and
useful studies" We have attitude studies and be-
havior studiesi but few make the link between the
two. We have probability statistics on marriage,
divorce, sexual behavior, and much, much more; but
they tell us nothing of the experiences of the
flesh-and-blood v¡omen and men who make up the num-
bers. This is not a failure of those studies;
they are not designed to do so. Still they leave
us with a fragment of knowledge. Thereforer w€
need also social- science that is so designed
qualitative studies that can capture the fullness
of experience, the richness of living. We need
work that takes us inside the family dynamics,
into the socio-emotional world in which people are
born, 1ive, and die a real- people wi th f lesh,
blood, bones, and skeletons.

Guided by

developed so

between fami

ships, and

these units

such an orientation, our research design was

as to enable an analysis of the relationship
ty structure, family resources, family relation-
children's behavior "

of analysis follows:
A brief description of
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1" Fami ly Structure.

a) Divorced/Separated Families.

holds where the parents Ì,rere

and the child was living with

ogical or adoptive parents.

b) Married Families. Two-parent

parents v¡ere married and the

both of her/nís biological or

One-parent house-

separated or divorced

one of trer/hi s biol-

households where the

child was living with

adoptive parents.

¿. Familv Relationships.

a) The affective relationship between

rent s ;

the two pa-

b) The affective relationship between each parent and

the child separately.

Fami l-y Resources "

In the initial step of the analysis, families vrere

classified on the basis of income only. In the

second step, in keeping with our assumption that
families are not homogeneous and may differ in the

type and accessibility of resources, the income

criterion was expanded to take into consideration

other socioeconomic and personal network resources

such as education, child care, housing, famity and

friends.
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4, Child Outcomes.

a) The child's emotional, social, and academic behav-

ior;
b) The child's perception of families, divorce, and

parental roles;

c) The child's perception of divorce and life in a

divorced household;

The design vras similar to the model used by Colletta
(1978) in her study of one and two-parent families at two

income leve1s. It called for two comparisons between the

cells in Figure 1

Figure .1 
;

Moderate Income

Married

Families

Moderate Income

Di vorced

Families

Low Income

Di vorced

Families
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In the first comparison, which vras between divorced and

married f amilies, moderate-income married f amilies r¡¡ere com-

pared with moderate-income divorced families. rn the second

comparison, v¡ithin divorced families, moderate-income di-
vorced families were compared with row-income divorced fami-

1ies" The main objective of the first comparison (See Fig-
ure 2) vras to determine the effects of divorce with income

herd constant. The.main objective of the second comparison

(See Figure 3) was to determine the effect of income on di-
vorced f amilies.

Figure 2:

Moderate Income

Married

Fami I ies

Moderate fncome

Di vorced

Families

Ef fec t s*

* - "Effects" as used

child outcomes,

incomes "

here refers

and family

to family relat
resources other

i onships ,

than family
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Figure 3:

Moderate-I ncome

Divorced

Families

Low-I ncome

Di vorced

Families

Ef fects *

3.4 SAMPLE

Due primarily to the relatively small number of families
participaling in the studyr our sample had to be selected

from a somewhat restricted range of family experience. The

families were selected on the basis of family structure,
family income, and age of chiId. To meet the first criteri-
oD, married families were matched with an egual number of

divorced families. By the second criterion, divorced fami-

l-ies whose income was below Statistics Canada's low income

guidelines.6 v¡ere matched, for comparative purposes, with an

equal number of families possessing an income in excess of

6 Statistics Canada's Low income cut-off Iimits are calcu-
lated on the basis that families below these limits spend,
on averager 5E.seo or more of their income on food, shetter
and clothing. Low income cut-offs are differentiated by
size of area of residence and by family size. For exam-
pfe, in t{innipeg in 1983, the limit for a family of 2 per-
sons was $12,440; the limit for a family of 3 persons was
$16, 641. (Statistics Canada, 1983, 13-206: 10).
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those guidelines (primarily medium range.) Our third cri-
terion was the selection of families with at least one child
between the age of 9 and 11, and in the 4th or sth grade at
school. It was important that the children in the study be

o1d enough to respond to our questions.

3,4.1 Selection of Casesa

In selecting families for this study,

Sennett and Cobb's (1973¿Aa) approach:

r,¡e were guided by

to talk to people about their experiences.".
involves a measure of person to person trust that
does not come f rom getting peopl-e's names in a di-
rectory and calling them up. It is very difficult
to ring doorbells randomly in a neighbourhood and
ask people if they would like to sit down for
three hours and tell you the story of their
lives...thereforer wê moved from person to person
through contacts !¡e developed. " " Tn the beginning
we met people through nursery schools and parents'
groups... increasingly, the people we interviewed
helped us find others they thought might be inter-
ested.

We used three strategies to obtain our sample. WhiIe

each strategy alone would have ultimately provided us with a

sufficient sampler we believe that all three strategies as-

sured a sample most suitable for this study.

i. We requested permission from Winnipeg School Division
#1 (inner city) to send letters to homes through grades 4

and 5 students of several schools in their division. FoI-
lowing thisr wÊ approached principals of the schools which
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the division had assigned for the study, for their permis-

sion" The letter (See Appendix) outlined the purpose of our

research and invited families to participate. parents who

were interested in taking part in our study or who desired

more information, either contacted us directly by phone or

filled out a card we had incLuded with the letter. These

cards, which were returned to the schools by the children,
were in turn passed on to us by the schools. Seven of the

married and four of the divorced families in the sample were

obtained in this way.

This method of choosing cases had two main advantages"

First, divorced families were not singled out or "IabelIed",
and because family participation vras voluntary, families
were willing to talk to us. Second, by requesting the

School Division to assign us schools in working and middle

class areasr wê v¡ere able to select families from the spe-

c i f ic soc ial classes that the research design call-ed f or.

There were disadvantages as weIl. First, the samp)_e was

biased insofar as only families who volunteered h'ere inter-
viewed. Second, the return rate was low. Of the 500 or so

Ietters and cards sent home through the children, only twen-

ty-six families returned the cards indicating they were in-
terested in participating. Furthermore, of these twenty-six
families, five families were turned down because of their
difficulties with the English language, three because we

could not arrange a suitable time to hold our interview, two



had family events which

minute, two moved out of

their phone number to an

contact them, and two of

did not want to take part
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forced them to cancel at the last
the school district, one changed

unlisted one bef ore we vrere able to
the fathers in the married families
in the study.

WhiIe this low rate of return vras disappointing, it may

be attributed mainly to the large number of foreign-born

families and the high turn-over rates in the student popula-

tion in some of the schools v¡e were assigned. For example,

180 letters vrere sent to one school where the transfer-in
rate vras 26.1 percent and 75 percent of the students came

from non-white or recent immigrant families (c,f. Mr" Fleck,

principal; Winnipeg School Division Report 1034: 198 ).

¿. Adults attending a FamiIy Course at the University
of Winnipeg were told about the study. Three married and

three divorced students, each of whom met our criteria of

having a child in grade 4 or 5 volunteered their families.
A major advantage of this method was that it insured our

sample contained families where at least one parent was edu-

cated beyond high school. This factor vras important for our

study " Essent ia11y, whi 1e r,,¡e t{ere pr imar i Iy interested in

exploring the effects of income on family interactionr w€

were also interested in exploring the effects of other re-
sources such as education and occupation. Thus, the fami-

lies recruited through the elementary school system provided

us with working-cIass families, while those from the univer-
sity were from middle-class backgrounds.



J. Families who had heard

contacted us at the university
Three f ami I ies v¡ere selected in
technique that of snowballing

nitely had it not been for our I
gone on indefi-

and resources.

about our study

and offered to
this manner

could have

imi ted t ime
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from others

take part.

This Iatter

3,4.2 Characteristics of our Samolee

Our final sample consisted of ten married and ten di-
vorced families, andr âs called for, each family had a child
in grade four or five. Five of the families had what might

be termed low income, while the remaining fifteen families
were in the medium income group.

AlI divorced mothers had custody of the children. Three

of the non-custodial fathers saw their children on a regular
basis, five did so occasionally, and two of the fathers had

litt1e or no contact with their children.

À11 the families in the study were from working and mid-

dle class backgrounds. Àlthough most of the parents had

some form of post secondary education beyond grade twelve,

only two married fathers, two married mothers, and three of

the divorced mothers had university degrees. The fathers'
occupations ranged from blue-coIIar (..g., mechanic, heavy

duty equipment operator) to professíonal/technical employ-

ment in licenced professional or technical fields (..g., op-

tician, eJ-ectrician). The mothers' occupat.ions ranged f rom
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iesservice (..g., waítress, cashier) to professional categor
(".g", teacher, nurse) "

In the tv¡o-parent households, all fathers were employed

fuII time; and of the ten mothers, three chose not to work

outside of the home, four were employed fuIl time, and three

part time. In the one-parent households, four of the ten

mothers were employed full time, three part time, two chose

not to work, and one was unemployed but actively seeking em-

ployment. Two-parent households had a mean family income of

$36,496.00; one-parent households had a mean income of

s17,149.00.

On other personal characteristics of our respondents, the

mean number of children per family was two, and only one of

the married families and one of the divorced families had

pre-schoolers. The mean age of the married fathers rras 39;

in the case of married mothers, the mean v¡as 35, while for
divorced mothers the mean was 34. In part, the age of the

parents is consistent with our sampling strategy: families
had to have at least one child in the 4th or sth grade grade

at school. (Hence, younger parents were eliminated from con-

siderat ion. )

The length of marriage of parents in married households

ranged from 11 25 years with a mean length of 14 years.

Length of marriage in divorced families before separation

occurred ranged from 3 to 18 years; the mean was ten and a
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half years. Five of the divorced mothers had obtained final
divorce papers, tvro vlere awaiting the f inal decree nisi, and

three v¡ere separated. While none of the mothers in this
latter category expressed any desire of reconciliation, none

of the three were actively seeking a lega1 divorce" Legally

divorced mothers had been divorced from less than a year up

to seven years, for a mean of about three and a half years,

Separated mothers had been separated from one year to six
years; a mean of about three years.

In the one-parent households, although three of the moth-

ers had formed "Iive-in" arrangements with male companions,

all of the mothers remained single" Of the non-custodial

f athers, two had remarried and f our Iived with f emal-e com-

panions. This confirms previous findings that men tend to
remarry more frequently than women.

The families in this study represented a diverse popula-

tion. While they had many similarities, they also had some

differences. Since variables such as education, occupation,

the gender of the child, and the rel-igious affitiations of

the parents, have been found to influence family function-
ing, we compared the major groups of families on these

characteristics" Furthermore, in an effort to assess the

extent to which the findings of this study can be general-

izedr w€ compared general- socio-demographic characteristics
of our sample with the population of Winnipeg as a who1e.
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Tables 1 and 2 summaríze the characteristics of divorced

and married mothers. Às can be seen, the married mothers

were more religious,. had more income, and had a greater num-

ber of boys than the divorced mothers" Although income and

religious affitiation might well be attributed to a basic

difference between divorced and married families, undoubted-

ty our sample would have been improved if vre had been able

to obtain a sample of married families with equal number of

girls and boys. Às our time and financial resources pre-

vented further sampling, the best vre could do was to be sen-

sitive to this factor in our analysis.

Table 3 compares characteristics of our sample with the

general population of Winnipeg. Although our sample was not

randomly selected, the cases appeared to be moderately rep-

resentative of Winnipeg's middle and working class families"
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TABLE 1

Socio-demoqraphic Characteristics of Ðivorced

Divorced
Mothers
(¡i=1 o )

Educat i on
High Schoo1 only
Post High Schoo1

Familv Income
Less than $1 0,000
$10-19,999
s20-29,999
$30-39,999

Reliqion
Catholic
Protestant
Other
None

Occupat ion
White Co1lar
Blue Collar
Not working

Ì.ihere born
In Canada
Europe

Number of
1-2
3-4

Ch i ldren

Gender of Child
FemaIe
MaIe

and Married Mothers

Married
Mothers
(¡¡=lo)

3
4
1

2

5
2
3

)
J

0
0
7

0
0
I
2

2
5
1

2

5
2
3
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TÀBLE 2

socio-demographic characteristics of Divorced RespondenLs'
Low SES

(¡¡=5)
Medium SES

(H=s )

Educat i on
High School only
Post high school

Familv Income
Less than $1 0,000
$10-19,999
ç20-29,999
$30-39,999

Reliqion
CathoI ic
None

Occupation
white Collar
Blue Collar
Not working

Where Born
In Canada
Europe

Number Chi ldren

Gender of Child
FemaIe
MaIe

uarital Status
Separated
D i vorc ed

0
2
1

2

)
J

1

I

3
2
0
0

2
1

2

of
1-2
3-4
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TABLE 3

{ Comparison of Selected Socio-demoqraphic Characteristics
of Winnipeq's Population and Samp1e Cases

Dimen s i on I,tinnipeq Sample
(N=584 ,842 ) ( so )

9o >o

Education (aqe 25-44)
High School
Post high-school

Reliqion
CathoI ic
Protestant
No religious Preference

Where Born
Born in Manitoba
Born outside Canada

Median Àqe at First Marriaqe
MaIes
Females

Averaqe Number of Children
1-2
3 or more

Familv Income - Hu-Wi Fam:*
Less than S1 0,000
$1 0,000-$39,900
Over $40,000

Average Income
Median Income

FemaIe Headed (aqe 24-44)L
Less than $1 0,000
$ 1 0,000-$39, 900
Over $40,000

Average Income
Median Income

Incidence of Low Income Families

* - winnipeg income 1981; income of

44
56

35
65

23
30
40

70
20

23
20

80
20

0
70
30

36 ,496
37,500

30
70

0

ç17,149
ç12,200

13

34
50

9

67
19

24
22

77
23

5
64
30

ç34,222
$30,960

38
59

2

$1 4,656
ç12,703

14

respondents 1 983 "
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3,5 THE HOME I}{TERVTEWg

The interviews $¡ere done between March and JuIy of 1 983 
"

It had been an early Spring and characteristic of Winnipeg's

weather at this time of year, a mixture of hot dry and cool

wet days. Many of the parents, particularly the mothers,

hrere annoyed at their children over "wet and dirty clothes".
Almost instantly, we found the weather assisted us in estab-

lishing a rapport with our respondents" Às the following
responses indicate, weather often mediated interaction be-

tween mother and child:

Can you describe a typical school-day evening in your fami-

ly?

Well after school, when it's nice out, which
hasn't been too much IateIy, f've let R. . . go out
and play because he loves to play...but he's com-
ing in so wet that f've kept hím in. He's so
dirty that I've had to make him take his clothes
right off there, (at the front door) and then
downstairs right into the washer. (ptother of ten
year old boy)

Do you ever just Èalk about things with your mother?

Well depends, sây like a couple of weeks â9o, I
got my new shoes a1l wet playing soccer and base-
baII, and I got in and she realIy got mad. Ànd
so¡ like I would realIy like to; I know I tried.
Most of it was because when I was on the first
base and here someone is coming and running after
m€o I was going out of the way and he slipped in
aII the r¡ater in the middle of the f ield and I
feII into a puddle of waterr so I got my shoes and
my coat aII wet" (noy age ten)
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Ðo you sometímes not get along with your mother?

Sometimes. Yes. Like, if I get my shoes muddy,
nev¡ shoes and they are all suede. I got killed
for that today.". Got grounded for a week, that's
the worst part, (Uoy, a9€ ten)

As indicated earlier, four interviewers assisted in
data collection. In the case of married families, and in as

many of the divorced families as our time schedules would

permit, families were interviewed by two interviewers. This

practice proved advantageous for both the interviewers and

the families. By interviewing two family members at the

same time, wê v¡ere able to reduce the time we were disrupt-
ing the family. For us, it was convenient to interview in

pairs. Not only v¡ere transportation problems solved, but

any apprehensions about going into stranger's homes were

minimized. Furthermore, because two of our interviewers
vJere male and two were female, sometimes interviewers and

respondents v¡ere of the same gender, sometimes the opposite.

Although the advantages outweighed the disadvantages,

there vrere some drawbacks to working in respondents' homes.

Loaded down with our interview and recording paraphernalia

we sometimes aroused the curiosity of the neighbours. Once,

on going to the wrong doorr wê were mistaken for social
workers. Ànother critical problem was lack of space. Typi-

ca1lyr our respondents' houses were small, and if, as v¡as

usually the case, the whole family was home, it was often
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difficult to find two l-ocations permitting privacy to con-

duct the interviews. usuarly, vre simultaneously interviewed

in the kitchen and in the living-room" other household mem-

bers temporarily withdrew to their bedroom or were asked to
spend the evening elsewhere. The latter was the case in the

three divorced families with a "live-in-partner". À11 three

partners, one of whom we passed as he was leaving, were con-

spicuous by their absence during interviews.

occasionalry r.re interviewed both parents at opposite ends

of the same room due to scarcity of space. While this situ-
ation was far from idealr w€ had little choice. Respondents

often were at ease in the cramped quarters, although some-

times they tended to l-ower their voice to a whisper or wait-
ed until their spouse had left the room before answering

questions that involved the spouse at the other end. For

example, when asked, "Do you ever wish you had not married?"

a 35 year old husband responded,

Not while she is sitting theret (Oo you want to¡rait unËil she's disappeared? We can co¡ne back toit. ) No, that's okay. Sometimes, yês.

rnterviews of parents lasted between one and three hours,

and those with the children between half and one hour. As a

ruIe, husbands tended to take longer than wives to complete

the interview' one reason is that some sections of the

questionnaire, such as those on employment, were more appli-



cable to men than women 
"
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Also mothers vrere more often in-
terrupted by the chi ldren t.han the f athers. Mothers also

tended to be responsible for domestic tasks such as putting

the children to bed, making coffee, and answering the phone.

Thus mothers, more than fathers, sometimes tended to hurry

through the interview. Final1y, it may well have been that
men, not always given the opportunity to express their views

on family experiences, found the interviews stimulating.

Following Bott's (1957 ) techniquer wê began the inter-
views with about ten or fifteen minutes of casual conversa-

tion, followed by an explanation of the study, including its
goals, who vras in the research team, how we vrere f inanced,

and how the inforrnation would be used.

t{e explained that there was 1ittle information available
on the Canadian family and on divorce, and that we wanted to

talk to a small number of families. Some of the explanation

vlas always directed towards the children in the study. In

general, vre attempted to 1et the children know how interest-
ed we were in hearing about their daily activities and their
ideas about marriage and family life. We also tried to

reassure them that the interview "was not a test" and that
there were "no wrong or right answers". Obviously, âs some

families were more interested in the background of the study

than others, the explanations were tailored to each family's
circumstances. However, throughout the discussion we were

careful to avoid giving the impression that households with



two parents were "more normal"

we also informed the responden

lors and, therefore, not qualif
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than ones with one parent"

Ls that we were not counsef-

ied to counsel them,

While our initial letter of invitation to the families
informed them of our plan to interview spouses separately, a

few respondents had reservations" Àmong the married fami-

lies, two husbands were quite uncomfortable about their
wives being asked to be interviewed separately" One husband

felt that we were "checking up on his answers" or "trying to

trick him". The other f elt that because it v¡as a "f amily

study" his f amiJ-y should be interviewed as a "f amily unit".
Àfter they vlere assured that none of our questions were de-

signed to check one spouse's responses with the others, and

that they could refuse to answer any questions, or terminate

the interview any time they chose, both men cooperated.

Àmong the divorced families, two mothers had concerns

about interviewing their chil-dren separately. In one case,

Èhe mother was concerned that her child, who at the time,

was seeing a counsellor, might be upset by our questions.

In the other, the mother, as much curious as she was con-

cerned¡ wâs intensely interested in Iistening to her child's
views. In the first case, the mother was reassured once a

copy of the child's interview schedule was shown and was

satisfied that under no circumstances would we pressure the

child to respond if he appeared even slightly upset. In the

second, the mother was satisfied when the child herself vol-



unteered to later reveal t.he questions to her.

f ear the mother might haver vrê gave her a

child's interview.
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To allay any

copy of the

In general, interviews with the parents were fairly re-
laxed. Most parents r.rere quite willing to share their opin-

ions, views, and feelings I often informing us more than we

had expected from such open-ended questions as, "How do you

get along with your spouse?"

Our questions on income, however, did cause some hesita-
tion. Generally, low income respondents were more willing
to reveal their incomes than those with high incomes" This

problem was circumvented by using cards indicating levels of

income. The following is an example of the vrays respondents

answered the question on income:

Would you teII me the number (on card) which best represents
how much you earned last year before taxes?

We11, its a1l- conf idential?
tell Revenue Canada? (no,
WelI, I pay myself a salary.
of the gross profit, the gross
and I pay myself a salary out
calcul-ator (f'ather, moderate

You are not going to
I wouldnrt do that,)

I get a percentage
intake of my store,
of that"""I need a

income. )

Okay, I earned under seven thousand, but my income
tax form is here, but with child support and my
earnings and board and room and everything alto-
gether my income would be eleven thousand dollars"(t'tother, low income )
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Interviews with Lhe children were less predictable than

those with t.he parents" Childrenr w€ found, have a limited
attention span. During interviews¡ w€ had to be extremely

attentive, willing to listen to sLories about their best

friend or their favourite pet" Occasionally, they asked us

to talk to a friendr or siblings" In such circumstances,

ri¡e found it strategically prudent to stop the interview long

enough for a younger brother or sister to say a few words

into the recorder" Sometimes, they were candidly blunt, de-

manding "how much longer is this going to take?"

Children also differed surpris
tive skilIs, regardless, of thei
some nine year olds in the study

clearly expressed their views and

some ten and eleven year olds

themselves. Often they resorted

moving hands, nodding heads, etc.
in translating such gestures with

For example:

ingly in their communica-

r age. For example, while

hrere ext remely art iculate ,

related their experiences,

had diff iculty expressing

to body language, (e.g.,

), and frequently we ended

our recorded commentaries"

Are some of the children at school. hard to get along with?

(you are nodding your head again, does that mean a
lot of them?) e lot. (cirl, aged eleven)

In retrospect, we considered the interviews with both

parents and children a success, Whether by words or by ges-

tures, both were equally expressive. In essence, both pa-
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part of the research,

the overall picture of



ChapLer IV

QUANTIFYTNG TI{E DATA

This chapter describes the analysis the breakdown and re-
construction of the data. It explains how we categorized

the interview data so that other interested researchers can

replicate, critique, and extend our research" (Further de-

tails are appended, see Àppendix À,8,C)"

The interview data !¡ere transferred to 5 1/2 inch floppy

discs of a microcomputer. This strategy proved advantageous

for an analysis of qualitative data. Once the taped data

vrere on the discs, it was relatively efficient and easy to
search for, print out, compare, and code answers to specific
questions.

As stated earl"ier in this thesis, we were interested in

exploring the interrelationships between family structure,
family relationships, family resources, and child outcomes.

Howeverr w€ recognized that families were not homogeneous

regardless of their type or marital situation. In effect,
r{e were interested in both categorizing and comparing groups

and treating families as individual cases. Prompted by

these considerations, over three hundred items were coded

and fed inLo the computer at the University of Manitoba.

Using the Statistical Analysis System (SaSS), these items

61
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were sorted and categorized in terms of individual family's
marital status, type of relationships, resources, and chil-
dren's performance. vrhile the marital status, being either
married or divorced, needs no further explanation, the clas-
sification and coding procedures used for family relation-
ships, family resources, and child outcomes merit further
e labora t i on .

4"1 FÀMILY RELÀTIONSHIPS

The families yrere classified by the type of family rela-
tionships in two different vrays" Initially, both married

and divorced families were classified into "types" on the

basis of our overal-l- impression gained from the replay of

taped int.erviews, reading the transcripts, and from the

notes taken at the time of the interview. The respondent's

assessment of their relationships as well as their voice

modulations suggestive of sadness, happiness, anger, defeat,

or resignation on tape were noted. Basically, the studied

families fe11 into two types which we tentatively labetled
ttstrongtt and ttweaktt.

The second method was more complex. It involved a de-

tailed breakdown of the transcripted interviews by selected

attributes. We looked for similarities within and differ-
ences between each type of family identified by the initial
classification. Subsequently, the coding of sixty-six items
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concerning family relationships provided a comprehensive

representation of familial interaction as it prevailed in

both married and divorced families at the time oi the inter-
view, and of a retrospective assessment of the relationships
which existed in the divorced families before their marital
disruption. Using such a procedure, we divided the families
in terms of two distinctly different types of family rela-
tionships, the dimensions of which have been summarized in

the following figure. As can be seen, one vras a type of

family based on companionship, flexibility, sharing, and

emotional expressiveness, and another vras based on inflexi-
bility, authoritarianism, and littLe expressiveness. We

conceptualized the first as

"confIictua1".
"congenial-", and the second,

F i qure 4

Conqenial Type

1. SuaIity:
Get along weIl.

Conflictual Type

themselves AS
Describe their relationship
as ttnot closet' ttnot goodtt
"hosti1et' or "Indifferent".
Sometimes say they are close
but add a contingency clause
such as ideal when their
partner "doesn't fool
around" or "is sobert'. One
or the both of them are dis-
satisfied and want their re-
lationship to change.

Perce ive
ttclosett,

"friendIy". Demonstrate af-
fect ion and are sat i sf ied
with affection received.
Their relationship is a to-
taI physical and emotional
union. Are happy with their
marriage and are ready to
"i¡ork on it" to preserve it"
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2. Companionship

Enjoy each other's company.
Do a lot, or most things to-
gether, but are interested
in, and supportive of, ac-
tivities each does alone.
It is a rrwErr relationship,
couple-centered .

3 " Communication:

Find it easy to talk with
one another. Consensus on
most things, especially is-
sues concerning values, mar-
riage, and children.

4. Emotional:

Emotionally supportive of
one another. Ready to lis-
ten and help. Often so
"cued" into the i r spouse ,
they do not have to wait to
be told.

5. ConfIict.
Conflicts between them are
rare. If they disagree they
try not to argue in front of
the children, and neither
one loses controL

6. Decision-makinq:

Decision-making is joint,
based on mutual consensus 

"Rather than one giving in,
they will work out a compro-
mise which is acceptable to
both.

Rarely do things as a couple
without children or others.
Show little interest or sup-
port of each other's activi-
ties. It is an rtlrr rela-
tionship, self -centered.

Commun icat ion Í s
between them"

an lssue
Report they

"have problems communicating
with one another" or "do not
talk a l-ot"

Are not emotionally suppor-
tive of one another. Often
spouses keep their own prob-
lems to themselves, Dêither
heeding nor listening to one
another.

Consider they argue more
than most other couples.
Often they disagree in front
of the chil-dren, and one or
both of them Lose control"

Both spouses go their own
ways if they cannot reach a
consensus, or the final de-
c i sion i s habi tualIy only
made by one spouse with only
a minimal discussion.
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7 " Division of Labour.

"Sharing" and "flexibility"
are central. Many tasks are
shared. Others are deter-
mined by the time, skiIl,
and preference of each part-
ner. Tasks tend to change
over the years, depending on
the family's needs and situ-
ation.

8" Parents and Children

Both parents enjoy their
children, take an active in-
terest in their activities "Parents work as a team, and
while one parent may be more
involved with a child than
the other, there is no com-
petition or jealousy between
parents.

9. ChiId-rearinq Ideoloqy:

Rules are relaxed and ad-
justed to the circumstances.
Ðiscipline is fIexibIe,
based on reason and "friend-
Iy" persuasion. Children
are dealt with as distinct
individuals. They have few
set duties and are encour-
aged to set their ovrn l-im-
its, doing things because
they "want to" rather than
because they are "made to".

1 0. Familv Ideoloqv

Division of labour is Lradi-
tional r,¡ith roles clearly
defined. Few tasks are
shared. Females are respon-
sible for "feminine" tasks
such as cooking and clean-
ing, males for "masculine"
tasks such as car and house
maintenance.

Parents do not support one
another in dealing with the
chil-dren. Of ten, one accus-
es the other "does not han-
dle them right" or "does not
take enough interest or
time". Friction between the
parents over the children
may be quite hostile"

Rules are firm and unbending
with few except ions made.
Discipline is rigid and au-
thoritarian. Parents tend
to treat their children "as
a group" rather than encour-
age each child's separate
individuality. Children are
expected to help on a regu-
lar basis around the house
and yard.

Expectations;
Partners have different ex-
pectations of marriage.
Congruence:
Parents tend to differ in
their perception of family
roles and situations.

Expec tat i on s :
Both partners
expectations
Congruence:
Parents assess
and situations
way.

have similar
of marriage.

family roles
in the same
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clAlthough the families in our study were situated on

continuum between the Lwo extremesr w€ found it quite easy

to classify them as either congenial or confIictual.T Recog-

nizing the significance of family relationshipsr w€ decided

to incorporate them into our analytical framework. There-

fore, in addition to the type of "family resources", which

will be dealt with in the following paragraphs, a "congen-

ial" or a "confIictuaI". family became a basis of comparison,

based on 14 congenial and 6 conflictual families.

4.2 FAMILY RESOIJRCES¡

Each stage of the analysis entailed problems. With re-
spect to "Family Resources", $¡e vlere aware that not all f am-

ilies are similar, and have varying resources and thus are

tikeJ-y to have different outlooks. Neverthelessr w€ were

intrigued by the diversity of families in terms of their
complex life styles and views. How does one compare the

"resource value" of a run down home badly in need of repair
for a mother who considers herself "so lucky to have the

house", with that of a fully modern bungalow which the moth-

er says is "completely inadequate to meet their needs"? How

does one equate the family with three cars for whom trans-
portation is a problem with the family who report they have

It should be noted that families were analyzed according
to members within the household. Thus, married famities
were classified according to the relationships between pa-
rents and between parents and child. Divorced families
were classified mainly on the relationship between mother
and child.
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neither a car, nor a problem v¡ith transportation? Similar-
ly, how can one equate the mother who says, "My mother is my

greatest resource, I don't know how I would manage the kids

r¡ithout her", with the mother who reports, "I'd do anything

if my mother would stay away,"?

As the foregoing suggests, resources are perceived dif-
ferently by individuals. Thus, when assessing family re-
sources and the value of such resources for individual fami-

lies, one has to take into account the subjective as well as

the objective aspects of family resources. With this in

mind, the following steps were taken to classify the fami-

lies by their resources.

First¡ wê developed a list
each family as weII as their
such resources. This list,
sources as personal health and

child care, housing, et cetera

to questions such as,

of all objective resources of

levels of satisfaction with

which included such varied re-
emotions, income, employment,

r wâs compiled from responses

t{hat is your main source of income?

How do you feel about working?

Ho¡u satÍsf ied are you with your ì.iving arrangements?

Second, the list provided the means for allocating appro-

priate "scores" used to compare one respondent's resources

with anothers " As the following example concerning

"friends" demonstrates, it provides a fairly comprehensive



basis of comparison"

see Appendix B) "

Fr iends

Emotional help from friends
Tangible help from friends
Frequency of contact with?

Get together with friends?

Satisfied with social Iife?

68

(for full list and met,hod of scoring,

Response

ves/No

ves/No

Regular/Not

Soc ial/Spec

ves/No

Scores

1/0

1/0

regular 1 /0
ial/Hever l/t/o

1/0

Understandably¡ coDsidering the divergent types of fami-

lies in our study, there was a wide range of resources.

Whereas, the possible "resource scores" could vary between

0 - 207, in actual fact, the "resource scores" of our fami-

lies ranged between 75 148.

4,3 CHILD OIITCOMES å

Compared to the system of measuring family resources,

measurements of children's performance were relatively sim-

ple. In the absence of formal reports on the children's
scholastic performance, and psychological testing of their
social and emotional skilIs, Ìre relied on the respondents'

responses to selected questions (examples below) for con-

structing an "overaIl competence scaIe" that delineated the

qualities that parents and children va1ue.
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orE$het sorb of
5 can do for

things do you Èhink
Èhemselvee?

a chíld Ín grade 4

Do you think a chíId should obey ímmediately when you
aEk them to do soneLhing?

The final- scale, which consisted of seventeen items, in-
cluded only those attributes on which there vras uniform con-

sensus of parents and/or children. For example, attributes,
such as "immediate obedience" and "helping with household

tasks" which were considered to be important by some pa-

rents, but not by others, were excluded.

Specifically, our respondents concluded that in school,

children should be average or above, well behaved, and

friendly with their teachers; socially they should have

friends, and get along well with other children; and emo-

tionalIy, children of this age group should be fairly inde-

pendent, able to do things for themselves, and not overly

demanding. In terms of personality, parents desired happy,

out-going, confident children.

Children vrere scored by how well their academic, social
and emotional behavior fit this typology. In procedures

similar to those used with "Family Resources", we used the

entire sample of children to create a measurement of compe-

tence against which each child could be compared. Using the

seventeen items of .the "overa1l competence scaIe" (See Àp-

pendix B for list of items and scores assigned) as a basis
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of scoring, those children whose scores vrere less than the

mean scores of the whole sample were considered to be "below

mean"; those with scores equal to or above the sample means

tJere considered to be "mean" or "above mean".

In our sample, out of a possible "23", the overall scores

(academic, social, and emotional scores combined) ranged be-

tween 4 - 16, with a sample mean of 12.4" Pam, with an

overall score of rr4rr and Tracey with an overall score of

'r 16rr illustrate examples of children we considered to be

ttbelow meantt and ttabove meant'

Pam is efeven years o1d and in grade five. She
says she "hates" schooL, thinks her teachers are
"grouchy" and disIikes aIl her subjects except
"Unsustained Silent Reading". Pam says she is do-
ing "okay in school" but her mother reports Pam
has problems with reading and has a resource
teacher working with her. Socia1Iy, Pam doesn't
have any real friends, finds "Iots" of the chil-
dren at school and in the neighbourhood difficult
to get along with. Emotionally, her mother finds
Pam overly demanding and says at times it is a
problem to get her to do things. During the in-
terview Pam's attitude ranged from sulky petulance
to outright hostility towards her mother, her
peers, and her teachers. In terms of her person-
ality, her mother describes her as a moody, diffi-
cult chiId, with a low self esteem.

Tracey is eleven. She is in grade six and loves
school, ranks herself as "about average". She
Iikes just about everything at school, especially
maths. She says she sometimes has a few problems
with French, but her mother reports she has always
done fairly welI in school. Socially, her mother
describes her "as very sociable". She herself
says she has lots of friends at school, including
"some special onesrr, and she does not find any of
the children at school or in the neighbourhood
difficult to get along with. Emotionally, her
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mother finds
reports that
to do things.
pleasant and
is described
born streaks.

her "endlessly" demanding, and
is sometimes difficult to get her
During the interview, Tracey was

tentive. Personality-wise, Tracey
a happy, stable child with stub-

In sum, relative to family structure, and marital status
variables, the operationalization of family relationships,
family resources, and child outcomes involved several- phases

of conceptual and computer analysis" The remaining chapters

of this thesis will focus on the findings. Chapter Five de-

scribes the "family resources of the families, and Chapter

Six describes the "child outcomes" of the children in the

study. To facilitate discussion, where appropriate, each

section will include statistical comparisons of groups of

our respondents (".g", marríeð/dívorced, congeniaL/conflic-

tual, Iow/medium, below/above mean child outcomes), as well

as qualitative illustrations of individual cases. However,

it must be emphasized that these types of statistical fig-
ures are reported only to indicate the variation among re-
spondents" In that the sample was relatively smaII, con-

sisting of only twenty children, and twenty married, and ten

divorced parents, and that some questions v¡ere not fully
discussed by all respondents, the data should be seen not

for their statistical significance, but for their summary

and corroborative va1ue.

it
at
as



Chapter V

FAMILY RESOURCES

In this discussion of Family Resources, comparisons in-
clude three groups: a) married wit.h divorced familiest b)

congenial with conflictual married and divorced families;
and c) Iow, medium, and upper medium income divorced fami-

1ies.

Wide disparities have been noted by previous researchers

between the resources available to one and two parent fami-

lies. Ambert (1982\, for example, observes the Iimited so-

cial activity of custodial mothers; CoIletta (1979) refers
to the economic hardships of single parents, particularly
those in the lower socioeconomic aroup. Because women gen-

erally earn substantially less than men, and many resources

are related either directly or indirectly to family income

(see Resource Scale in Appendix C), it is to be expected

that the vromen respondents, particularly the divorced moth-

ers, who are for the most part the prime source of family

income, will have lower resource scores" It is also assumed

that a certain degree of disparity wiII exist between the

resources available to congenial and conflicLual families.
Presumably, family members who are "c10se" and "amicable"

are a greaLer resource for one another ihan those who are

72



tthost i l-e " and "di stant " .

sumpt ions.

Our data partly
73

support these as-

5,0.1 Married and Divorced Families s

À comparison of the resource scores of married and di-
vorced respondents indicates that the majority of divorced

mothers have fewer resources than either married fathers or

mothers. In fact, âs can be seen in Table 4, seventy per-

cent (N=10) of the divorced mothers have fewer resources

than either of their married counterparts.

TABLE 4

Distribution of Resource Scores of
Parent sMarried and Divorced

Married
Father s
(N=l o )

103
116
126
127
129
131
134
136
143
145

129

Married
Mothers
(N=l o )

94
09
13
13
19
21
30
32
36
45

121

Di vorced
Mothers
(¡¡=to)

75
76
77
86
89
90
92
98

103
107

89Mean Scores:
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To compare those resources not specificaj-ly related to
family income, the second step of the analysis breaks down

the respondents' resources by "socioeconomic"r "socioeconom-

icaJ-Iy reIated", and "personal network of family and

friends" dimensions. These are listed in Table 5"

TÀBLE 5

Distribution of Respondentsr Scores
þ¡¿ the Type of Resources

Soc i oeconomic

S.E.S. Related

Personal Network

Mean Scores:

Married
Fathers
(N=10)

34

22

75

131

Married
Mothers
(N=l o )

122

Divorced
Mothers
(¡t=1 o )

25

14

52

3'1

22

69

91

Considering the "socioeconomic" category which is com-

posed of the employment, education, and income resources of

our respondents, it is of interest to note that although

both married and divorced parents in our sampre have similar
educationar qualifications, they differ in their socioeco-

nomic scores. Às the folrowing interview data ilrustrate,
the employment and income resources of the married famiries



in our sample are considerably higher

vorced families:

75

than those of the di-

What, Èype of non-salary benefits t,o you receive Ëhrough your
job?

I have a pension plan, a dental plan...1ife insur-
ance, and there is a good sick leave benefit. And
af ter you r.rork so long, you get so much time. And
they have, Iike the Mondays off every second Mon-
dayr I think that is nice. (Oo you have a company
car?) No, but a person can work on their own ve-
hicle in the company garage after hours or on the
weekend.
(married father, mechanic , family income ç45 r 500 ) ;

Once you get on full time, I get some type of sick
benef it, and there's a dental p1an. (Onty wit,h
fuIl tirne?) wetl you see, they cover me for the
amount of hours I put in. They cover m€r but not
my children right novr. If my hours go down then I
am not covered; I'm only covered for three months
unless my hours go back up. If I work a lot of
hours - almost fuII time, then the children are.
(You mean they keep putting you in, taking you
oíf.? ) ves. (Must be dif f icult?) o¡r def initely.
(gow about Iife insurance?) well the group insur-
ance they have is $5000.00 death benefit (ttrat is)
if you are fulI time"
(divorced mother, supermarket cashier, family in-
come ç1 2,500 ) ;

In generaln how satisfied are you with your present money
s i tuat ion ?

I guess its about as good as it can be but I
say its too satisfactory... I don't have
cial security. I don't know from one month
next if I can make the mortgage payments.
(Divorced mother, with an income of $12,000)

can' t
f inan-
to the

,

I'm satisfied. I'm happy with it. I think again
its because we learned to budget and live within
our means. I guess if living within your means is
having two cars. They are not new cars by any
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means, they are older cars, and we live in an
older house, and I think we really watch. We
don't buy things f oolishly; v¡e have cash bef ore !¡e
buy an appliance or whatever, things like that.(t'tarried father, family income of $37,500).

Next, in comparing respondents' transportation, leisure,
child care, and housing resources which, in that they re-
quire financial expenditures, we have categorized as "so-
cioeconomic related", married parents in our sample again

appear to have a distinct advantage over divorced parents.

OnIy regarding their transportation resources are married

and divorced respondents similar. As a groupr mârried fami-

lies have greater leisure, child care, and housing resources

than divorced families. The following statement by some of

our respondents illustrate the disparity between the leisure
and child care resources of divorced and married families:

How about holidays, what do you usual.ly do?

Last year I worked right
They gave me fourteen days
one. We got paid, but...
(Divorced mother )

through my holidays.
off and I didn't get

(sv
far we
ica we
then,

is one

Ì{eI1 late1y we've been going to England...,
yourself or with the children?) wett that
usually go by ourselves. lf its North Amer
usually take the kids. (you usually drive
do you?) ves, the big plan in the future
of the Disney things, you know Or1ando.(uarried father)
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Well we haven't really had a holiday I guess for
about two years. I.Ihat v¡e did once was we stayed a
v¡eekend at one of the hotels here" The kids loved
the swimming poolr so we spent a weekend like
t.hat. I'd like to get them avray if I can get
enough money for about a week. Some place down in
the States" No place in particular, just to get
away. (oivorced mother)

9le get a month in the Summer and we vary...We have
that (cottage) now and so vre go to the lake, some-
times for two, three, or four weeks. We also like
to camp... We've done a fair bit of motoring.
Itrs been something the kidsr âs I said, they sort
of grevr up wi th i t - motor ing and camping. So
we've seen a fair bit of the country. But rrre aI-
vrays spend some time at the lake.(t'tarried mother)

Ho¡u satisfied are you with the care your
yout re not around?

When T'm not around the
themse1ves... It woul-d
I cannot afford to hire
I rm not.
(Divorced mother of three

children get when

only care they get is
not be my preference, but

someone to be here when

chi ldren )

Is getting someone
lem?

to look after your pre-schooler a prob-

Well Kelly goes to play school one
week... (gow does she usually react
her?) Great... We have two regular
sitters) ttrat she knows... If we go
er's place as soon as we walk in thettbye mommy" . "bye daddy" "(married father)

afternoon a
Íf you leave
girls (baby-
to my moth-
door, its
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"personal network

rhi
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rd category, that of our respondent's

family and friends", it appears that
once again married mothers and fathers have more resources

than divorced mothers. Interestingly, when this category is
further broken down by related dimensions, it appears that
while married and divorced respondents are basically similar
in their personal, community, and friendship resources, mar-

ried families derive considerably more assistance from their
immediate family than divorced families.

To a large extent, this difference between the two types

of family can be explained. Married spouses, even those who

are not "close", are more likely than divorced spouses to
give emotional, material, and physical support to each oth-
er. Married spouses, âs such, constitute a greater resource

potential for one another than do divorced spouses" The

folJ-owing responses to our questions on household tasks sup-

port this view.

What tasks do you do regularly around the home?

I do the child rearing, the cooking, the cleaning,
and the shopping, I do the home and car mainte-
nance as well as I can, and do-it-yourself jobs.
(Have you aLways done most of the Ehings iñ tt¡e
house, even ¡rhen you were married?) yes. (oi-
vorced mother with three children)
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WeII the child rearing we share. Cooking, I do
during the week and on weekends it is sort of when
everybody is hungry, whoever wants to cook, cooks.
My husband will usually whip up some weird concoc-
tion".. The cleaning I do, and the kids sometimes
will do the dusting and the vacuuming" Home and
car maintenance my husband usually looks after.
If !¡e were putting in a carpet, or something like
that, !ûê'd all do it together, I guess.
(Married congenial mother)

What does your spouse do around the house?

He doesn't do much cleani
ies most of the time"
cars. Then he usually
That's his job.
(Married conflictual mother)

5.0.2 ConqeniaL and Conflictual Families

When the resources of married and divorced respondents

are comparedr w€ note that as we had expected, the married

mothers and fathers in congenial families have more resourc-

es than their married counterparts in conflictual families"
As evident from the data in
fathers' mean score of 1 38,

ng; He buys the grocer-
Of course he fixes the

fixes things around here.

Table 6, the married congenial

and the married congenial moth-

both slightly higher than eitherers' mean score of 129, are

t,he married conflictual fathers' mean score of 123 or the

married conflictual mothers' mean score of 110

À similar comparison of the total resources available to

conflictual and congenial divorced respondents, however,

yields less conclusive results. Of t.he two divoreed mothers
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TABLE 6

Ðistribution of Resource Scores of
Conqenial and Conflictual Married Families

Resources

Congenial Congenial
Fathers Mothers

(N=6 ) (x=6 )

Conflictual Conflictual
Fathers Mothers

(N=¿ ) (H=¿ )

Soc ioeconomic

S.E.S. Related

Personal Network

Mean Scores:

2R

23

80

138 129

33

20

70

123

30

21

59

110

31

21

77

in the "conflictual" category, one has a resource score of

107 which is higher than any of the other divorced mothers.

She has a full-time job with standard fringe benefits I a

large network of friends and relatives, and receives sub-

stanLial financial support from her parents. The other has

a score of 77 which is the second lowest. She is employed

part-time while attending university, has no close relatives
in Winnipeg, and is in constant financial difficulty. Sepa-

rated just a year a9o, she finds the pressures of going to

school, holding a job, and maintaining a family overwhelm-

ing. Thus, although as indicated in Table 7, the congenial

mother's overall mean score of 89 is quite similar to that
of the conflictual mother's score of 91, this may be a re-
sult of the small sample size.
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TABLE 7

Distribution of Conqenial and
þy the Tvpe

Confl ictual
of Resources

Divorced Mothers

Resources

Soc i oeconomic

S.E"S" Related

Personal Network

Congenial Mothers
(H=8)

24

14

51

Conflictual Mothers
( ¡l=2 )

24

14

53

Mean Scores 89

A significant finding from the second step of our analy-

sis which breaks down respondent's resources into separate

dimensions, partly supports our assumption that a family's
socioeconomic situation influences the ways in which a fami-

Iy lives and its members interact lrith one another. More

specifically, although spouses in congenial married families
have slightly more "socioeconomic" and "socioeconomically
related" resources than spouses in conflictual married fami-

Iies, (Tables 6 and 7), such a pattern is not found among

divorced families: divorced mothers in congenial families
have the same number of socioeconomic and socioeconomically

related resources as divorced mothers in conflictual fami-

I ies.

91
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A comparison of the respondents' "personal neLwork" re-

sources indicates (fables 6 and 7) that although married pa-

rents in congenial homes receive considerably more resources

from their personal- network of family and friends than their
counterparts in conflictual families, divorced mothers in

congenial homes fare about the same as divorced mothers in

conflictual homes. Àgain, it is cautioned, that as there

are only two mothers in our conflictual divorced category,

the results of this second comparison may be a reflection of

the ceII sample size, rather than of congenial and conflic-
tual divorced families.

5.0.3 Low and Mediun Incomed Divorced Mothers

The most striking finding in our comparisons of the re-
sources available to Iow, medium, and upper medium income

divorced mothers is the similarity between the resources of

the three income categories. As the data in Tab1e I sug-

gest, there is very little difference between the resources

of mothers with low, medium, and upper medium incomes. As

one would expect, sma1l variations between resource scores

of the three income groups, stem mainly from the "occupa-

tional" and "income" dimension of the socioeconomic catego-

ry.
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TABLE 8

Distribution of the
þ¡ Income Group of

Re sourc e s
Mothers

Upper Medium

(¡¡=3 )

24

14

5'l

89

soc ioeconomic
mothers stems
Àppend.ix C )

Tvpes of
Di vorced

Re sourc e s

Socioeconomic *

S.E.S. Related

Personal Network

Mean Scores

The apparent
resource s
from our

93

inconsistency between the
of medium and upper medium

system of measurement. (See

Low

(N=s )

21

14

52

Medium

(N=5 )

28

14

51

87

By using each family group's overall mean resource score

as a basis, it is possible to compare each group of families
against one another. Às can be seen in Table 9, which lists
the types of family in order of their overall resource

scores, married congenial fathers and mothers, followed by

married conflictual fathers and mothers, have more resources

than any of the categories of divorced families. Of the di-
vorced families, medium income divorced mothers have slight-
ly more resources than the other divorced families and, as

to be expected, low income divorced mothers have the least.
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TABLE 9

The Type of Families Ranked
þg their Overall Resource Scores

Type of Familv

Married Congenial Fathers

Mean Score

138

129

123

110

93

91

89

B9

B7

Married Congenial Mothers

Married Conflictual Fathers

Married Conflictual Mothers

Divorced Medium Income MoLhers

Divorced Conf lictual Mothers

Divorced Upper Medium Income Mothers

Divorced Congenial Mothers

Divorced Low Income Mothers

AIl families lives are influenced by two sets of

resources, i ) relat ives and f r iends , i i ) soc ioeconomic .

Access to, and use of, these resources will influence the

ways in which a family lives and how members adapt to chang-

ing circumstances such as divorce.
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The resource scores assigned provide a basis of compari-

son. However, they do not indicate t.he significance of the

socioeconomic and personal resources in day to day family

life. The following case profiles provide an indicaLion of

the disparities affecting each family: Àn analysis of each

case profile also Lends to emphasize the significance of re-

sources, over and above finances, in day to day family life.

Bob (married congenial father) - scored 145 on the scale:

Bob, 31, has been married ten years'and has two
children" Self-employed, he has an income of
$40r000 and receives considerable financial and
other assistance, when needed, from his father.
Bob and his wife have owned their own home for
several years and will shortly be moving into a
neþ,er and larger house; his father will help with
the mortgage.

Bob is very close to his parents and brothers;
telephones every other day or so and goes to lunch
with a brother at least once a week. Active in
church work, Bob and his wife share the same basic
values and interests. He considers his children
"a great source of strength" for him personally
and for his marriage. Although he often works
long hours, he helps with the housework when nec-
essary. Since the family has two cars, transpor-
tation is not a problem. Bob and his wife take
annual vacations with, and on occasion, without
the children (his parents look after the chil-
dren ) .

Bob's marriage has a sound base, his business is
thriving and he is confident about the future" In
addition to the high Ievel of socioeconomic re-
sources Bob enjoys, there can be little doubt that
the quality and amount of personal resources his
family give to one another, contribute greatly to
Bob' s success "

* * * * :k * * * * * * * )k * * * ** * * * *
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115 on the re-Jane (married,
source scale:

conflictual family) scored

Jane and her husband have been married for 13
years and have three children. They are buying a
house in a good neighbourhood. Jane went back to
work after the third child because she claimed her
husband never gave her any money, excepting for
housekeeping. When she needed money for herself,
she added 15 dollars or so to the grocery biII"
Jane's father died several years ago and she now
only sees her widowed mother twice a year. Her
brother and half-brother live in British Columbia;
the only contact is a periodic phone calI. She
has two close girl friends.
With a family income of about $45,000.00, Jane is
fairly satisfied with the family's financial situ-
ation. However, conflict with her husband contin-
ues over money matters, and in more recent years,
her husband's resentment over her demands that he
help with housework has worsened their relation-
ship.

Jane claims that her husband does not take any
real interest in the children and seldom attends
Parents' Nights at school. She finds the children
a personal resource and the main reason the mar-
riage still exists. Over the years, she has told
her husband of the periodic "bad" days at work t ot
with the children, but only if she thought he
would understand" He has never confided in her in
respect to his work. In spite of this, however,
she sLill believes she can count on her husband
for some help around the house, even if it results
in "ye1ling and threats".
In a conflictual environmenL, Jane does not suffer
unduly through lack of money, but lacks many of
the personal resources wives of congenial marriag-
es ordinarily expect from their husbands.

* * * * ** * * * * :k * * * * :k * * * * * *
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Mary (divorced, low income mother) scored 76 on the resource
scale:

Raised by her grandparents from a very early âg€,
Mary has never met her father and seldom sees her
mother. An unhappy childhood led to a very early
marriage at the age of 15. She was widowed at 19,
remarried at 20 and divorced at 25" Her second
marriage resulted in physical and mental abuse.
Now 32 years of âgê, Mary receives no support from
her ex-husband. Àlthough she has had no contact
r,¡i th him f or several years she st i 11 f ears f or her
own and her only child's safety. She has a sister
in British Columbia who she has not seen in nine
years" A brother is in prison.

Mary returned to school for five years and now has
a full-time job which pays about $12,000 a year.
She lives in a subsidized, newer but "run-down"
townhouse off the Main Street in one of the
poorer areas of the city. Mary does all the
housework, including repairs but has little time
or money to improve living conditions" Her onl-y
close relative is her aging grandmother who re-
quires assistance. Mary has seldom been out of
the city for a vacation and she She has little
time or money for recreational activities. has
not owned a car since her separation.

Mary does not find her young son a "resource" or
great comfort even though she is fond of him. For
his part, the boy cannot understand why his mother
is always tired when she gets home or when he
comes in from school. Mary finds the role of the
single mother draining "r don't have the energy
for it".
She does admit that her life has improved somewhat
since the divorce and although money remains a
problem she feels she is better off living inde-
pendently. I n contrast to Bob and, to a l-esser
degree Jane, Mary has very limited socioeconomic
and personal resources.

*******************************

A brief summary of the results of

respondents in this study, including

preceding case profiles, follows:

our comparisons

those covered

of the

the1n
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Comparisons of married and divorced families suggest

that most married mothers and fathers have more re-
sources than divorced mothers" In part, the differ-
ence between married and divorced parents can be at-
tributed to the superior socioeconomic resources of

the married parents, in particular the father's occu-

pation and income. The assistance married parents

seem to derive from their immediate family is another

resource. While married parents, even those who are

not particularly "close", can usually count on some

form of physical, material, and emotional support

from each other, divorced mothers mostly have Lo rely
on themselves.

Comparisons between conflictual and congenial fami-

lies are less conclusive. Our findings indicate that
whereas congenial married families have slightly
more resources than conflictual married families,
there is 1ittle difference between the two categories

of divorced families.

Similarly, comparisons of different income categories

of divorced families indicate very IittIe difference
exists between the resources of mothers in Iow, medi-

uh, and upper medium income groups. Minor differenc-
es which occur between the three groups of mothers

stem from the "income and/or occupational" dimensions

of the socioeconomic status variable,

¿"

a



Chapter VI

THE CI{ILDRE¡ü

Having examined families and the nature of their rela-
tionships and resource patterns¡ w€ now turn to the data on

children" In this chapter, the data on children from the

following families are compared: 1 ) married and divorced,

2) congenial and conflictual, and 3) Iow, medium, and up-

per medium income divorced. In Part A respondents' informa-

tion on the children's academic, social, and emotional ad-

justment is compared. Tn Part B the views children of

married and divorced families have of family, marriage, and

divorce are compared. Finally, the data on the chiLdren's
and parent's perceptions of divorce, and life in a divorced

household are compared in Part C.

PART A

6"'l CHTLDRENTS Àcet)Eurc, socraL, AND EMorroNAL ADiIUSTMENTe

Educators, as well as parents, are concerned if changes

in family sLructure affect a child's behavior at school and

at home. It has been reported (c.f. Riley, 1981) that af-
ter their parents separate, children show marked behavior

changes at school, more restlessness, daydreaming, and dif-

89
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ficulty in concentration. Some children act aggressively

and display attention-seeking behavior, while others feel
helpless and confused by the sudden change in family struc-
ture. Changes in socioeconomic circumstances experienced by

families after parents separate, also cause concern. Chil-
dren's achievement is greatly affected by the socioeconomic

conditions in which he or she live. For example, data col-
lected by t.he Winnipeg School Division indicate that 75 per-

cent of the variance in test results in language arts and

mathematics can be explained by socioeconomic differences

between students (Madak and Davies, 1979). Àmbert (1982)

and Colletta (1978) suggest a positive correlation exists
between a family's socioeconomic situation and a child's be-

havior. Our data support some of these conclusions.

6.1.1 Children from Þfarried and Divorced Families

À comparison of the total or overall adjustment scores of

children in our sample from married and divorced families
supports the suggestion that children are adversely affect-
ed by their parents divorce. Às can be seen in Table 10,

only 10 percent (N=10) of the children in married families
are below the sample's overall adjustment mean, compared to
40 percent (H=10) in divorced families.
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TABLE 1 O

OveraIl Mean Performance of Children
from Married and Divorced Families

eo of Children
Below Mean

eo of Children
Mean or BetterFamilv Type

Married (¡¡=10 )

Divorced (N=l 0 )

Comparisons of the academic, social, and emotional dimen-

sions of the overall score, yield similar results. Children

from divorced families seem more likely than children from

married families to be below the mean academically, social-
ly, and emotionally (rable 11). This is particularly evi-
dent in the chil-dren's emotional scores. Whereas only one

of the ten children in the married families is belov¡ mean in

emotional performance, in divorced families it is six out of

ten. The self-esteem of children from divorced families is
generally lower than that of children from married families,
Relatively few children from divorced families can think of

good things that have happened to them.

10

40

90

60
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TABLE 1 1

Academic, Social, and Emotional Performance of
Children from Married and Divorced Families

es. of Children Below Mean

Familv Type Academic Social Emotional

Married (¡¡=10) 30

Divorced (N=10) SO

30

50

10

40

6"1 "2 Children from ConqeniaL and Conflictual FamiIÍese

A comparison of the "overall" scores of children from

congenial and conflictual families suggests that domestic

tension and stress tend to influence a child's overall-

achievement. Às indicated in Table 12, children from con-

genial homes are more Iikely to perform at "mean or better"
than those from conflictual homes. While three of the six
( 50e.) children in conf Iict.uaI homes score below the mean,

only two of the fourteen (14>") ao so in congenial homes.
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Overall Performance
Conflictual and

TABLE 12

Scores of Children from
Conqenial Families

eo of Children
Below Mean

Ch i ldren
or Better

9o of
MeanFamiIv Type

Congen ial
(Married and Divorced)
(N='1¿ )

Conflictual
(Married and Divorced)
(N=6 )

8614

5050

When performance scores of children in married and di-
vorced families are examined separately, we note that the

only child with a "below mean" score in the married families
lives in a conflictual home. Thus, in married families, 100

percent (¡¡=6) of the children in congenial families, com-

pared to 75 percent (H=¿) in conflictual families are "mean

or better" (Table 13). Similarly, looking at divorced fami-

lies, while 75 percent (H=8) of the children in congenial

f amilies score "mean or better", Oeo (¡i=2) Ao so in conf Iic-
tuaL families "
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TÀBLE 1 3

Overall Performance Scores of Children
Conflictual and Conqenial Families

eo of. Children
Below Mean

f rom

eo of Children
Mean or BetterFamilv Tvpe

Congenial Married
(H=6 )

Conflictual Married
(N=+)

Congenial Divorced
(H=8 )

Conflictual Divorced
( ¡r=2 )

00

25

100

75

75

00

25

100

Results of the breakdown of the overall scores into aca-

demic, social, and emotional dimensions are reported in Ta-

ble 14" Whereas children from congenial divorced families
do considerably better academically, socia1ly, and emotion-

ally than children from conflictual divorced families, chil-
dren from congenial married families only do better emotion-

aIly than their counterparts from conflictual families.
Somewhat surprisingly, children in our sample from conflic-
tual married homes appear to do slightly better academically

and socially than children in congenial married families.

Two explanations are in order. First, the difference be-

tween the percentages of children who are "above" and "be-
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TABLE 14

Àcademic, Social, and Emotional Performance of
Children from Conflictual and Conoenial Families

eo of Children BeLow Mean

FamiIv Type

Congenial Married
(N=6 )

Conflictual Married
(H=a )

Congenial Divorced
( ¡r=8 )

Conflictual Divorced
(H=2 )

Academic Soc ial Emotional

00

25

50

11
JJ

25

37

33

25

37

100 100 100

Iow" mean in married conflictual and congenial families is
slight, and the sample size is sma1l, thus the findings may

be a function of the sample size. Second, married fathers,

as compared to divorced fathers, are more readily accessible

to their children. In this respect, as the following re-

sponses illustrate, married fathers in conflictual- as well

as congenial families tend to take a more active role in

t.heir children' s daily activities.
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need helpoIf somet,hing happens Ëo you¡ you ôre hurË or
which parent do you usually go to?

WeIl- I would usually go to both of them. If I was
hurt I'd go to my mom because she's a nurse and
she'd know what it would be"..and then I'd go to
my dad because he'd probably know what caused it,
or if I'm gonna need stitches¡ or if f'm gonna be
fine. (noy, from congenial married family)

My mom, because she's there all week and my dad isjust there on the weekends. (Gir1, from congenial
divorced family)

I'd go to my mom first, but if my mom weren't
there, I'd go to my dad" (noy, from congenial
married family)

My dad. _ (do you ever go to your mother instead ofyour dad?) yes, wheñ my dãd isn't home. (Boy,
from conflictual married family)

My mom. (would you phone your dad?)(Cirt, from amicable divorcèd family)
l{ot reaIly,

(laughing) My mom!
isnrt it, if your dad
He sends money in our
cardsr so the money is
vorced )

(that's a stupid questions
Iives in Vancouver?) Yes.
cards though, and we play
useful. (gir1, amicable di-

Does your dad know most of your friends?

He used to when he used to live here, but now he
doesn't. (GirI, from congenial divorced family).

Hardly any of them, because they live here and he
doesn't. (Gir1, conflictual divorced family)

Yes, he knows most of them. He doesn't mind if
they come into the house. Sometimes he lets them
sleep over. (noy, from congenial married family)
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Does your dad go to t,hinge at your school,?

Yes all of them" (Ooes he help you with your school
work?) yes, well- usually he comes to all my soccer
games and helps me along with stuff for sports. He
taught me how to skate and how to handle a puck with a
hockey stick. He showed me how to run with my legs
nice and high. He showed me how to kick a soccer
ball...and when I have troubles with my friends, he
usually helps me along with them. Tells me what to do.
He usually helps me with running my bath or maybe helps
me clean up my room, and when I first got my marbles, I
didn't know how to snap them and he showed me how. (So
your dad really helps you?) yes. (Boy, from congenial
married family)

No. Like
(what about
asks me how
family)

he's not here when I 'm going to school-.
¡rhen he comes to Winnipeg?) No. He just
I'm doing. (Gir1, from congenial divorced

Yes, concerts and stuff like that. (Ho¡y about Parent-
Teachers?) No, my mother does Parent-Teachers. (Home-
work?) wett my German school work, and sometimes with
projects or something. (noy, from conflictual married
family)

No. ( ooes he help ¡sith your home¡rork?) No, he can't
heIp, he isn't here. (Girt, from conflictual divorced
home )

Well sometimes if my mom's not home or something.
She's mainly the one that helps r€, but my dad helps me
r.¡ith some things. Like if we have to build a project
or something like that he'1I he1p. (Boy, from con-
flictual married family)
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6.1.3 ÐifferenË Income Level-s of Divorced and Married
Familíes ¡

Comparisons of the overall performance scores of children

in our sample from three income groups of divorced families

are reported in Table 15. Children from families with low

incomes score the same as those with medium incomes. In

both types of family, 40 percent of the children have "below

mean" scores" While this finding refutes Colletta's and Am-

bertrs hypotheses of a positive relationship between a fami-

ly's socioeconomic situation and child outcomes, the scores

of children in the "upper medium income" Ievel appear to

support them. Specifically, all of the children (N=3) from

families in the upper group are with "mean or better"
scores.

À comparison of the dimensions of the overall performance

scores reveals the same general trend. Àcademically, so-

cia1ly, and emotionally, the performance of children in up-

per medium income families is considerably superior to that

of children in medium and low income families. In fact, âs

shown in Table 16, apart from their lower emotional scores,

the performance of children in our sample from upper medium

divorced families is favourably comparable to that of chil-
dren in married families. Socially, and in terms of their
overall scores, the children from upper medium income di-
vorced families score higher than those from medium income

-^--.: ^¡ r^*:1 : ^^ /m^r^1^ I r\¡ils¡- r ¿E:L¡ l-atrtrrrEÞ \ tcr¡.rag t 9I .
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TABLE 1 5

Overall Performance Scores of Children from Various
fncome Levels of Married and Divorced Families

eo of Children eo of Children
Familv Type Below Mean Mean or BetLer

Low Income Divorced 40 60
(r¡=5 )

Medium Income Divorced 40 60
(N=s )

Upper Medium fncome Divorced 00 100
(N=3 )

Medium Income Married 10 90
(¡¡=lo)

TABLE 16

Àcademic, Social, and Emotional Performance Scores of
Children from Different Income Levels

of Divorced and Married Families

es. of Children Above Mean or Better

Familv Tvpe Àcademic Social EmoLiona1

Low Income Divorced 60 50 40
(¡¡=5 )

Medium Income Divorced 40 80 40
(N=5 )

Upper Medium Income Divorced 66 100 66
(u=3 )

Medium Income Married 70 80 90
(N=10 )



Using the overal-1 score as

100

a basis, the performance

scores of children from each type of family are compared"

(table 17) The results support the argument that it may not

be divorce itself which adversely affects the children, but

rather the lower socioeconomic status in which the divorced

mother finds herself" While children from divorced families
with incomes of $24,000 and over have one of the highest

overall- scores, (greater percentage are the mean or better),
divorced families with incomes less than $24r000 have almost

the lowest (greater percentage below mean).

In sum, the results of findings on child outcomes are

significant in two aspects. First, while initially it ap-

pears that children from married families do much better
than children from divorced familiesr wê find very littIe
difference between the overall performance of children from

married and divorced families when the income of the latter
is comparable to that of married families. Essentially, in

support of our proposition that the more similar the fami-

Iy's socioeconomic conditions, the more similar the child
outcomes, the performance of children in upper medium income

divorced f ami I ies i s cornparable to that of chi ldren in mar-

ried families "

Second, a comparison of conflictual and congenial fami-

lies indicates that children in congenial families, particu-
1arIy congenial divorced I are more 1ikeIy to do bett.er than

their counterparts in conflictual families. While we attri-
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TÀBLE 17

Overall Performance Scores of Children from
Different Tvpes of Family

Tvpe of Familv

Percentaqe of Children

Mean or Better
90

Upper Income Divorced 100
(ç24,000 and over)
( ¡r=3 )

Married Congenial 1 00
(N=6 )

Divorced Congenial 75
(H=8)

Married Conflictual 75
(¡t=+ )

Medium Income Divorced 60
(Àbove Statistic Canada' s
Low Income Guidelines)
(N=5 )

Low Tncome Divorced 60
(gelow Statistic Canada's
Low Income Guidelines)
(N=5)

Lower fncome Divorced 43
(Less than $24,000)
(H=z )

Divorced Conf lictuat 00
(N=2 )

(Note: Because some families fit more than one category
there is some overlapping" Thus the N's exceed the
total sample (¡¡=20) of children).
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bute part of t.hi s di f f erence betv¡een the chi ldren to the

stress and tension in the home, wê suggest part of the dif-
ference, pârticularly in the divorced families, is attribut-
ed in some cases to the parent's (mainly the father's), Iack

of interest in and/or contact with the chiId.

Our interviews revealed that all parents expected their
children to do well in school with mean or above average

grades. They wanted them to be well behaved, and friendly
with their teachers; socialIy, they should have friends and

get along weIl with other children; and emotionally, parents

felt children of this age should be fairly independent, able

to do things for themselves.

In terms of academic performance, there is a direct
tionship between the child's school work and the assi

he or she receives at home and school" The followi
cerpts from our int.erviews illustrate this fact.

Yes. Well | ! write with them everyday...It
doesn't matter if its holidays , ot whatever.
Every day one page of work. If I don't like the

rela-
stance

ng ex-

You mentioned that you give the boys home¡rork t,hat they do
each night during the week?

way sometimes they like to write too fast and
its not good then they have to write another
page.., (oo the watch TV?) No, usually they are
not allowed to watch TV very much. Last year I
installed a l-ock. (lock on the television?) Yes,
its a special kind of mechanism... So when I am
going outside, I don't have to say "John and Stev-
ie, you don't watch TVr' , . . .I just lock it up and
90...
/rt^--:^l f-rL^-. ^t^:l¡ -.:!L ^J..-^rl^^ ^ ^¡\r'ro! r ¿s\l rcrL¡¡Er , L,¡r.J.¿1.À w¡ L¡¡ E'L¡uLctL¿\J¡¡ Þu\rl-E uJ.
4/6) .
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Other parents r{ere Iess extreme but nonetheless interested

in their children's progress at school. One married mother

responded to our guestion "What are some of the things you

do with your child?" in the following v¡ay:

Schoo1 work. Trve helped him with projects and
essays, and I've taken him to the library and
helped him find research a lot.
(Married mother; child with education score of
4/6) 

"

Occasionally, parents blamed the children for their poor

school performance. The foJ.Iowing two responses to our

question, "Hor.¡ is your child doing in school?", illustrate
thi s point :

I don't think she is working up to her potential.
She doesn't put the stress on it that I'd like her
to give. ft's just she's a social bird and she
likes to talk. She is more interested in people
than school 

"(Divorced mother; child with education score of
3/6) .

She's having a
her hand-writing
been this way?)
want to try.
(Divorced mother
2/6) .

hard time. She has trouble with
and her reading. (gas it always
The last two years. She doesn't

; child with education score of

The children themselves frequently took the blame for their
Iow performance. Some said they had probLems concentrating;

others said they had probLems with their reading or their
writing. One young boy from a divorced family blamed his

temper tantrums. He explained:
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I have my of
pens? ) ¡ty
so if I get
me that I do
him.
(child from
1/6) "

f days "
(why do you thínk that hap-

temper is bad and I can't control it,
into a bad mood and the teacher tells
something wrong, I usually get mad aL

Divorced family; education score of

In some cases, pârents blamed

parents of children who were

schooL work went to see their
gave the following accounts:

the teacher or school. Two

having problems with their
childrens' teachers " They

Are you satisfied with the school your child attends?

No. They just don't have any backup for single
parents... I was running into problems with pam
at school, and I went to the teacher and said,
"Iistenr w€ have to do something. I need a re-
source teacher or something because this kid is
f alling behind. " And her comment to me vras, "you
can't expect your child to do any better because
you are a single parent. "(Divorced mother; child with education score of
1/6).

Not really. Peter was having trouble at school.
Since that trouble s¡e have found out that ninety-
nine percent of the children in that particular
teacher's classroom is Iabelled as retarded, oE
slow r or whatever. She's not a teacher !(t'tarried mother; child with education score of
4/6) .

In general, parents in congenial married families tend to
support one another in matters concerning the children more

so than do parents in conflictual married families and di-
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vorced families. Responses from two married and one di-
vorced respondent illustraLe the different types of support

mothers receive from their spouses.

Are you satisfied with the support
with the children?

I've helped Jeffrey a lot r¡ith his
usually get into an argument, so
my husband helps him... He has a
on him.
(t'tother in congenial married family

you get from your spouse

homework but we
its better when
soothing effect
)"

No. You know Ray takes them to hockey and the odd
time may give them money but other than that, the
kids are mine. If they want something signed for
school, if its Parents Ni9ht, they are mine. I
don't really resent that, but I think it could be
a better division.
(t'tother in conf l ictual f ami 1y ) .

No. f've been very frustrated in these past
months because I've seen what I think are very se-
rious problems with her and in discussing this
with her father he has not been willing to see
their existence at all. He has just said, there
are no problems.
(t"tother in divorced f ami Iy ) .

Às indicated, regardless of the course of action they

take, almost all of the parents in the study were concerned

about their children's school performance. This concern,

however, does not always extend to meaningful help for the

chiId" Hence we see quite clearly that wide differences

that exist from child to child in Lheir academic progress

are due, in large measure, to domestic conditions.
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PART B

6"2 CHTLDREN|S PERCEPTTONS OF MARRTAGE, FÀMILY, ÂND
DIVORCE

It is less damaging for a child to live in a stable one-

parent family than in an unhappy, conflictual married family
(ttetherington et aI, 1978). However, some fears have been

voiced that children raised in a one-parent family may lack

suitable role models, and may in turn have problems forming

appropriate marital rel-ationships themselves. (see Pope and

Mueller's review, 1976). In other words, divorce begets di-
vorce and marital instability is transmitted from one gener-

ation to the next.

Our study addressed these issues. SpecificaIly, we asked

the children whether or not they wished to get married,

whether or not they want,ed to have children, and if sor how

many. We also asked them for their definitions of parental

roles. and the nature of relationships they expected vrith

their future spouse. Fina1ly,

thought about divorce.

we asked them what they

Our comparisons of children from married and divorced

families indicate that children from divorced families tend

to be a Iittle more cautious about getting married than

children from married families. In response to our ques-

tion, "Do you want to get married someday?", the majority of

the children (seven from divorced families and six from mar-
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ried families) said they would like to, three of the chil-
dren from divorced families added a condition such as "if I

meet the right person?, or "If I get a good job". For exam-

p1e, two boys from married families and one girl from di-
vorced families, responded as follows:

Yes, I hope to. (Why do you say that?) WeIl, r
don't knov¡ but I guess I just want to get married.
I guess I'd just like to have a nice famiIy.(noy, from married family)

If I find the right guy. (Why would you want to
get married?) r don't know, just so I would have
someone to turn to I guess. (Gir1, from divorced
family)

Probably not. (Wfry?) welI, I've got my reasons.
Like I just don't want to be married. I want to
be like my unc1e. He's never married...like he
can go out whenever he wants to. (Boy, from mar-
ried family)

Children in our sample from divorced homes also appear

more Iikely to be reluctant about having children of their
own than children from married famílies" Nine of the ten

children from married families expressed a desire to have

children, compared to only six of the ten from divorced fam-

ilies" Interestingly, while three of the nine children from

married families specified they wanted to have children

"on1y if they got married", none of the divorced children
mentioned marriage as a prerequisite.
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When the children's desired family size v¡as compared, we

note that those from divorced families as well as from mar-

ried families follow the prevailing societal norms. As the

following statements illustrate, t,he children wanted fairly
small families (one to three):

B{iII you want to have children? How many?

Yes. One, (wtty would you say that?) Because
they wouldn't fight" (Girl from a two-child di-
vorced home)

Yes, two. (wtry?) Because if you have any more
than two, its hard to keep track of them. (Girl
from a three-child divorced home)

Not too many, maybe one or two. (One or two?
Why?) Because it costs a lot of money later on.
(noy from a three-chiId married home)

Yes, I'd like to have children, but I'd have to
get married to get children. (gow many children
wouLd you want to have?) rwo. (9V1ty do you say
that?) Because over that, its too expénsive-.(noy, from two-child married family)

The second set of comparisons of the children's percep-

tions of parents and parental roles are also revealing.

Children were asked to define "mothers" and "fathers" and

to describe what their ovrn parents did in and out of the

home. The children were also asked to tell how they were

affected by the work their mothers and fathers did outside

of the home.
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In respect to the first question, we found that some of

the children had difficulty defining "mother". Eventually,

however, eight of the ten children from married families and

seven of the ten children from divorced families used terms

such as "love" and "care, to portray a "mother" as a person

who mainly loves and takes care of children. Surprisingly,
even though half of the children's mothers worked outside of

the home, none of the children included the aspect of "fi-
nancial support" in their description. The responses of

children of three mothers employed outside home illustrate
this point:

Could you tell me what the word "motheril means Èo you?

She looks af ter m€ r f eeds flr€, makes me new
clothes, loves me. (Cirt, from married family)

I'd say a mother is someone who loves you, someone
who takes care of you. (aoy, from divorced fami-
lv)
À love forming person. You can always go with
your problems to her. (noy, from divorced family)

Some chi ldren also had di f f iculty def ining a father 
"

About half the children described a father using the same

type of expressive terms of "Iove" and "caring" as they had

used to describe a mother" However, in contrast to their
definitions of "mother", several of the children, even those

whose fathers were unemployed at the time, also included the

instrumental idea of "suÞÐort" in their definitions. The
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remaining half either could not think of an answer or ernpha-

sized non-affectionate attributes" Three of Lhe children
responded t.hus;

Can you teLl me what the word ¡'fathero'means to you?

Well pretty the same as I defined a mother. Some-
one who cares and helps you when things get you
down. (eoy, from married family)

A large man. He's gentle,
like a mother, only a man.
family)

and he cares. He' s(gir1 from divorced

À father is one that supports you, and works for
you and stuff like that. And he loves you. (Boy,
from divorced family)

More stricter than a mother. Harder to talk to"
Nothing else rea1ly. (gir1 from divorced family)

In comparison Lo the difficulty some children encountered

defining parents, most of the children knew the name of

their mother's employer and could give a fairly adequate de-

scription of the work she did in the home. It would appear

that, âs far as the children in our sample are concerned,

work for the mother revolves mainly around cooking and

cleaning. As the following responses indicate, mothers se1-

dom have time to "p1ay".
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Can you descríbe what your mother does?

She's a substitute.
the meals and cleans
T.V" (noy from marr

( teacher ) stre cleans, makes
up, and she ser{s, and watches

ied family)

Barely anything. Yel1s "Come in for supper! "(nut she does ell the cookÍng?) yes, but that's
dif f erent, you can't count that. IrTe have to eat
it anyway. (çqUat does a mother do, just cook and
cal.l you Ín for supper?) yes. TeIIs me to clean
up my room when I don't want to.
from conflictual divorced family).

(cirt age 9,

She works at Safeway. She vacuums, does the dish-
€s, washes the windows, cleans up my brother's
room. (Does she play with you?) Sometimes she
pJ-ays, but not too of ten. She' s too busy. (Gi rl ,
from divorced family)

of their mother's. While we

readily understood that the children from divorced famiÌies,
several of whom had little or no contact with their fathers,

The children' s description
littIe more limited than that

of thei r f atherr s work vras a

find that even some of the chil-

only one of the children
Regarding their father' s

might not

s¡ere a Ii
dren from

named their
I !L - : 

-r lcltile(¡ L Ite J, I'

ttle surprised to

married families

have a clear idea of what their father did, we

had only a vague idea what their
chi 1-fathers did outside of the home. For the most partf

dren's descriptions of their father's work outside the home

were confined to his profess
ttan optic iant' , tta managertt .

ion or trade "a steam fitter",

tions of their mother's work,

In conLrast to their descrip-

where most of the children
mother's employer,

father's employer.
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r{ork inside the home, in contrasL to their mothers' "cooking

and cleaning", fathers primarily "fix things" and "play".
Three of the children described their father in the follow-
i ng vray ;

Can you descrÍbe what your father does?

He works. (v{hat kind of work does he do?) r
think he's a photographer. (And does he do any
housework?) He f ixes things. (Ooes he do t,he
vacuuming, thíngs like that?) No, he might cook
once in a while" He plays with us. (Cirt, mar-
ried family)

r don't know. (ge has a job?) yes. (oo you know
where?) ¡¡o. (Gir1, divorced family, sees father
every six weeks)

My dqd's a minister. (Can you describe what he
does?) ge plays games. He takes us to all our
stuff and he fixes stuff. (noy, from married fam-
ily)

Although, âs mentioned earlier, some of the children were

unsure what their parents actually did outside the home,

most of the children (80e") could tell us how they felt about

their parents working outside the home. It appears that,
children from married families tend to have a more negative

perception of their mother's work outside of the home than

children from divorced families. Five of the ten children
from married families, compared to only one of the ten chil-
dren from divorced families either preferred that she be

t^^*^ !^ l.^^* !L--¡¡v¡lrE LL,, r\gE:P L¡lErr ULJ¡tr}Jcr¡¡y, !L--- l-:--l LL-L -L-or E,ney compralneo E,nac sne came
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three working

mother's work

Does your mother!s work outside
tife?

of Èhe home affect your

Sometimes. (rn what way?) Hot being with me
sometimes" (Sometimes you wish she were there?)
Yes. (cirt from married family)

Sometimes, she comes home grouchy and yells "I
want this house c1ean". (Cirt from divorced fami-
lv)

Sometimes now and then when my brother is out, I'm
just bored sitting at home. I'd like to have a
parent to talk to. (aoy from married home)

A similar, although lesser, degree of difference occurred

between the perceptions the two sets of children had of

their father's work outside the home. Whereas two of the

ten children from married families viewed their father's
work negatively, none of the ten children from divorced fam-

ilies did so. with the exception of the two children from

married families who felt their father's employment prevent-

ed them from spending time together, children from both di-
vorced and married families either considered their father's
work did not affect them at all, or else they associated po-

sitive benefits from his work such as "paying the mortgage

or feeding them". Responses from three children indicate

the type of answers we received:
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of t,he home affect yourwork out,side

He usual)-y doesn't get home until quarter to one
if he is working late" (Does that bother you?)
No, not really (eoy, from married family)

It keeps him busy for a long time" (So it affects
your life?) Ho, not realIy" I don't mind. (Cirt
from divorced family)

Its good. I think its nice. Well he goes to work
to earn the money for the mortgage and all our
food. (eoy from married family).

The children's responses to our questions regarding the

type of marital relationship they expected to have with

their future spouses v¡ere quite traditional. Nine of the

ten children from married families and eight of the ten

children from divorced families described a relationship
where the r¡omen are primarily responsible for the children,
cooking, and cleaning, and the men for the house maintenance

and support. Surprisingly, êIthough eight of the ten chil-
dren from divorced families and five of the ten from married

families expected that the wife would probably work outside

home, only one child from married families and two children
from divorced families expected to have egalitarian rela-
tionships with their future spouses. The following state-
ments from a boy from a married family and a girl from a di-
vorced family indicate the type of responses the children
made regarding their future relationships:
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thíngs wouLd you exgrect,

Do the housecleaning" Do most of the cooking.
Get kids. (Oo you want her to have a job out-
síde?) No, Do, just a housewife. (aoy, fiom mar-
ried family)

More of the harder stuff, things I'm
do" Fixing up things, cars and stuff "expect hin to do any housework?)
(How about cookíng?) No! (laughing)
ter the kids?) lt would be nice if(cirt, divorced f amily)

not able to
(wou1d you

Not really.(or look af-
he helped"

llhat sort of Èhings do you
you to do?

think your spouse will expect

I don't know, support the family or stuff like
that. She stays in the home and I go out to work
and support the family. (noy, from married fami-
Iv)

Clean, l-ook af ter the kids, change the diapers.
(gow about yard work?) r don't know, maybe he can
do some of it. (gow about working outside of the
home, would you get a job do you think?) Yes, r
guess so. (putt or ¡rart time) Maybe part time.
( gi r1 , divorced fami 1y )

Our third set of comparisons concerns divorce. We asked

the children to define the word "divorce" and to teII us how

they felt about it, We also asked them whether or not they

had friends whose parents had divorced, and if so, how their
friends were coping.
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The children from both divorced and married families gen-

erally defined divorce as "to separate" or "to split up",

and children from both groups knew about the same number of

friends who l¡ere having difficulty coping with their pa-

rents' divorce. Contrary to our expectations, the children
in our sample from divorced families tended to accept di-
vorce more readily than those from married families" Spe-

cifically, when asked how they felt about divorce, while

most of the children stated or inferred that it made them

feel very "sad" or "upset", severaL of the children from di-
vorced families also considered divorce to be an appropriate

solution for unhappy marriages. The following conversations

indicate the views children expressed about divorce.

How do you feel about divorce?

Its okay. Well if you don't love a person you
should divorce. (Cirt from divorced family)

I reaIly feel sad, like sây,
hard, Iike who cares about the
court would want you to stay w

or it could depend, but it
(aoy, from married family)"

it would be reaIly
kids? Usually the

ith your mother sây,
would be so hard.

It's alright if they are fighting
vorced family).

( Boy, from di-

Yuk! I feel its blaa. Ànd I hate it.. Craig, my
brotherrs friend, they were separated and his
mother got remarried and he's not getting over it.(noy, from married family).

When t¡+o
and they
ê8, and

parents. " .aren'L happy with each oiher,
don't think they are right for each oth-

sor they argue, and. ".they separate. (How
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do you feel(cirt, from
about ít?) rts just a thing in life.
divorced family),

Well one thingt I wouldn't want it
me. (aoy, frõm married family).

to happen to

WelI if the faLher treats the mothers meanly or
something she should take him for a divorce...or
if the wife's taking aII the money or something
and stuff like that then the man should have a di-
vorce. (soy, from divorced family)

In comparing the responses of children, it v¡as expected

that children Iiving in conflictual families would be more

reluctant to get married and have children of their ov¡n than

children living in congenial families. It was probable that

the arguments and conflict witnessed by the child in the

conflictual family would make marriage and children less ap-

pealing for the child. This assumption v¡as only partially

supported by the findings of the present study. First, the

findings from married families indicate that while only

three (33e.) of the children in congenial families stated

they wanted to get married and have children of their own,

atI four (100e") of the children in married conflictual fami-

Iies were enthusiastic about getting marríed, and having

children. Second, findings from divorced families indicate

that whereas four (50c.) of the children in the congenial di-
vorced families wanted to get married and five of them want-

ed to have children, one of the two children in conflictual
divorced families did not want to get married but wanted to

have children, and the oiher did noi want children but want-

ed to get married if she "finds the right person".
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Our interviews and discussions with the parents brought

to the fore factors related to marriage decisions, especial-

ly those factors precipitating early marriage which may ex-

plain the children's views of marriage" Rubin (1976:49-68)

also offers explanations as to why working class couples get

married"

Rubin suggests that many young couples see marriage as an

escape from oppressive living conditions and repressive pa-

rentaì- author i ty. She elaborates, young people need "a
place to feel safe". Às the following conversations with

parents indicate, this was certainly the situation with some

of our respondents.

9[hen you were first married what did you expect?

To escape from home. I wanted to escape from
mother and have my own home where I wouldn't
domineered and stepped on. (Divorced mother)

Well, that I would't have to yrorry about anything
anymore because I was going to be taken care
of . . .I r,ras moving out of a bad situation. My mom
and dad weren't divorced or separated then that
didn't come until a couple of years after I was
married - but the home situation v¡as bad, so I was
leaving a home that wasn't the greatest for one
that vras more secure. (Oivorced mother )

I had this sort of fantasy. Live in a log cabin
and I thought at the time I really didn't care if
there was anybody else around...I wanted to marry
someone strong like my dad. (¡¿other, Conflictual
Married FamiIy)

my
be
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Relatively extreme parental discipline may well be the

motivating factor which will ultimately push a few of the

children in our sample into early marriage" The following

statements made by three of the parents ?re interviewed sug-

gest that some parents were quite strict with their chil-
dren "

What kind of rule do you have for your chiLdren?

WeII, they've got their room, and the dishes, and
they have to sweep the floor once they've finished
the dishes". "Bedtime is nine o'clock sharp...There
is a certain time she has to be in the house every
night. If she's not in by seven o'clock, she bet-
ter have a good reason...I.7hen I speak they know
they have to do what I teIl them, ot I show them
the belt. (Oivorced mother)

One year he was slow at school and I warned him
that if he got a bad report card I wouldn't buy
him any Christmas presents, and I never did. I
didn't allow him to watch TV for almost four or
f ive months. Nothing. Just homework. (Mother,
conflictual family)

I do believe in rules. As long as they live at
home, they have to obey" (Father, conflictual
family)

Rubin also describes the importance of the sociol-psycho-

logical milieu in which we all live where "everyone marries

and where t.hose who don' t are viewed as deviant and def i-
cient". This thought. ties in closely with our own findings.

It would appear that many parents, even those in conflictual
married families, place considerable value on marriage and

children. In fact, insofar as a number of these parents are
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concerned, marriage and chil-dren are synonymous. One mar-

ries to have children and then stays together because of

them. The following two cases illustrate this point:

Pau1a, â9€ 45, has four children, two of whom are
stiIl living at home. When questioned about vrhy
she got married, she readily explains that her
husband, "desperate to marry, del-iberately made
her pregnant". Yet, Paula, has no regrets. While
f rom Paul-a and her husband's descriptions, their
marriage has been far from ideal - money, sex, af-
fection, work, are aIl sources of conflict for
them Paula says she has never once wished she
had not married. For Paula, her children "are her
first concerntt. She feels children are a constant
source of joy and fulfillment and she pities peo-
ple who are so narcisstic that they do not see the
value of family life.
of t,he quest ion.

Divorce , f.or Paula, is out

Peter, age 35, has two children, and if his wife
would only agree, he would like to have five more.
Children, for Peter, provide the reason for Iiv-
ing. Peter, in fact, feels so strongly about fam-
ily life, oF as he puts it, "in the family atmos-
phere" that he "could never consider life v¡ithout
the children". While he laughingly says he some-
times wishes he had not married and both he and
his wife say they have had serious problems in
their marriage, he fervently explains that he be-
l-ieves men and women are meant to be married and
raise families. In Peter's opinion, "it is only
natural to be married", and if he weren't married
to his wife, he would be married to someone else.
Divorce, for Peter, should only be a last resort "He thinks when children are involved, every effort
should be made not to "break the famify."

Àlthough our findings relative to children's perceptions

of marriage, family, and divorce, are not conclusive, it is
quite apparent, with few exceBtions, ihat children, even
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those "of divorce", still believe that marriage and raising
children is an important part of the living process. Chil-
dren's concepts of what a family is, and what it means to
its members, are not altered substantially by their experi-
ence with divorce. Understandably, children of divorce are

more cautious in their views of marriage and children of

Lheir ov¡n. Yet, children's concepts of the family they

would like to have in the future are the traditional- mother

and father and children situation. Based on the responses

to our questions, one would have to conclude that the expec-

tations of children today do not differ greatly from those

of their parents.
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PÀRT E

6"3 CT{ILDRENI S PERCEPTTONS ANp EXPERTE¡gCES OF & DI RCED
HOIfE

Several researchers suggest that although family rela-
tionships change after divorce, they do not end. Even in

those situations where the non-custodial parent has littIe
or no contact s¡ith the family, the psychological relation-
ship between parents and between parents and children con-

tinues long after the final separation (e.g, Wallerstein and

Ke1Iy, 1980; Hess and Camara, 1979; Loewenstein, 1979) " In-
deed, our findings support such assertions.

The relationship between the parents is an integral parL

of the child's experience and therefore relationships be-

tween spouses, and between parents and children were com-

pared. On relationships between spouses before and after
divorce we found that while one mother felt her post-divorce

relationship had deteriorated, and six reported a general

indifference, (this to some was a change for the better),
three mothers reported the relationship with their ex-spouse

had actually improved.
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data corroborates the assertion that "Di-
vorce changes

not end them";

relationships between family members --it does

If you compare your present relationship with what you had
when you were still inarried, has Èhere been any changes?

Itrs worse" He is very unhappy now about the di-
vorce" Tt took him a long time to accept it...and
even up until last year, when he moved from B.C.
back to Winnipeg, he assumed he was coming back,
not only for Chris, but for me. Ànd when that
didn't work out, he was hurt. (Separated four
yearsf divorced three years" )

I would say it has
think that we could
of relationship...
have lost in giving
are able to talk rat
to live together. (

got better. . .although I don't
ever have a reaIIy joyful kind
we remind each other of aIl we
the marriage up... But now we
ionally because we don't have
Separated eighteen months. )

It's changed to the point where his feelings, his
attitudes don't affect my Iife any more, other
than financially. Occasionally, I will look to
him for support with the kids if I've had three
weeks alone with them and...he has just got to
come and take them off my hands"..while I go out
and be by myself. (Separated two years, divorced
nine months. )

Nevertheless, whether the change was for better or for

v¡orse,

(both of

as the following statements by two divorced mothers,

whom had been separated for at least four years)

illustrate, the original connection often remains long after
bhe f inal separat ion:
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This is going to sound dumb, but I find we've aL-
most come full circle" " " He phoned the other
night, and he said to me "I phoned you Monday and
Tuesday and where were you?" Heh!, what do you
mean "where was I?" For some reason he is trying
to become involved in our life again... (Separat-
ed for nine years, divorced for five")

One year he came home at Christmas" The kids and
I were opening gifts.".We didn't know he was com-
ing and he appeared at our door Christmas morning.
It didn't really upset me. You know it took me a
good three years to get over it (the separation)
for m€. (Separated for almost four years, divorce
pending. )

During the interviews the respondents themselves de-

scribed the changes in their relationships. Consistent with

WaLlerstein and Kelly's (1980:4) description of divorce as a

"chain of events, which begins with the initial escalating

distress of the marriage, often peaks at the legal separa-

tion, and may continue for several years after the divorce",

several respondents related the process thus:

When vre were f irst separated, every time he came I
told him he vras living with a whore. " "I would just
call her everything in the book.."I would say it
took me a good three years before I really sepa-
rated myself completely from the relationship.
And then I realised that being angry wasn't going
to heIp. I didn't really want to argue with
him...because I wanted to maintain a friendly re-
Iationship because otherwise it wasn't fair to the
kids. (mother, age 37)

He left me for a hooker...She's Indian and she
works on Main Street. So I had basically a very
bad identity crisis at Lhe time... I thought I
was totally useless. . "and nobody would want
me...Àf ter vre had separated I realized I had bet-
ter change my attitude because T'm going to end up
in an institution and then what's going to become
of the kids? (Do you remember how you felt about
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the divorce?) nelieved, free in a sense; vrorried,
scared - mostly because it was a big responsibili-
ty financially."" there was a great burden taken
off my shoulders when I filed. When I was in court
and the divorce granted , I still didn't feel
great. I feel happier today about it. (mother,
age 31 )

Three mothers mentioned the financial Iink. The collec-
tion of maintenance and child support payments often neces-

sitated contact with their former spouse" The following

statement describes the procedure one 29 year old divorcee

followed each week to get money from her ex-spouse:

He lives in an apartment block in down town Winni-
peg. I see him almost weekly. Whether its me go-
ing down to see him or him just dropping in. It
varies. l.lhen I think its payday f or him, I '11
phone, and if its payday, l'11 drop down and get
some money.

Eight mothers al-so

kept them involved

Iows:

rel-ated how the chi ldren, oD occasion,

with one another. Two explained as fol-

He comes to visit the children, that's
thing. (mother, age 35)

the main

We've gone back to court about three times" Once
over support and once over visitation rights, and
we are going back again in September over more
support. ".I vras just ordered to FamiIy Court be-
cause he phoned and found the kids s¡ere away to
camp for a week. So I got called to Family Court
because he reported I had broken the agreement.
(mother, ã9ê 37)
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Mothers reported changes which had occurred in the rela-
t.ionships between parents and children. Most mothers be-

lieved their ovrn relationships with t.he children had im-

proved since the lessening of marital stress. However, con-

versations with mothers and children in the two conflictual
divorced families suggested that the relationship between

mother and child in these families was far from ideal"

I don't think !¡e have ever really had a good rela-
tionship. The separation has heightened it, but
it didn't initiate it. It has always been diffi-
cult. (tuother 1 )

Sometimes bad, sometimes good, depending on what
mood r'm in. (Wt¡at happens when you donrt get
along?) t scream at her. (wtrat does she say?)
Go to your room. I don't want to be around you.
(child 1 )

Not close at all. (Oo you enjoy each otherr
pany?) No. r know what I'm doing wrong"
calIy her dad would not pay any attention
son so T bent over backwards trying to make
loss there and I've kind of shut her out
she's become more distant, more difficult,
er 2)

s com-
Basi-
to my

up the
"So(l¿oth-

Not that good. (Ooes she go to things aÈ your
school?) Not very often. (poes she help you with
your homework?) No. I need it but she won't.
(chird 2)

Mothers al-so commented on

in the relationship between

earlier, four of the fathers

the changes which had occurred

father and child. Às stated

were living with a nevr partner

inevitably brought changes inand two had remarried" This
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As the fol-
believed that the

deter i orated "
relationship between father and child had

Itr s deteriorated...He's living with another !{oman
who has two children so when our children go over
there they feel kind of second fiddle and they
don't really like that. . . My children , ot his
children actuaIIy, are visitors. (Mother, age 32)

They used to be very close but". "when we first
separated he called them at least once a week.
Now they are lucky if they get a phone call once a
month, or we'11 have to call him so they can talk
to him. He's living with another ì,¡oman now. Her
boys are ttf ttr ". "He does a lot more with her boys
than he's ever done with his own girIs. (¡tother,
age 29)

It has got worse. He got married recently so he
is not as high up on a pedestal as he used to be.
He also drinks, so Karen's not too impressed with
that. (Mother, age 33 )

Three mothers considered the relationship between father

and child had improved" They attributed the improvement to

the extra attention the father paid to the chil-d. Neverthe-

less, the following statements indicate two of these

mothers resented that the fathers did only "fun" things with

of the "work" or responsi-the chiId,
bility.

without assuming any

AS
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what kind of things do bhey do wåth theÍr faËher?

All the fun kind of things that we used to do all
together as a family. He gets aII the goodies,
Iike movies, playing games and things like that.
(mother, â9€ 30) During the summer they go to the
Iake, or else he takes them to his house and also
to his mom and dad's" He comes over weekends and
he plays the poppa,...He doesn't have to worry if
they are sick, or what t,hey are up to, or what
they are doing. I should have it so good! (moth-
er age 33)

Some changes were brought about by the father's absence

from the city. One father, had moved to California; another

to Vancouver. In both situationsr the children kept in
touch by phone and visited their fathers once or twice a

year. One mother described the visiting arrangement thus;

Since he now lives in Vancouver, she only sees him
about once a year. Sometimes he can come in at
Christmas, but basically its the Summer. (t{hat do
they do together?) oh he takes them camping, any-
thing they want, anything the girls want he tries
to fu1fill it for them because he does only see
them for a couple of weeks so he spoils the hell
out of them. Like Santa Cl-aus! (mother, age 30)

Two mothers narrated the difficulties fathers sometimes

experience keeping their children occupied"

Before the past three months they were spending
three weekends out of the month. Now, a phone
ca1l. They don't want to visit him novr. (What do
they do together?) Nothing. That is the problem"
He would pick them up, he would go golfing, leav-
ing them at his motherrs apartment" There really
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wasn't much point, so now they (the children) are
balking " (mother, a9€ 31 )

He's taken them swimming" He took them to Red
River Ex. last Summer, the odd movies, you know"
I think fathers have a very difficult time of what
to do with the kids when they've got them on their
hands. (mother, age 28)

Eight of the ten mothers wanted their children to contin-

ue their relationship with the father" Two described how

they tried to maintain the father-chiId bond:

You know he used to accuse me of playing chess
with the kids - you know, manipulating him with
the kids - but I never did that. I wanted to
maintain a friendly relationship so the kids would
have the freedom to go back and forth. (mother,
age 42)

Mary doesn't like me to say something nasty about
her father, and I try not to. (mother, age 37)

The remaining two mothers wanted to sever the relation-
ship between the child and their father" One, âD abused

wifef was afraid of her former husband. The other felt the

children themselves wanted to sever the ties r+ith the fa-
ther. She explained:

He wanted to see them, but then my daughter start-
ed getting migraine headaches because she couldn't
face him...And so I said, if you don't want to go
to see him, you don't have to"... (Oia he argue
about it?) No, he didn't. He came down to pick
up the kids and she didn't 90. It. was just once.
That was the last time. (noes he send gífts at
Christmas?) I don't accept gifts at Christ-
mas...If he can't care what they eat, or how they
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sleep, or keep warm during the year, then there's
no point for him to become a great, big Santa Claus
aL Christmas. (mother, age 38)

Yet, as the following conversation with one mother indi-
cates, the bond between a child and his father continues on

in spite of mother's wish to keep them apart.

His father deserted us when Donald was two years
old...There were no problems until about a year
and a half ago when all of a sudden he became cu-
rious as to what his father looked like and dif-
ferent things Iike that. (mother, age 32)

Understandably, the complexities of child custody and

visiting arrangements and the formation of nevr partnerships

resulted in family relationships differing considerably in

and between families. As a result, notwithstanding the fact

there may have been some similarities in the initial divorce

arrangements, major differences in family relationships

eventually evolved" Essentially, each one of the ten di-
vorced families we interviewed had a different type of ar-
rangement affecting the family relationship. At the time of

divorce, five gave sole custody to the mother with the other

five involving a joint or shared custody arrangement.

It has been said, rightly or wrongly, that people don't

change circumstances do. In our study, there is little
doubt that changing circumstances had a major impact on fam-

ily relationships, especially for the children. In six in-
stances, the natural father has either remarried or is Iiv-
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ing together with a new partneri in these cases, the

children now have less regular conLact with the natural fa-

ther and in two cases, none at all, It vras clear that, for
the most part, a remarriage or new partnership formed by Lhe

father does create more stress initially for the children of

the first marriage. This is particularly true when a child
finds himself or herself not only visiting the natural pa-

rent but also the new part,ner and her children who at times

are resentful "

Where joint or shared custody arrangements are in p1ace,

the children appear to see the father on a more regular ba-

sis, although this varies according to where the father is
domiciled. Here again, however, âs one or both natural pa-

rents assume new partnerships, the family relationships

change 
"

Some indication of the variations in family relationships

can be readily seen from the following examples in our

study.

Mother has sole custody; now living with new part-
ner who child has adopted as new "Dad".

Joint custody; child spends weekends with father;
mother lives with new partner who child dislikes.
Mother has sole custody; she remains single; child
visits father in California for six weeks in sum-
mer; is free to phone father any time.

Joint custodyi father lives in B.C.; before remar-
riage child visited occasionally; novr father no
interest in child of first marriage.
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Mother sole custody; child used to visit father
once a week now rarely; nothing to do"

Wallerstein and Kelly (1980) suggest that a child's and a

parent's perceptions of events surrounding divorce may be

quite different" What appears quite reasonable, even grati-
fying, for the parent, might be upsetting, quite disturbing
for the child. Even in those situations where the parents

openly conflict, children are not always avrare of the prob-

lem" As the following situations illustrate, this vras the

case with some of our respondents.

The mother' s perception:

I took them out of school and I said, "You are not
coming back" We are never going to see B.C.
again...We're going back to see grandma and grand-
pa and all the rest of the family in Winnipeg."
The oldest one said, "What about daddy?" And I
said, "No, he's not coming." and I took them with
me on the plane... Actually, it was really funny
'cos I t.old him I was just coming on holidays, but
I never went back (laughing). (Oo you remember
how you felt?) I'm free! I guess that's what you
have to call it " I t v¡as great ! (t"tother, age 30 )

The child's perception of the same situation:
À11 I remember is that we \,rere driving back
through the mountainsr m€ and my sister with my
mom, and that there vrere piles of snow and we had
to bounce in the back seat to get the car to go
further so that vre could find a place where we
could turn around and go back. (ftratrs when you
left BuCo was it?) Yes, and then we got sent by
p1ane. Not daddyr only me and my sister and my
mom. (ttow did you feel about it?) r was realIy
surprised, and really sad. I just wanted them to
stay together. I v¡as so af raid. (Oo you think
they will ever get back together?) Irve been hop-
ing that for so iong. (gir1, age 10)
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The mother' s att i tude;

I'm generally happier even t
and I have more stress and
bility to deal with. t feel
sometimes I feel overwhelmed
control. . . (Would you like
No. I have no desire to be
age 321

hough I am much busier
tension and responsi-
capable and, although

, generally I feel in
to get married agaín?)
married again (Motheru

The child's
I hate
quit f
age 9)

att i tude:

it the ï¡ay it i
ighting and get

s" I want my
back together

mom and dad to
again. (9ir1,

Similarly, while none of the mothers were reluctant to

state their marital status, âs the following responses i1-
lustrate, several of the children were embarrassed by their
parents marital situation.

Yes, that vras embarrassing what Lana (child's best
frienC) aia. She just started talking about it in
front of a couple of the kids. But I've said if
they pass it oñ, they are going to get it. It's
embarrassing when your friends pass it on to their
other friends. (gir1, age 10)

Sometimes we have a discussion at school about di-
vorce, and he ( teacher ) says, "How many people
don't have a father?". I don't put my hand up, so
no one knows there's no one. (Uoy, â9ê 11)

Our interviews suggested two main reasons for the dispar-

ity between Lhe attitudes of mothers and children. (i) an

al-most complete lack of consultation and communication be-

tween parent and child. and (ii) the elimination of certain

resources previously available to the child.
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In broken marriages, children are primarily bystanders in

a situation over which they have no control" The main

source of antagonism invariably is between the parent.s, not

between the parent and child. None of the children in our

study v¡ere consulted prior to the separation. In nine cases

out of ten, the mother knew the separation was coming long

before the child was told; hence, it vlas often very diffi-
cult for the child to accept the situation"

In answer to our guestion, "How long before you separat-

ed, did you know your marriage was on the rocks?", two moth-

ers responded as follows:

To be honest, I knew it wasn't going to last. I'm
actually very surprised that it lasted as it did
because, I'11 be the first to admit, the only rea-
son I married him vras I had his daugh-
ter...Àctually when I said "I do", I knew that if
it lasted a year I knew I v¡as going to be lucky "It ended up it lasted seven. (Mother, age 28)

About six years.
Mine...I was just
anything. I would
(t"tother r ê9€ 31 )

We asked the children,
rated?

(¡{hose idea was it to separate?)
so frustrated I would have done
have paid him support to 1eave"

"Do you know why your parents sepa-

No. My mom's tried a litt1e but
stood. She tries to tell us that
to work out okay, and she tries
why they divorced, but I stilI
why" (cirlr a9e ten)

I haven't under-
things are going
to tell us about
don't understand
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I didn't knov¡ what was going on. AI1 I
ber is I didn't know where my dad was
you feel about it now?) Now I know
it, because he wasn'L very fair at all"
ised us stuff and he would never do it.
11)

can remem-
. (gow do
vrhy she did

He prom-
(noy, â9ê

Às mentioned earlier, the second reason for the differ-
ence in attitudes or perceptions, and one which is very per-

tinent to this study is that our interviews revealed chil-
dren have far fewer resources than their parents. This was

particularly noticeable in the divorced families" In con-

trast to the divorced mother who almost inevitably has a

friend, a relative, and sometimes an ex-spouse they can turn

to, Ì.re f ound most of the children in our sample were sole1y

dependent on parents and grandparents. Our interviews re-

veal-ed that eight out of ten maternal grandparents main-

tained a close relationship with the grandchildren but only

two of the ten children were able to maintain a close rela-
tionship with the paternal grandparents. In those situ-
ations where the child does not have a good relationship
with its mother, or where the child has little or no contact

with its father, or grandparents, the child's resource net-

work is further restricted. The following interview data

illustrate the relatively Iimited resource network of chil-
dren, compared to that of parents: In response to our ques-

tion, "Who do you take your troubles i-o?",
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Mothers' responses:

My mother helps me out with money, and my aunt ba-
bysits for me"..I talk to my mom or my older sis-
ter about important decisions...If I have trouble
with the kids r talk to Dave (live-in partner)
about it, Iike he's got a way of handling them, or
like my girlfriend, the girl that l-ives in the
next block over has got to be the one that I talk
to the most" Like when I've got problems"..her
and I, we've talked to five or six in the morning,
just about our kids. (Mother, age 29)

A variety of people. They guy f'm dating right
novr; my girl friends; my parents; my in-Iaws;
brother, sisters. Various people, depending on
what the troubles are. lf its something about the
kids, occasionally I'II go to my ex-husband. No-
body says, "I don't want to hear your problems,
lady, go alray, come talk to me when you're happy,
you know. " That's the type of people
around with. (Mother, age 29)

Childrens' responses:

I hang

I'd teII my parents (mother and Iive-in partner)"
(uoy, â9ê 11)

just my mom and dad.
, â9€ 10)

My mom. (gow about your dad?) well, not that of-
ten. (Boy, age 1 1 )

If vre are at my mom's place, I telI my mom. (How
about at your dad's place?) No. (Anybody else?)
No, not reaIly.
(cirt, â9ê 10)

WeIl,
(ci rt
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Two children, both in conflictual divorced families, did

not often confide in anyone in the household, not even with

their mothers.

FIow do you feel about bhíngs now, do you st,Íll cry about, it?

It v¡as two weeks ê9o, when my dad dropped us of f .
I usually take off my coat and start hanging it
up, and then, weII we have to have a bath and I'd
cry in my bath. (Wtrat does your mom say then?)
WeIl, I don't let her know.
(ci rt, ê9ê 9 )

If something happens to you¡ you are hurt,
you go to?

whÍch parent do

My dad, because he mostly talks to me. He's easi-
er to talk to. (ttow about your mom?) fqo" (girl,
age 11)

What is a resource for the parent is not necessarily one

for the child. Three of the mothers had formed live-in ar-
rangements with boyfriends. Two of the chi ldren v¡ere

pleased with the arrangement, basically adopting their moth-

er's new partner as a substitute "father". The third chiId
was upset, bitterly describing him as "the guy who sleeps in

my mother's bed. "

I wish I had never met him. I don't like him"
He's too mean and bossy. He thinks he's the boss.
He can get out of my house! (girI, age 9)

What do the children think of your boyfriend?

They don't want to let him out of their clutches.
They've got him where they want him and he's a
pushover. They love him. Like I say, he's fan-
tast ic . (t'tother, âgê 29)
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Vlell Brian has sort
He calls him dad.
him " (t'fother , âge 31

adopted him as a father.
spends a lot of time with

Its pretty o1d. The
floors are aII v¡orn

of
He
)

In respect to living standards, six of the ten mothers

reported their family's income had gone down, one reported

it had remained the same, and three reported an improvement.

Understandably, family income affects the children as well

as their mothers. Some had to move to cheaper accommodation

in poorer areas of the city. Others had to live in houses

badly in need of repairs. While some children appeared

quite content, a few vrere not happy with their current liv-
ing accommodation.

What's it like livíng here?

WelI, lots of drunks around here, and its noisy
from the cars. The ceilings leak and that. (nny-
thing else wrong with the pLace?) wetl the fire
just happened next door, so lots of people are
vrorr ied about that .
time" (noy, êg€ 10)

We are going to move some-

I don't like Lhe
rooms need paint
out. (cirt, â9€

furniture.
ing and the
10)

My mom and dad got separated and we couldn't af-
ford the house without my dad, and then we moved.
We've had to move so often. First we moved to an
apartment and then we moved here " Then we moved
to another house in the Maples, and then we moved
back here. (gow do you feel about all this mov-
ing?) rts hard. Packing up and unpacking. Get-
ting to know new people. Its hard. (Gir1, age 9)

I've been living here my whole life and I'm used
to it so I don't think I could get along in any
other house. The house is nice and the streets
aren't very busy so you can ride your bike"
(cirt, â9Ê 11 )
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to maintain Lwo

households when formerly there had been one, means economic

changes for the families. Some economic changes, as in the

following case, seem to af fect the chil-d more than the pa-

rent "

When my mom and dad got separated, my dad got the
TV and my mom got the record player. (Do you like
listening to music?) No, I never use it much.
(cirt¡ a9e 9)

Sometimes the necessity of coping on a reduced income,

creates resentment against the mother. In one instance, it
sparked sibling rivalry.

Are you happy with the money and things you have?

Well r'm supposed to earn a dollar every Friday,
but my mom doesn't give it to me. I don't know
what she does with it. (noyr â9€ 10)

llell I figure that my mom gets more clothes than I
do. Even if she can't give me an allowance, I
feel that if she gave me at least a dollar then
that would be okay, but she doesn't. (Cirt, a9ê
10)

f never get as many things as my sister on my
birthday. She always gets more" PIus she's got
shel-ves in her room, two dressers and two closets.
I haven't even got a closeL. f've only got one
dresser. (GirI, age 9 )

No" My grandma always goes to these friends and
they always give her these used ciothes" I hate
them.."I say "mom I need new jeans", and she says,
"Do you think money grows on trees"...She always
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thinks of herself first" " "I want "Macs" jeans.
They are tight jeans. They are reaIly nice.(cirt, â9€ 11)

We asked parents and children to describe a typical day

in their home. Their responses reveal-ed a wide difference
in leisure activity, some of which could be directly attrib-
uted to the family's resources.

What does your family do after supper in the eveníngs?

We do household chores. Like clean my room, clean
the bathroom, dishes, and vacuum. Maybe go to the
community cIub, watch TV and stuff. (noy, â9ê 11)

Me and my sister do the dishes while my mom relax-
es and watches TV before she goes to work, and
then when we're finished we go watch TV or just go
outside and pIay. (Everyday?) No, my mom is not
always home. Sometimes she is at work. We always
do the dishes though, and make sure the house is
clean before we go to bed" (Girl, age 10)

Watch TV. Some days are different, like when my
two sisters are working and when my mom's at
school and then I'm alone with the dog. (Oo you
have to do any housework?) No¡ wê have a cleaning
lady. (Gi rI, age 1 0 )
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What about on the weekendu what do you usually do?

I go to my grandma's every weekend, (no you be-
Iong to any groups?) cirt Guides. r take swim-
ming and I used to take piano but I quit. (Girl,
age 10)

We usually get up real early around seven and I
come down and watch cartoons. (are you in any or-
ganized things? ) AIl week, wê just play out
front. (oo you take any fessonso like swímnríng?)
Not this year. (noy, â9ê eleven)

We stay at the babysitters while my mother works.
(oo you belong to any organized things?) No, just
baseball at school a littIe bit. (Oo you take any
lessons?) Ho. (what do you mostly do at the ba-
bysitters?) watch TV or play with my friends.

The following brief analysis of interviews with two of

the child-respondents participating in this study provides

some indication of the wide disparity in support resources

affecting the outlook and perceptions of each. One came

from a struggling, low income divorced family, the other

from a stable, upper-middle income divorced family.

Katie (chiId of low-income divorced familv):

Katie, nine years of âgê, Iives with her mother
and sister in a working class district. Her moth-
er has an approximate income of $12r000 from part-
tirne work, child support payments and board paid
by the mother's live-in boy friend.

Katie has fairly severe emotional problems ad-
versely affecting her school work. She has few,
if âoy, close friends and finds most other chil-
dren, including her sister, difficult to get along
with. Her mother does attend some of the school
functions with Katie "but not too often" according
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t.o Katie. Prior to the marriage breakdown she had
her own bedroomi nohr because room vras needed for
the boy friend, she must share a room with her
sister who Katie feels is favoured. She is also
very resentfuI of other children who "have more
things than me.

Katie would prefer to live with her father who
she sees nearly every weekend. She used to visit
the mother's parents regularly and other relatives
periodically" nov¡ she only sees them if her fa-
ther takes her at weekends. Às time passes she
sees less and l-ess of any of her grandparents.
She seldom sees her uncles and aunts.

Katie does not like her mother's boy-friend,
referring to him as "bossy and mean", and as "the
guy who now sleeps in my mom's bedroom".

Although Katie knows the chances of her parents
getting together are remote, she wishes they would
try. Even though her parents used to fight con-
stantly before the separation, the news of the di-
vorce came as a shock. Her parents did not tell
her anything until after the event. Her mother
tried to explain according to Katie but she is
still very confused and stiIl cries, especially
after her fat,her takes her home after a visit.
Katie can't think of anything good in her Iife
since the divorce but won't talk to anyone about
ir.

Karen (child of upper-middle income divorced family);

Karen is ten years of age and lives with her
mother and three sisters in a middle-cIass dis-
trict of Winnipeg" Her mother receives an income
of $24,000 from her husband and has other resourc-
€s, has not worked fuII-time since the divorce,
and is currently attending the University of Mani-
toba. Karen's mother ovrns the house and the f ami-
ty income is sufficient to allow for the services
of a cleaning lady.

Karen has a very active life in and out of
school including Girl Guides¡ swimming lessons and
Sunday School. She often goes swimming and to the
movies with her mother and sisters. She has two
special friends at school where she is considered
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an excellent student" She Lhinks she would like
to be a veLerinarian after she finishes school"
An out-going child, Karen is very friendly with
her neighbours and gets along well with her school
mates. She sees her grandparents on her mother's
side of the family at least once a week and often
stays over a weekend with them; she also visits
her aunts and uncles periodically. Since her pa-
rents vrere divorced Karen visits her father in
California for six weeks every summer. She does
not have an allowance but her mother gives her
money whenever she really needs it. She thinks
she probably gets more money than most of her
friends"

In respect to the separation and subsequent di-
vorce, Karen does not remember being told but she
was not really surprised because she knew her mom
and dad "didn't get aIong". Àt the time of the
divorce she was rel ieved and has grovrn to l ive
with it. She does not think the divorce affected
her too much, especially since she still- sees her
father at least once a year for at least six
weeks, and her other relatives constantly.

Àlthough these examples might be considered extreme with

wide disparities between the outlook and perceptions of each

chiId, the irrefutable fact emerges that financial and ade-

quate

style
supporting human resources largely determine the Iife-

of each "child of divorce".

In sum, our study suggests that the extent to which chil-
dren are adversely affected by di

ca11y, socially, and emotionally.

vorce can be seen academi-

In varying degrees, the

children of divorce in this survey perform below the mean in

aLI three areas

life type of chi

gested earlier,
byst.anders in a

when compared to the attitude, progress, and

ldren in happily married families. Às sug-

in broken marriages children are primarily

siLuation over which they have no control.
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hence, with
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situation.
same children

enthusiastic

child-bearing
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, none of the children interviewed were con-

ther of their parents prior Lo t.he divorce;

the compete absence of communication it vras

ising that the children rarely accepted Lhe

Similarly, it was hardly surprising that these

indicated a far more cautious and less than

response to our questions on marriage and

than their counterparts from married families.



Cbapter VII

ST¡MMARY AND COhTCTUSTON

The past decade has seen dramatic increases in the number

of marriages ending in divorce. One aspect of divorce which

concerns, and will continue to concern parents, social work-

ers, judges, and other observers, is the effect of divorce

on the children.

Given the large number of Canadian children affected by

divorce and its conseguences, there has been a surprising
lack of systematic research on this issue. Even in the

United States, where recent studies on divorce and children
have begun to build a useful base of knowledge, there are

several gaps. Statistical data on the increase in both the

divorce rate and in the numbers of children affected in Can-

ada do little to assess the actual impact of divorce for ei-
ther the childr otr the parent. The present study endeavours

to rel-ate some of the stat i st ics to everyday Ii f e in a num-

ber of married and divorced Winnipeg families" This thesis

attempts to address the following question: How does di-
vorce affect family members, especially the children?

This study examined family relationships, family resourc-

Êsr and the behavior and perception of children in ten di-
vorced and ten married families. It asked, what part, if

145
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ârìy, does the family's socioeconomic circumstances and net-
work of personal resources play in family interaction? Does

divorce affect the patterns of daily interaction among fami-

1y members, and if so, in what v¡ays, and to what effect? Do

children in divorced families behave and feel differently
about themselves than those in married families?

A review of the divorce literature reveaLed four central
themes which became an integral part of the research design

of this study.

Ðivorce changes relationships between family members,

it does not end them. Hence, there is a need to ex-

amine the on-going psychological structure of the

family after divorce.

Family relationships differ greatly from one family

to another. Thus, the possible effects of divorce

are more clearly revealed by a research strategy

which compares family relationships within groups

(married or divorced) as welI as between groups (mar-

ried and divorced).

A parent's and a child's views of divorce may be

quite different. Thereforer we need to interview

children as well as parents.

1"

2.

)
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Family life is influenced by two sets of resources;

i) relatives and friends, ii) socioeconomic. Àccess

to, and use of, these resources will infl-uence the

rrays in which a family lives and how members adapt to

changing circumstances such as divorce.

Ten married and ten divorced families each of which had

at least one child between the ages of 9 and 1 1 in the 4th

or sth grade in school r{ere studied. All families in the

study vrere from middle-cIass backgrounds. Incomes of five
divorced families were below Statistics Canada's Low Income

Guidelines; incomes of the remaining fifteen were above the

guidelines.

¿.

Data for the study were collected
of both parents and their children.
asked questions designed to elicit
about their family resources and rela

concepts of family life and family-

by detailed interviews

Each respondent was

spec i f ic informat ion

t i onships , and the i r

related events" Our

analysis of the data focused on four main areas:

1. An examination and comparison of the socioeconomic

and personal resources of both divorced and married

families and an assessment of the effect such re-

sources on: i) family relationships, and ii) chil-
dren's soc ia1, emotional, and academic behavior.
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An analysis of family relationships in

and divorced families, and the effects
tionships upon the social, emotional,

behavior of children;

An examination and

dren in divorced

1ies, divorce, and
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both married

of such rela-
and academic

comparison of the perception chil-
and married families have of fami-

parental roles;

An analysis of the conceptions children in divorced

families have of family life and divorce compared to

those of their parents.

This thesis, in its entirety, provides background infor-
mation about the procedures, methods, and approach leading

to an analysis of each set of circumstances. The strength

of the findings are limited by the relatively small and re-

stricted composition of the sample, (i.e. aII white and pri-

marily middle class). Therefore, generalizations from this
study must be made with these and other limitations in mind.

Our sample was self-selected and at two basic income levels.
None of the mothers had remarried. It was not feasible to

interview fathers in divorced families. An additional con-

cern might be raised as to the validity of only using pa-

rents as the informants of their children's well-being.

Teacher ratings and school records woul-d have been prefera-
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conc lus i onsble sources of

are summarized

evaluat. i ons .

beIow.

MÀJOR FINDINGS

Family Resources;

À comparison of the socioeconomic and personal resources

of married and divorced families indicates:

1" Most of the parents in married homes have more re-

sources than the divorced mother" The difference be-

tween the two types of family can be partly attribut-
ed to the advantageous socioeconomic position of the

married parents, in particul-ar to the father's con-

tribution and, partly to the assistance married pa-

rents derive from one another. While married pa-

rents, even those who are not particularly "close"

can depend on some form of physical, material, and

emotional support from their spouse, divorced moth-

ers, in the main, have to rely on themsefves.

2 " Àlthough congenial married families have slightly
more resources than conflictual married families,
( pr imar i J-y the support spouses give to each other ) ,

there is littIe difference between the two categories

of divorced families.
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The Children

Thea) Child's Exrrerience of Divorce

A child's and a parent's perception of events sur-

rounding divorce may be quite different. What ap-

pears quite reasonable, even gratifying for the pa-

rentr ffiây be quite upsetting for the child. Even in

those situations where the parents are in open con-

flict, the child is often shocked when parents sepa-

rate.

Children are primarily bystanders in a situation over

which they they have no control. They are seldom

consulted before a divorce and are seldom prepared"

Moreover, they fail to understand even when it is
eventually explained to them.

3. Parents are seldom equipped to handle reactions from

children and are often unable to provide children
relevant support during the divorce crisis.

b) Academic, Social, and Emot ional Ad i us tmen t

There is very little difference between the overall
performance of children from married and divorced

families when the income of the latter is comparable

to that of the married family. Therefore, favourable

1.

¿"

1.
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socioeconomic circumstances are as important, if not

morer ês v¡hether the child comes f rom a divorced or

married home.

OveraII performance, (academic + social + emoLional)

of children is related to the degree of confLíct/
congeniality among the families" Children in congen-

ial families, particularly congenial divorced, are

more like1y to do better overall than their counter-

parts in conflictual families. Part of the differ-
ence between the two groups of children can be at-
tributed to the stress and tension in the home. Part

of the difference, however, ffiây also be attributed to

the amount and quality of assistance the child re-

ceives at home and school.

Children's Views of Marriaqe, Divorce, and FamiIvc)

1" Chi Idren

tious in

chi ldren

ilies"
clined to

the right

from divorced families tend to be more cau-

their views about getting married and having

of their own than children from married fam-

The children from divorced families were in-
add a condition such as, "Only if I meet

person" and "If I get a good job".

The children

divorce more

from divorced families tend to accept

readily than those from married fami-

most children stated or inferred that

2"

lies" While
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divorce made them sad, several of the children from

divorced families considered that in some cases, di-
vorce was an appropriate solution for unhappy mar-

riages. Most of the children of divorce, however,

expressed the wish to see their family together

again, even though they believed it to be unlike1y,

Children's concepts of what a family. is, are not

changed very much by their experience with divorce.

Nearly all children described a gender-specific rela-
tionship wherein, for example, lvomen are primarily

viewed as responsible for caring for the children,

cooking, and cleaning, and men for the maintenance

and support of the household.

of¿. Even though half
side of the home

"financial ro1e"

the chiId, work

cleaning.

The majority of

ther's work did

c iated pos i t ive

ing the mortgage

children either
not affect them at

benefits from his

r or feeding them",

thought their fa-

all or they asso-

work such as "pay-

the mothers studied worked out-

none of the children included the

mothers in their description. To

the mother centers on cooking and

of

for

5.
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q) Effect of Post-Divorce Familv Relationships upon

Ch i ldren

.t 
. Family relationships change after divorce, they do

not end. Even in those situations where the non-cus-

todial parent has little or no contact with the fami-

Iy, the psychological relationship between parents

and between parents and children continues long after
the final separation.

Children, in particular, experience change in their
relationships with their parents following divorce.

Most mothers believed that while their ovrn relation-
ship with their children had improved since the less-

ening of the marital stress, the rel-ationship between

the child and the father had deterioraLed" The fa-
ther's nev¡ partnership and less regular contact be-

tween father and child were contributing factors to

such deterioraLion.

FamiJ-y relationships differ considerably in and be-

tween families " The complexities of child custody

and access arrangements and the formation of nevt

partnerships associated with marital disruption com-

pound the diversity. Children in our study appeared

happiest when parents cooperated with one another as

---^-!^ 
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wife, they $¡ere still mother and fat.her, supporting,

rather than undermining one another.

Changes in a family's socioeconomic and personal re-

sources after divorce affects the child as well as

the parent. Children who view life in a divorced

home most positively are those whose Iife after di-
vorce is similar or improved to that before divorce.

Parents are a child's major resource" Children who

adapt most readily to divorce are those who continue

to enjoy a close rel-ationship with both parents as

they had before the divorce.

7.1 coNcLUSroNs

Notwithstanding the l-imitations of the study, one can

draw several conclusions from the findings. The most sig-
nificant insofar as the child's adjustment to divorce is

concerned are: 1 ) t¡¡e fami 1y' s soc ioeconomic c i rcumstances

are as important, if not more, âs whether the child comes

from a divorced or married home; 2) Emotional stress to

children is minimized when parents cooperate with each other

as parents; 3) the quality of the child's relationship with

the non-custodial father is as important to the child's ad-

justment as the quality of the child's relationship with the

custodial- mother "

4.

tr
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Divorce is an extremely unsettling event for a child
although in some cases Lhe effects are mitigated where eco-

nomic circumstances allow the custodial parent to live com-

fortably with the children, and when thre chiid continues to

enjoy a close relationship with the non-custodial parent),

or when a child is removed from an abusive parent, However,

findings from the present study support previous findings

which suggest that generally, children lose more than they

gain from their parents' divorce.

tlallerstein and KeIly ( 1 980:1 0 ) astutely, and somewhat

cynically, suggest that many of our unwarranted assumptions

about childen have arisen simply because they have suited

the adults' needs at the time. Thus, the conventional wis-

dom of yesteryear that "parents should stay together for the

sake of their childen" has been replaced with a "marriage

that is unhappy for the parent will be unhappy for the chil-
dren", or conversely, "if the parents are happy, the chi1-

dren will benefit"" Yetr âs the findings of this study in-
dicate, children perceive, react, and cope with divorce in a

different manner than their parents. For example, even in

those situations where the parents are in open conflict,
children are not necessarily aware of the problem" Conseq-

uently, the separation is like1y to distress the child as

much, if not more, than the parents.

Hultsch and Plemons (1979:21) point out that Iife events

are particularly stressful if they continue for an extended
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period and if they involve multiple changes and losses. Di-

vorce is not a single event." For the childr ês it is for

the parent, it represents a chain of events - a formidable

series of legal, social, psychological, and economical- ob-

stac les "

The period before divorce which generally lasts about two

years is often considered to be the most threatening and

disturbing phase of the entire divorce procedure (Goode,

1956273) Wallerstein and KeIly, 1980). During this time pa-

rents and children alike undergo considerable strain and up-

set. When one parent finally moves out, the child is 1ikely

to feel the greatest degree of failure, Fêjection, and aban-

donment. Yet, the parents are often unable to console their
child because they are too concerned hrith their own prob-

lems.

The family life after the divorce is one of adjustment

and change" The adjustment involved with reduced socioeco-

nomic circumstances, changes in housing conditions, schools,

and child care often disrupts the child's daily pattern"

Continued friction between parents arising from bitterness,
disputes over custody, visiting, and maintenance, further
upsets the child. The tendency for family friends to with-

draw and for less frequent interaction with kin, especially

the paternal grandparents, tends to reduce the child's sense

of stability and security. Often the child longs for a two-

parent family again.
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Children do not petition for divorce. The divorce is the

decision of their parents. Adding significantly to their
feelings of helplessness, children often face their problems

of divorce alone. Parents, trying to cope with the radical

alterations of their o$¡n 1ives, often have a diminishing ca-

pacity to parent at this time.

In sum, our findings suggest that "children of divorce"

are a vulnerable population. The dependent position of the

child, and the many changes which occur during the divorce

process, especially those resulting in a reduction in the

family's socioeconomic circumstances and/or in the quality

of the relationship between parent and child, tend to empha-

size the child's vulnerability.

7 "2 IMPLICATIONS

The results of the present study suggest implications for

researchers, policy makers, and counsellors interested in

divorce and its aftermath. The first is methodological"

Divorced families must not be viewed as an homogeneous

group. Many factors infl-uence the degree of stress incurred

and the family's capacity to adjust. Obviously, the impact

of divorce is more clearly revealed by a research sLrategy

which compares families both within and between groups of

married and divorced families. Without such a strategy, the

significance of family resources and family relationships

for divorced families would not have been revealed"
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Future research concerning divorce cannoL ignore the sig-
nificance of family resources. It is cl-ear that socioeco-

nomic resources play an integral role in the divorced fami-

ly's capacity to function after divorce. Due to a combina-

tion of causes, such as lower earning power, insufficient

child support and inadequate, and sometimes costly child
care facilities, divorced families, particularly those head-

ed by women tend to face serious economic hardships. It
would seem pertinent to explore in much greater depth the

effect that the socioeconomic status of the family has on

the parent's and the child's adjustment to divorce. For in-
stance, what effect, if âny, does the source and stabitity
of income have on the famify's sense of well-being? Do cus-

todial mothers who are assured of adequate income experience

less stress than those who have to rely on social assis-

tance? Oo children whose non-custodial parent contribute

adequately tor+ards child supporL, feel more loved than those

whose parents contribute only minimally or not at all?

It is also clear that the personal network of family and

friends undergoes considerable change after the parents di-
vorce. The tendency for friends to withdraw reduces the di-
vorced family's support network. Changes in the relation-
ships between children and their fathers, and between

children and grandparents have also been noted. However,

more research is required in this area. Subsequent re-

searchers might also explore the contributions, both posi-
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tive and negative, t.hat revisions in t.he divorced mother's

and the child's support networks make to the adjustment pro-

cess.

The importance of post-divorce relationships indicates

t.hat more investigation should be conducted on family rela-

tionships after marital dissolution. More information is

required about the factors that inhibit the establishment of

reasonable attitudes by parents in respect to maintaining

relationships for the child's sake"

The impact of divorce is not uniform. Many factors in-
fluence the degree of stress experienced by families. Our

findings identify changes in the child's Iife t¡hich fre-
quently accompany parental divorce. One set of changes may

be the quality and quantity of parent-chiId interaction,
while another may be the socioeconomic changes the family

experiences. Unfortunatefy, in respect to the children, our

sample was not large enough to allow controls for important

variables such as the children's ages at divorce, the gender

of the child, the presence and age of siblings, the length

of time since divorce, and the influence of the father's re-

marriage. The research needs to be repeated with a suffi-
cient number of cases which would permit this type of analy-

sis. There is also a need for longitudinal research which

would aIlow us to understand children's reactions to paren-

ta1 divorce over a period of time.
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The results of this study also have implications for pro-

fessionals counselling families experiencing divorce. Coun-

sellors must stress the importance of a continuing relation-
ship between the child and both parents independently, not-

withstanding the antagonism that may exist between each

parent. This gives parents an opportunity to effectively
help the child deal with divorce.

The courts could ease the trauma of divorce and minimize

its impact on children. Legal emphasis is on the dissolu-
tion of the marriage and the procedures that determine cus-

tody, visitation rights, and property settlements. There is
l-ess concern with the effect on family relationships. The

efforts of judges and lawyers working as mediators can re-

duce conflict between parents and thus spare the child the

stress of divorce arguments" Such actions wouLd help to es-

tablish and maintain healthy relationships after the di-
vorce.

Finally, it must be

household is here to stay

on strengthening of such

port systems are required

of divorce.

conceded that the single parent

. Therefore, policies which focus

households through income and sup-

to ensure the future for children



Appendix A

DATA ANAT,YSIS

Familv Relationships

Relationships between Parents:

1 " Oualitv

The quality of the relationship between husbands and

wives was measured by assessing the closeness, degree of af-
fection, and level of satisfaction with the relationship.

To measure "cIoseness", married and divorced respondents

'were asked to describe their present relationship with their

spouse. Divorced respondents were also asked to describe

their marital relationship just before their marital break-

up.

Relationships were considered to be "close" if the re-

spondent characterized them as such. Respondents who used

such terms as "our best friends", "good buddi€s", "get along

we11", and described their relationship as a "total sharing,

emotional, physical union" were considered to be closer than

those who described themselves as "basically close", but

added a qualifying cfause such as ideal "when their partner

!ùas sober", or "in a good mood". Relationships were consid-

- 161 -
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ered "not close" if the respondent stated or inferred that

"Lhey did not get along wel1", t.hat "they had many prob-

1ems", "vÍere openly hostile", oF "coIdly indifferent".

In order to measure the "degree of affection" between pa-

rents, respondents were asked if they considered themselves

to be openly affectionate or consistently reserved" Respon-

dents considering themselves as openly affectionate were

categorized as more affectionate with one another than those

who described themselves as reserved"

Two items were used to assess the degree of satisfaction
of respondents. In the case of divorced persons the rela-
tionship with their former spouse vras assessed. Respondents

were asked about their ideal conceptions of marriage when

they v¡ere first married, and the degree to which their rela-
tionship met this ideal. They vrere also asked to comment on

the sexual and affectionate components of their relation-
ships.

Those respondents who generally considered their marriage

had met or excelled their original expectations, and who

vrere generally happy with the sexual and affectionate

aspects of their marital relationships v¡ere categorized to

be more satisfied with their relationship than those who

were discontent v¡ith either aspect.
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¿" Compan ionship

"Companionship" between husbands and wives vras assessed

according to the number of their shared activities, the de-

gree of enjoyment they experienced, the degree of interest

and support they showed in each other's activities, and

whether or not they usually had joint vacations.

Respondents who reported shared activitiesr êtìjoyed each

others company, were interested in and supportive of each

other's outside activities, and usually spent vacations to-
gether srere considered to be "good companions". Conversely,

respondents who stated they did most things apart, stated or

inferred they did not particularly enjoy being with one an-

other, often had separate vacations, and had IittIe interest

or knowledge of each other's activities Ì.Iere considered to

be "poor companions".

3. Communication

The form of

measured by two

ried families,
asked to state

es. Second,

communication between husbands and wives was

questions" First, both parents in the mar-

and the mother in the divorced families were

how well they communicated with their spous-

they were asked if communication was an issue

sagreement for them.or source of di
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Respondents who stated they "communicated we11", that

"communication r{as not a problem" or that "communication was

not an issue between Lhem" were labelled better communica-

tors than those who reported that "communication could be

better", that they "disagreed about communication" r or in

some vray inferred that one or the other of them was noL sat-
isfied with the way they communicated with one another,

Emot i onal Support

The degree of emotional support which existed between

married spouses and between divorced spouses in their former

marriages was evaluated by using two items. First, respon-

dents were asked whether or not they told one another about

a bad day, and ¡vhether or not they listened. Second, re-

spondents were asked to name a maximum of three individuals

whom they felt provided them with emotional support,,

On the first item, relationships where both spouses

talked and both listened to each others problems rvere con-

sidered to be more emotionally supportive than those where

both Iistened, but only one partner talked. Situations
where neither spouse told the other their problems and nei-

ther spouse listened were considered to be least supportive.

On the second item, those respondents who named their spouse

as one of the three individuals who provided them with sup-

port hrere considered to be more support.ive of one another

than those who failed to do so"
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Decision-making in the home

parents and children gave to

sions made in your family?",

"no" to something you want?"

165

v¡as categorized from answers

the questions "Ho$¡ are deci-

and 'rWhat happens if s/ne says

Conflict

The "type of conflict" which existed between married

spouses and between divorced spouses v¡hen they were still
married was assessed by several indicators. Respondent s

were asked questions regarding the number of issues they

agreed or disagreed about, whether or not they felt they ar-
gued or disagreed more than other couples they knew, whet,her

or not they usually argued in front of the children, and

whether or not one or the other lost their temper"

Relationships where the couples stated they seldom dis-
agreed, who felt they argued less or the same as other

couples, who did not argue in front of the children, and

where neither one of them lost their temper vrere considered

to be "non-conf1ictua1". Relationships where the couples

stated they disagreed about most things, who felt they ar-
gued more than most couples, who usuall-y argued in front of

the children, and often lost control were considered to be

"conflictual" "

6 " Ðest sio¡:ma_Lll_B9
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Married families and divorced families before they di-

vorced !¡ere scored according to the degree of equality in

their decision-making. Respondents who reported decisions

in t,heir family were usually made by mutual consent of both

the husband and the wife v¡ere considered to be the most

egalitarian. Respondents who reported that while decisions

vrere discussed at great length by both spouses, in the case

of dissent, the final decision lras habitually made by only

one spouse, were considered partially egalitarian. Finally,

families where both spouses went separate ways if they could

not reach a consensus, and families where there was at the

most a minimal discussion, and the final decision was always

made by husband or wife alone,

Ieast egalitarian.

were considered to be the

'7 Division of Labour

The patterns of "Division of Labour" in the home was ex-

amined by asking respondents to describe what part each mem-

ber of the household played in child-rearing, cooking,

cleaning, food preparation, shopping for food and for cloth-
ing, do-it-yourself jobs, home and car maintenance, and com-

munity work.

Families vrere classified according to the extent family

members shared tasksr oF did them alone" Divorced mothers

r.¡ere asked to describe their present situation, then asked

to note any changes that had taken place since their separa-

tion.
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Relationship Between Parent and ChiId:

Relationships between parents and children !,rere assessed

from information obtained from the mother, father, and child
in the married families and from the mother and child in the

divorced families. Generally, each parent and child was

asked to comment on their own relationship, and whenever ap-

propriate, pârents were also asked to describe the child's
relationship with the other parent.

Similar to the manner in which the relationships betv¡een

parents were assessed, the quality of the relationship be-

tween each parent and child vJas measured by the "closeness"

and "degree of affection" between the pair. Parents and

children who reported that their relationship was "close" or

that they "got along fine" or "great" were considered "cLos-

er" than those who reported their relationship as basically
close but added a contingency clause such as "some of the

time", or "if s/he's in a good mood" or "it's not quite as

close as I 'd 1 i ke" . Àlternatively, those respondents who

described their relationship as "poor" or "not good" were

not considered to have a close relationship. The "degree of

af f ection" v¡as measured primarily f rom the child's response

to the question, "Do you ever just give your tather/mother a

hug?". Children who reported they hugged the parent quite

regularly were considered to be more affectionate than those

who did so "only sometimes" or "never""
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The parent's interest in the child's activities was as-

sessed from the parent's reported involvement with the

child's friends and school activity. Parents who helped

their children with their homework and were invol-ved in most

activities at the school, including field trips were differ-

entiated from those who reported they were less involved,

and from those who never, or seldom took part in activities

at their child's school.

The parents' involvement in the child's friends vras exam-

ined by asking how many of the child's friends the parent

knew and whether or not the parent allowed the friends to

play in the house. Children who reported their parent knew

most of their friends and let them sometimes play in the

house vrere scored higher than those children with parents

who knew only a few of their friends and did not allow them

to play in the house.

The type of "communication" between each parent and child
yras evaluated by whether or not the child liked to talk to

the parent about things in general, and more specifically,
whether or not the child would tell the parent if he or she

had had a good or a bad day.

Children who reported they liked to talk to their parent

"a lot" were scored higher than those who reported they

liked to talk only some of the time. Communication between

parent and chitd was considered to be poorest if the child
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reported they never¡ or seldom liked to talk to their pa-

rent. Similarly, children who reported they always told
their parent about a bad or a good day lrere scored higher

than those who reported so doing only some of the time, and

those who never did, respectively.

The degree of "emotional support" between parents and

children was based on the child's willingness to ask its pa-

rents for help and the child's assessment of the parent's

discipline. Children were asked if they would seek their
parent's help when they were upset or needed something, and

if sor was one parent easier to approach than the other.

They v¡ere also asked when they disagreed with their parents

whether they thought their parent lras fair.

Children v¡ho reported they usually went to their parent

when they r,rere upset, when they needed something, and who

thought the parent was usually fair in matters of discipline
were considered to have a higher degree of emotional support

than those who gave negative responses to any of these

i tems.

Finally, completing the assessment of t,he relationship
between parent and child, the child's position in the domes-

tic hierarchy of the household was judged by the number of

tasks the child performed around the house and yard, and the

child's role in decision-making"
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In respect to the child's part in the household tasks,

children who were expected to contribute a great deal Lo

regular household maintenance were considered to participate
more than those who were expected to contribute litt1e, or

who did so only occasionally or on a voluntary basis" On

decision-making, children who reported they h¡ere consulted

on all decisions in the home vrere distinguished from those

who reported they were consulted only on matters that di-
rectly concerned them,

have any say.

or those who reported they did not



Appendix B

FAS4TLY RESOT'RCES

Resources of each of our respondents was measured by the
following list. Items are scored to represent the value of
our respondents' resources. The higher the respondent's
score the higher the resources of the individual.

Fami 1v Resources Check List (parents)

VariationsVariable

Soc ioeconomic Resources

Scores I

1 . Emplovment:

Paid Work Outside of Home

Employed?
Type of work
Decision not to work?
Hours fluctuate?
tTork shifts? Weekends?
Supervise others?
Supervising important?
Work skill?
Control over work?
Likes work?
Choose same work again?
Rather change work?
Children's view of work?
Children and work?
Lose income if stayed home

Fu1l/Part/unemployed 2/1/0
Prof ess ion/whi te/Blue 3 /2/1
nasy /uîxed/Ha rd 2/1 /0
No/ve s 1/0
No/ve s 1 /0ves/No 1 /oves/No 1/o
Medi um/r.ow /vnski Iled /2/1 /0
t'tost/r,ot/some/uone 3 /2/1 /0Yes/unsure/tto 2/1/o
ves/unsure/No 2/1 /oNo/unsure/Yes 2/1/o
eood/uíxed/sad 2/1/o
nasy/uixed/Hard 2/1/0
No/ves 1/0

Slashes separate various responses and their corresponding
scores. For example, for the first variable, p€rsons who
are employed full time are given a resource value of 2,
those employed part time 1,
0.

and those who are unemployed
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Benef its from Employment?

Pensions
I nsurance
Dental
Sick leave
Other Benefit

Unpaid Work outside of Home:

Do volunteer work?
Hours worked week?

Educat i on

Educational level

Father's Education

Mother's Education

Received encouragement

I nc ome

Respondent's Income:
Earn income of. any kind?
Over Winnipeg's average income?

Total Family Income:
Over Statistic Canada's
Low Income Guidelines
Other sources of income?
Income fluctuates?
Satisfied with income?
Future financial?
Get money from?

Use day care?
Problem with sitters?
School lunch program?
Use Lunch program regularly?
Satisfied with lunch care?
Satisfied with school?
Sitters for sick child?
Caretaker for sick child?

ves/to
ves/No

ves/to

Yes./No
vp/same/oown
ves/uixed/No
up/same/oown
Fami Iy/tr iends/
Bank/None

Yes,/Ho
No/ves
ves/Ho
Yes/Somet imes/Ho
ues/uíxed/No
Yes/No
No problem/problem
two/Only mother

Yes/No
Yes/no
ves/Ho
ves/uo
ves/Ho

Yes/Ho
+1 o /s-1 o /1 -4/o

1/0
3/2/1 /o
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1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0

4/3/2/1

3/2/1

3/z/1

1/0

1/0

1/0
2/1 /o
2/1 /o
2/1 /o

1/1/1/o

1/0
1/0
1/0

2/1/o
2/1 /o

1/0
1/0
1/0

oegree/ünivers ity/
Trade/Elementa ry
University/trade
Elementary
University/trade
Elementary
ves/No

1/0
1/0

2. Resources related to Socioeconomic situation
Child Care



Housinq and Neiqhbourhood

House paid for?
Rent/mortgage costs?
Rooms in house?
Bedrooms in house?
Satisfied with house?
Satisf ied with neighbourhood?

Transportat i on

Household has car?
Transportation a problem?

Le i sure

Take vacations?
Type of vacation?
Get av¡ay without chi ldren?
Satisfied with vacation?
Have time for oneself?

Pe r sona f
Pe r sona I
Pl-ace of bi rth?
Years in Canada?
Language problems?
Satisfied with marital status?
Satisfied with gender?
Serious illness in family?

Household

Number of adults?
Children over 12
Children under 5

Help in Household:
HeIp with children?
HeIp with cooking?
Help with food preparation?
Help with cleaning?
Help with shopping?
HeIp with home/car?
Do-it-yourself jobs?
Get outside help?
Pay for outside help?
Likes work in home?
Children and housework?

Network of Fami l-v, Fr iends and Communitv

ves/Ho
vnder/Over 25eo income
Over/Under 4
Separate /Share
ves/No
ves/No

ves/Ho
ves/No

Yearly/Somet imes/nare 2/1 /0
ruxury/t-'ted i um/Bu dget / 3 /2 /1veslHó 1/o
ves/Ho 1 /o
ves/No 1 /0

I,linnipeg/*ranitoba
+20 /1 0-20 /-1 0
None,/Some
ves/Somet imes/No
Yes/No
No/ves
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1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0

3/2/2/o
2/1 /o

1/0
2/1 /o

1/0
1/0

1/0
1/0
1/0

z/1 /o
2/1/o
2/1 /o
z/1 /o
2/1 /o
2/1 /o
z/1 /o

1/0
1/0

2/1 /o
2/1/o

1/.0
1/0

two/one
yes./No
No/ves

Lots/Some/Hone
Lots,/Some,/None
- 't- 'l--
)¿OES/ SOme/NOne
Lots,/Some/None
Lots/Some/None
Lots/Some/tone
Lots/Some/None
YeslNo
Somet imes/¡¡o
Yes/uíxed/Ho
nasy/uíxed/Hard



Familv - other than immediate

Parents:

AIive?
tlhere Iive?

Frequency of contact?

In-laws- AIive?
Where live?

Frequency of contact?

Siblings- Number of
Where live? (closest one)

Frequency of contact?

Emotional help:
from family other than parents
from parents

Tangible help- from parents

Fami Iv-Immediate ( spouse /partner )

Spouse/partner employed?
Effects spouse employment?
Emotional help from partner?
Relationship with partner?
Affection from partner?
Satisf ied with af fection?
Enjoy being with partner?
Do a lot together?
Interested in one another?
Communicate well?
Listen about bad day?
Emotional help from children?
Satisfied with family size?
Children personal resource?
Children marriage resource?
Spouse's hetp with children?
Spouse's time with children?
Child helps in home?
Good things about children?
Children help in decisions?

rwo/one/lone 2/1/o
winn ipeg/t'tani toba 3/2/1/0
other Province/Outs ide
oaily/weekly
Rarely/None

rwo/one/Hone 2/1/0
winnipeg/t'tanitoba 3/2/1 /o
Other Province/Outside
DaíIy /Weekly
Rarety/Hone

+3/2-3/1 /o
winn ípeg/uani toba
Other Province
Da i 1y/we ekly/
Rarely/None

ves/No
ves/no

ves/Ho

yes,/Ho,/Hot known
eoód/u'ixed/zad/níI
Yes/No
CIose/Fa i r 1y/Hot
ves/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes,/No
ves/t'lo
Yes/No
woo./lrt^¿9J// ¡rV

ves/No
ves/some/No
ves/somefto
Good/some/eoor
r,ots/Li ttle/None
Lot s/some/uin imal
yes/¡¡ixed/None
Lots/Some/None

4/3/2/1 /o

3/2/1 /o
3/2/1 /o

4/3/2/1 /o
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4/3/2/1 /o

1/0
1/0

1/0

1/o/o
z/t /o/o

1/0
2/1 /o

1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0

2/1/o
2/1 /o
2/1 /o
2/1 /o
z/1 /o
z/1 /o
2/1 /o



Outside Àqenc i es/Commun i tv /orqan i zat i ons

Friends

Emotional help from friends?
Tangible help from friends?
Frequency of contact with?,
Get together with friends?
Satisfied with social life?

Emotional help from others?
Tangible help from others?
Turned to agency for help?
Currently using agency?
Satisfied with agency?
Unable to obtain help?
Satisfied with community help?
Religious?
ReI i gious invol-vement?
Non religious organ ízations?
I nvolvement ?

ves/No
Yes/¡¡o
r,ots/uín ima l
Yes/No
ves/llo

ves/No
ves/No
Yes/No
ves/Ho
cood/t"f i xed/No
Ho/ves
ves/¡tixed/Ho
Yes/No
Lot/some /g.are/nit
ves/No
Lots/Some/nare/tlone
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1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
1/0

1/0
1/,0
1/0
1/0

2/1 /a
1/0

2/1 /o
1/0

3/2/1 /o
1/0

3/2/1 /o

PossibleRange= 1-206
Sample Range = 75 148
Sample Mean = 114.6



Appendíx C

CHILD OUTCONdES

Child Outcomes

Children were assessed according to their
and emot ional behavior , Responses vrere
higher the score attained, the better adj

academic, social,
scored whereby the

usted the chiId.

6)'1. Academic ¡ (Coded

Factors

1)

0-

a) Child's current academic performance.
b) Child's performance over last five years.
c) Child's emotional/behavior in school.
d) Child's relationship with his/her teacher.

1)
1)

Parent reports child doing welI in school.
Parent reports child has not had problems
in last five years.
Parent reports chiId does not "misbehavê",
"act up" or have any type of emotional problems
in school.

1 ) - Child reports that school work has always
been easy.

1 ) Chi ld I i kes teachers .

Scored '1' for each positive
ative response.

and '0' for each neg-

Possible Range scores = 0 -
Range of Sample = 1 -
Samp1e Mean = 3.7

6
6
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2" Social: (coded 0 - 7l

Factors:

a) Child's friends in and outside of school
b) child plays with other children
c) Getting along r¡ith other children

(1) - Parent reports child gets along well with
other children.

(1) - Child has friends at school, including
some close ones.

(1) - Child plays with children during recess
and after four,

(1) - Child does not find children at school
difficult to get along with.

( 1 ) - Child reacts in a reasonable or mature vray
if other children try to upset him/her.

(1) - Child has friends outside of school.

Scored '1' for each positive and '0' for each neg-
ative response.

Possible range of scores = 0 - 7
Sample range of scores = 2 - 7

Sample average score = 5.25

3" Emotional (coded 0 - 6)

Factors:

a ) Personality
b) Maturity Independence and attention
c) Emotive expression and optimism

a) Personalitv (coded 0,1,2)

Chi Ìd cons idered to be "rvell balanced" i f parent ,

(2) - describes the chiId as "happy", "confident" or
"we11 adjusted".

Child considered to have "mixed" personality if pa-
rent,
(1) describes the child as "basically happy or

confident", but sometimes "moody", "angry", or
"non-conf ident " .
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ChiId considered to have a "problem" personatity if
parent,

(0) describes the chitd as "moody", "angry",
"non-confident", or
"extremely difficult to get along with".

Maturitv (Coded 0 - 3)

i ) rndependence (coded 0,1 ,2)

ChiId considered to be,

Q) "mature" if parent feels the child is
independent and reports it is not
di f f icult to get trer/him to do things f or
her/himself.

( 1 ) "fairly mature" if the parent describes
the child as fairly independent but reports
it is sometimes difficult to get the child to
do things for him/herself.

(0) "immature" if the parent reports it is
extremely difficult to get the child to do
things for her/himself .

Àttention: (Coded 0,1)

Child considered to be,

(1 ) "mature" if the parent reports the chiId
demands "about average" or "very 1ittIe"
attent i on .

(0) "immature" if the parent reports the chiId
demands "a lot of attention" or is "very
demanding" "

c) Emotive Expression and Optimism: ( coded g, 1)

ChiId can think of something good that has
happened in last five years.

Child cannoL think of anything good that has
happened in the last five years.

Possible range of scores
Samp1e score
Sample average

=0-6
=1-5
= 3.45
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Overall Scores (Àcademic

Possible range of
Sample score
Sample average

+ Social + Emotional):

scores = 0 - 19
= 4 - 16
= 12.4



Appendix D

TbITERVIEW SCT{EÐT'T.,ES

Interview: Schedule for
A. BÀCKGROUND OUESTIONS

Parents *e

Bef ore vre get into the main topics of the interview 'could you tell me a few things about yourself and the
people in this household?

1" First, where were you born?
If outside Canada,

When did you come to Canada?
How long have you Iived in Winnipeg?

If from another province?
How long have you been in Winnipeg?

What is your present marital status?

I f Separated

How long have you been separated? Is this the firsL
time you have been separated? (if not) Number?
Length of each separation?

I f Divorced

How long have you been divorced?
separated before you divorced?

How long were you

5. was this your first marriage? How long have you been
married? (first? second? tfrird?)

Separate interview schedules were used for divorced and
married families. For the sake of brevity, schedules used
for the parents and children in divorced families are re-
produced here. Schedules for respondents in married fami-
lies were identical, except for the items specifically re-
lating to separation and divorce.

a

3"

û"

180



6.
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Separated?

7.

How ol-d were
Di vorced?

you when you were married?

1 1 . How about your in-laws? Àre both of
living? (lt no) Year of death(s)?

Àre both of your parents
of death( s) ?

stll-l- Ilvlng / (if not) Year

(rf yes) where do they Ìive?

How often do you see, speak,
quency and nature of contact)

or visit them? (pre-

10. I.lere your parents ever separated or divorced? ( r t
yes), How o1d were you? (rf no), Are you the first
in your family to experience a divorce?

8"

o

them sti1l

12.

1)
lJ.

(rf yes) where do they live?

14"

How often do you see
quency and nature of

Were either of your
arated or divorced?
Are you the first to

, speak,
contac t )

or visit them? (nre-

fotmer/spouse's parents ever sep-
(rt Dor and respondent divorced)
divorce in your family?

15. Brothers and Sisters?
Statuses? children?

16. I^ihere do they live?

17 " Frequency and nature

1 8. I ncluding yourself ,
Àdults? chi ldren?

How many? ages?
Àges of Children?

of contact?

how many people

Mar i tal

Iive here?

19" P1ease give me their names,
you.

ages, and relationship to
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are not living20. Do you have any other children,
here? (tf yes) where? ages?

21 " Are there any
of time?

others who live with you for a period

22" How long have you lived here?
years) How many times have you
ten years? What have been the
moves ?

(rf less than ten
moved in the last

reasons for these

23" Do you have a religious preference? I nvolvement ?

B" WORK ÀND LEISURE

Tell me something about the work you do.
mean what you do both outside the home and

Let's start with work outside the home.

1. Are you currently employeed outside the home?

By
in

ttworktt we
the home.

¿"

I

4"

6.

(it not employed outside of home) was this a con-
scious decisión that you stay home/not work outside
of home?

was it a difficult decision?

What, in your
cision?

Did you ever
work in last

mind, are the pros and cons of this de-

work outside of the home?
job?

7.

8.

Type of

(rt unemployed) How long have you been unemployed?

How often has this happened in the past five years?

l.lhat type of work did you do at your last job?
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9" (rf every employed outside of home) what type of work
do you do?

10. How long have you done this?

1 1 . TeII me something about where you work?
for yourself or for someone eLse?

Do you work

12. (rf work for self) Does anyone work for you?

13. (re yes) How many?

14. (lf for someone else)
where you work?

How many people are employed

I s supervising other
work?

people a major part of your

16" (lf yes) How many people are you responsible for?

17 " Would you say that your
skill?

requires a high level of

15

job

18" Does your job
things r or do
and over?

require that
you basically

you keep learning nevr
do the same things over

19, Does your job
allow you to

requl re
use your

to be creative?
1s and abilities?

you
skil-

Does it

20. Would you say that it is basically your ovrn responsi-
bility to decide how your job gets done?

21" As a rule, how many hours do you usually work each
week? uonth? Seasonal? Occasional?

22" Does this fluctuate?

23" Does your job
than one day at

require you to be avray
a time?

from home more
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you usu-24. (rt yes) on the average,
ally away at a time?

how many days are

25, Do you work shifts, weekends?

26. Do you do unpaid work outside the
How many hours do you estimate you
of work?

home? (rf yes)
spend at this type

27 " How do you feel about working? How do you feel about
the type of work you do? r.t you had the choice to
make again, would you choose the same type of work
you now do?

28. Could you tell me what
ceive through your job?

non-salary benefits you re-

29" (rf working for SeIf) you have told me that you
work for yourself . t{ould you prefer to work for
someone else?

30. (rt working for someone else)
work for someone else would
yoursel f ?

You have told me you
you prefer to work for

31 " How do your children feel about

32" Taking everything into account,
your work situation in terms of

your work?

how satisfactory is
your children?

33. In every home there are certain tasks which must get
done cooking, cleaning, Iaundry, shopping, decorat-
ing, painting, etc. What tasks do you do regularly?
(cano 1 )

34 " What do other members of the household do?

35. Do you do some things together? what? with whom?

elaborate35. Have you always done it this way? I f rìo,
on changes and reasons for changes.



37 " Ðo you get outside
Who? Costs?
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help for any of these tasks?

38. (rt yes) When did you starL getting this help?

How do you feel about work? How do you feel about
the type of things you have to do around the home?

40. How do you feel
housewor k ?

about the demands of children and

41. Is your former/spouse employed?

42" (rt yes) Does his/her job effect your life or your
family's life in any way?

B" LETSURE

1. Can you describe a typical school-day evening in your
fami 1y?

2. Can you describe a typical weekend day and evening in
your family?

3. When you have free time in the evening, what do you
like best to do?

How about holidays,

How many people in
name?

what do you usually do?

your neighbourhood do you know by

How often do you get together?

On what sort of occasion does this happen?

How ofien do you get Logelher with friends?

39

Ã.

tr

6"

7"

o
L)c
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^wrlere I

On what occasions?

We would like to know something about the groups and
organízations to which you belong. Would you name
them, beginning with the most important ones to you?

What is your involvement?

C. SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Relatives and Friends

Atl of us need support, both emotional and financial.
Whom do you count on for love, and for help of any
kind? On what occasion? Under what circumstances?
Frequency? (ceno II )

Have you ever turned to some organization or agency
for help? who? On what occasion? what type of
service? Frequency?

Have you ever felt the need for outside help but were
unable to obtain it?

How satisfied are you with the services the communi-
ty/sclnool provides for your family?

Ð. ATTITUDES

Marriage

When you hrere f irst married,
you have about marriage?

what expectations did

2. What are your expectations about marriage now?

Was there some period of
married?

o

10.

11"

12

1.

2"

3,

¿.

1,

) adjustment afLer you Yrere



4" IS
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an ongoing processDo you feel that adjustment
throughout marriage?

Why do you say that?tr

6.

7"

Whose lif e would you say is easier - a man's or a vro-
man t s?

why?

When you vrere Iiving with the former/spouse, how were
decisions made?

What happened
you wanted?

if he/she/they said 'Norr to something

10. Do you ever v¡ished you had not married?

11. why?

12" How about now?
Iy now?

How are decisions made in your fami-

13. What happens if they disagree with your decision?

14" Do you ever talk to your friends and relatives about
some of these things?

15. (rt divorced)
ed/divorced?

Do you ever wish you had not separat-

16. why?

17. Wou1d you like to marry again? whv?

8"

o



Chi ldren

18. What do you think is
the average Canadian

the ideal number
family to have?

188

of children for

19. Do you think people today
ch i ldren ?

are having fewer or more

20"

21 
"

Why do you think this is happening?

Are children a source of strength for you personally?

22" Were children a

23 " What are some
dren ?

source of strength for your marriage?

of the good things about having chil-

24. f,ühat things have not been so good about having chil-
dren ?

Di vorce

,)Ê Generally speak
ent day divorce

Do you have fr
divorced? ( i f
things are work

E. FÀMILY RELATIONSHIPS

Husbands and Wives

ing, v¡hat do you think about the pres-
laws ?

26 iends who
yes ) How

ing out for

are presently separated or
many?
them?

How do you think

1. Can you teII me something about you and your tormer/
spouse? where does your former/spouse now live?

How often do you see each other?
ture of contact)

¿" (Frequency and na-
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3. How would you describe your present relationship with
your former/spouse? How do you get along now?

Looking back, has the relat ionship between you
changed since you've separated? If you compare your
present relationship with what you had when you were
still living together, has there been any change?

(rf changed) rn what way?

All couples agree on some things and disagree about
others. What are some of the things that you and
your former/spouse agree about? (CARD vrI)

7 " What are some of the things that you and your former/
spouse disagree about? (CARD vII)

5.

8.

9.

When you and your
gether do you feel
other couples?

When you argued,
the chi l-dren ?

former/spouse were stil1 living to-
you argued or disagreed more than

did you usually do so in front of

10. Did it ever reach the stage when you lost control?

11. Before you separated/dívorced, if you had a bad day,
did you usually teII your spouse about your troubles?

12. Did you listen to trers/tris?

13. How about now, novr that you are separated/dívorced,
whom do you take your troubles to?

Parent s and Children

1. How do you get along with your child?

2. Are there particular time when you especially enjoy
him/her or when she/he is especially difficult?
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3" What are some of the things you do with trer/trim?

A,

Looking back, has your
changed in the last five

separated ) ?

9. How much time does_spend
(hours per day, weeÉ-f,õJEh? )
sis? what kinds of things do

10 " Has the rel-ationship between
ther/mother changed since the

11. (rt yes)
to?

In what way? What

12. Are you satisfied with
ation you get from your
dren ?

CHI LDREN

relationship do you have

with
you

with his father/mother
Is this on a regular ba-
they do together?

and her/his fa-
separati on/aivorce?

would you attribute this

Overa11,
with

how close
1

L relationship
years (or since

6" (rf yes) In what way?

L

7" (ff a change) wtrat do you attribute these changes to?

Now I'd Iike to talk about_and ner/nis father/
mother f or a while. How woüTffiu descri'be their rel
lat i onship?

the amount of help and cooper-
former/spouse with the chil-

E1

1. How is he/she doing in school?

Àny difficulties?
Elaborate "

What about in the past five years?¿"

) Does he/she help about the house? ooing what?



4" How does he/she get
Friends?

along with

191

other chitdren?

5" How would you describe your child's personality?

6. Fírst
child

of
in

aII, what sort of things do you think
grade 4 or 5 can do for him/herself?

7" Do you think a child of his/her age shoul-d be made to
do these things?

Is it dif f icult to get 

-to 

do things for lnín/
herself? Are you satisfied with the amount he/she
does now?

How much attention does _seem to want f rom you?

if he/she demands attention

8.

o

10"

11" I'd like to get some idea of the sort of rules you
have for ; the sort of things he/she is allowed
to do and tbre sort of things he/she isn't allowed to
dol

How do you usually react
when you're busy?

12. Some parents expect their children to obey immediate-
Iy when they tell them to do something. Others don't
think it's so important for a child to obey right
avray. How do you f eel about this?

13" How does your former/spouse feel about this?

14" If doesn't do what you ask, do you ever drop
the subject or do you always follow through?

15. In general,
want him/her
do you do?

On the whole
cipline your

, are you satisfied with
chi ldren ?

how do you get_to behave as you
to? rf he/she neeãs Èo be punished what

.tE the way you dis-
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G. RESOURCES

1. Do all of your children attend school?

2. (ft has pre-schoolers) Do you make use of day care?
How often? Costs? Transportation?

3, Do you find getting someone to take care of your pre-
school children much of a problem?

4 " How does _(pre-schooler ) generally react when you
leave ¡rimTFai day care or in the care of someone
else?

5" Is there an after school, before school, or lunch
hour program available? Do you make use of it?
Cost ?

6. Do you have someone come into your home?

7" Does child go to someone else's home?

8. How satisfied are you with the care your children get
at home/school when you're not around?

Hous i nq

9. Do you presently ovrn or rent? Costs?

1 0 " How many rooms do you have? gedrooms?

11" Taking everything into account, the house (apartment)
furnishing, number of people and so oD, how satisfied
are you with your living arrangements?

Health

12. Has anyone in the family been sick, had a health
problem, or been hospitalized during t.he past year?

13. (rt sick for a long time) wfio took care of them?
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14. How did that work out?

15. If your child is sick, who takes care of lnim/iner?

16" Do you lose income if you miss ¡vork to stay home with
a sick child?

Transportat i on

17" Do you drive/have a driver's Iicence?

18. Do you/your family own a car? Two?

19" Is transportation a problem for you?

Ne i qhbourhood

20. WhaL is it like for chitdren in this neighbourhood?
Àre there things that help or make it. harder for you
to bring up _the way you want to?

21" Overall, how satisfied are you with this neighbour-
hood as a place to raise 1

Educat i on

22. How far did you go in school?

23. When?

24" Have you had any further educatíon/training since
then ?

25" TeIl me a bit about your parent's educational back-
ground. (Mother and father) what type of expecta-
tions did they have for you?

26. Àre you presently enrolled in any education/training
program?

27 " Where? ooing?
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1" How would you describe your marriage at the end?

2" Had it always been this way?

3. How long before your separat
spect that your marriage was

In the beginning?

ion/divorce did you su-
in trouble?

4" Did you talk to one another about it?

5" Ðid you talk to anyone efse? Who?

6" Did you and your former/spouse seek professional help
before you actually separated?

Did one of you want to? who?

8. (rf yes) whose idea was it to seek help?

9. Where did you get it?

10. Àt the time of your marital problems, did you know
about any services or professional help, groups, and
so forLh, where you could have gone for assistance?

1 1 , Whose idea was it Lo separate?

12" l.fho actually moved out first?

13" Do you remember your feelings?

14" Did you consult a

15. (if yes) Were you
you received?

lawyer when you separated?

satisfied with the legal assistance
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Did you seek professional help after t.he separation?tb.

17 " At the time of your separation who was the most help-
ful to you gave you a shoulder to cry on?

18. (f f divorced) wtro f iled for divorce?

19. What $¡ere the grounds f or the divorce?

20" Looking back, what would you say vras the most diffi-
cult time of your marriage breakdown?

21 " Do you remember how you felt about the divorce?

22" How old were
sepa rated ?

How did you

your children when you
D i vorc ed?

decide about custody?

and your spouse

at1J.

)L was it a difficult decision?

25" Did you
f r iend,

consult with anyone (for
psychologist) on the questi

example lawyer,
on of custody?

26" Was there any conflict. over that decision?

teIl me about your present arrangement?27.

28.

Could you

Was this what had originally
f i rst separated/dívorced?

been settled when you

29. (f f no) In what rray is it different? why the change?

30. basically satisfied with the present arrange-

)1 r.rl^^! !L^J I o W¡,ICIL Crl.E L¡¡C
i+?¿L.

Àre you
ment ?

advantages ? I-fhat do you like about
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1i ke32" What are the disadvanLages? what would you
changed? Have you tried to change it? How?

33. Did you consult the children about custody?

told them? How?34" How did you handle it? Who

35. How did you teII the children about the separation?
Divorce? what type of explanation did you give them?
when did you do it? who told them?

handle it? How did36. How did they

37 " Has your life
CÀRD VI

I ncome

they react?

separat ion/divorce?

1"

¿.

changed since your

What is the main source of your income? (ceno rv)

Do you have any other sources of income, (family al-
lowance, U"I.C. disability, compensation) ?

Would you telI me the number (on card) which best
represents how much you earned last year before tax-
es? Former/spouse's income? other?

Has Lhis fluctuated very much in the last five years?

you v¡ith your presentIn general, how satisfied are
money situation?

6. Looking ahead, do you think that a year from now you
and your family will be better off money wise, or
worse off, or just about the same as now?

a

4.

tr

7.

8.

What would happen in an emergency if you needed some
money? Where and to whom would you turn?

Have you anything that you would like to add about
family Iife and children? rhings that you feel- make



your life easier?
done differently?

197

Things you would haveHarder ?
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Interview: Schedule for Children

ME AND THE PEOPLE T LTVE WÏTH

The first section we've calIed "Me and the People I Live
with". We'd like you to tell us a few things about your-
self, things like your birthday, your ê9€, and if you have
any brothers and sisters"
Let's start with your age.

1, How old were you on your last birthday?

2 " When $ras your birthday? ¡¡onth? Year?

3" Do you know where you were born?

4" Do you have any brothers and sisters?

5. (if yes) Could you tell me their names? ages?

6. Do all of your sisters and brothers live at home with
you? (tf not) where do they live? wfry?

7. Do you see them very of ten? oaily? ç^leekly?
Monthly? vearly? (Frequency and nature of contact)

8. Before I forget, what grade are you in?

WeIt, that ends the first section. The next section vre have
called "Relatives and Friends". We'd like to hear about
some of your relatives and friends. Those you see and vis-
it " Let's start with grandparents.

RELATTVES AND FRIENDS

1. Are your grandparents Iiving?

2. (re yes) which ones?
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Do you know which side of the family they are on?
Are they your mother's parents, or your father's?

4" Where do they live?

3.

6.

7.

5. How often do you see, speak, or visit. them?
and frequency of contact)

( nature

How about other rel-atives? oo you have any relatives
that you are particularly fond of?

(rf yes) where do they live?

How often do you see, speak, or visit them?

9. Let's say something very nice has happened to you.
Are there any grovrn-ups you like to teII? Share it
with?

8"

1 1. How about friends of your own age?
special friends who you talk to?
Make plans? Discuss problems?

12. (rt yes) Where do they live?

13" How often do you seek, speak
nature of contact )

WelI, that ends the second section.

10. How about if you've had a
any grown-ups you like to

really bad day. Are there
talk it over witn?

Do you have any
Share secrets?

, visit? (Frequency and

The next part is about
ily routine"Your Day"" l.le'd

the things you and

DAILY ROUTINE

like to hear about your da
your family do everyday.

1" Let's start with
me a typical day
ly? Mornings?
pen every day dur

a school day. Can you describe for
during the school week in your fami-
Meals? Evenings? Does this hap-
ing the week?
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2" How about on t.he weekends and days when there isn't
any school, what do you usually do?

3. How much time do you spend?

4 " Do you belong to any groups?

5" (rf yes) How much time do you spend at-?

6. Àre there any chores you are expected to do in the
house or yard?

ME ÀND MY FÀMILY

Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about you and the
people in your family.

1. How would you describe the relationship between you
and your mother? How do you and your mother get
a Iong ?

2" Ðo you like to be with your mother?

3 " What kinds of things do you do together?

4" Do you ever just talk about things? Oo you ever
just hug?

5. Does she help you with your school work?

6. Does she go to things at school? rrequency?

7" How about act.ivities outside of school, does she go
to any of those things with you?

8" Ðoes your mom know most of your friends? oo they
come to your house? Does your mother let Lhem play
in? Ðo your friends sleep over somet,imes?



o Do you sometimes
What happens then?
think that most of

not get along
How do you feel

the time she is
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with your mother?
about it? Do you

tatt !

10. Now I'd like to ask you the same sort of quest.ions
about you and your dad. What kind of relationship do
you have with him? How do the two of you get along
together ?

11. Do you like to be with your dad?

12. What kinds of things do you do together?

13" Do you ever just talk
just hug?

about things? Do you ever

14" Does he

15" Does he

help you with your

go to your things

school work?

at school ? t'tost ? A few?

16.

17"

How about activities
any of those things

How about activities
any of those things

outside of school, does he go to
with you?

outside of school-, does he go to
with you?

1 8. Ðoes your dad know most of your
mind if they come Lo your house?
play in? Does he let them sleep

friends? Does he
Does he l-et them

over sometimes?

19" Do you sometimes
What happens then?
think most of the

20 " Could you teII me
brothei (s) and/or
you describe your

not get along
How do you feel

time he is fair?

v¡ith your father?
about it? Do you

a little bit about you and your
sister(s)? How about 

-' 

can
relationship with him/hef,

21. If something happens to you, if you are hurt playing,
your f riends are mean t.o you, YOU need money, some-
lfrlng like that which parent do you usually go to?
whv?



22" How about your parents?
kind of relationship they

How would you
have?
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describe the

23. In every family decisions have to be made aboul
where to live, what to buy, what to do on weekends"
In your family, how are these decisions made?

24. Do

25" (ir

you have a say in these decisions?

yes) which decisions?

SCHOOL AND FRIENDS

How are you doing in school?

was this always the case? (If no)
school performance changed)

What do you like about school?
ite subject?

What do you dislike about school?
r,¡or st sub j ec t ?

How are your teachers?

1"

2" determine when

3. What is your favour-

What is your4.

tr

6"

,7

8.

9.

How about the ch
special friends

(rr yes) Do you

Are some of the
with? (rr yes)

(rr yes) what
bother you?

ildren at school? Po you have any
that go to your school?

spend very much time with them?

children at school hard to get along
How many?

are some of the things they do that

How about children outside of
any good friends that do not

10. school? Have you gol
go to your school?
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11, (rf yes) where do they live?

12" Are any of the kids in your neighbourhood hard Lo get
along with?

13, (rf yes) where do they live?

14. What are some of the things they do that bother you?

15. How do you handle it?

MY TÐEAS

In this next part I'd like you to teII me some of your ideas
about familiesf marriage, divorce, and children.

1. will you get married someday? why?

2 . wi 11 you want to have chi ldren? How many? wfry?

3. Could you teII me what the word "mother" means to
you?

4. What about "father", how would define a "father"?

5" Can you describe what your mother does?

6. tlhat do you think of your mother's work (inside and
outside of home)? How does it affect your life?

7 " Can you describe what your father does?

8. What do you think of your father's work ( inside and
outside of home)? How does it affect your life?

9" If you were married, what sort of things would you
expãct your husband/wife to do?
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1 0. What sort of t.hings do you t.hink your husband/wi f e
will expect you to do?

1 1. What does the word "divorce" mean to you?

12" How do you feel about divorce?

13" Ðo you have any friends whose parents are separated
or divorced? How many?

14" How are they coping?

MY LIFESTYLE

This part is a litt1e bit of everything economics, hous-
ing, transportation, health.

Let's start with health.

Hea 1 th

1. How often do you get sick; sick enough to stay home
from school?

2" Who takes care of you?

3. How do you feel about this arrangement?

4" What about other times? Is anyone home with you at
lunch time?

5" How about after school-? Is anyone home when you ar-
rive?

How do you feel about that?

Economics

1, Do you earn money? ttow?



2" Do you get an
SomeL imes ?

a I Iowance ?
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How much? Regu1arly?

3" How about other money? Do you sometimes receive mon-
ey from other people?

4" How about gifts, do you get them often?

5.

6"

Ðo you think you have about the same amount of spend-
ing money and things as your friends?

In general, are you happy with the amount of money
and things you have?

7"

1"

At times do you find
you things either at
are necessary'? (if

that your parent(s) can't give
school or at home that you think

yes) Examples?

Hous i nq

I forgot to ask you at the beginning, but how long
have io, Iived in this house/apartment? How often
have you moved? How do you feel about moving?

2" Is it a pretty good neighbourhood for kids? wfry?

How about this house/apartment, do you tike
place? why? why not? How do you feel about 1
here?

MY PÀST

In this last section I'd like to ask you a little bit about
your past and then about your future.

thi s
iving

1. Looking back, can
pened in the Iast
which you thought

How about anything
past three or four
upsetting?

you think of anything that has hap-
three or four years in your family
was really good?

bad? Has anything happened in the
years which you found particularly

a
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3. How do you feel about these things now?

MY FUTURE

1. Looking ahead, what are some of the things you would
like to -do?

2" Do you think you wiII get to do them? Do you think
they will happen? wtry? why not?

3. If you had one wish for yourself, what would it be?

4" If you had one wish for your family, what would it
be?

THE SEPÀRATT ON,/DI VORCEI

I understand your parents are separated/dívorced?

1. How old were you when this happened?

2. Do you remember anything about it?

3. Do you know why they separated/divorced?

4" Did anyone explain to you about the separatíon/ai-
vorce ? wrro ?

5. Can you remember what they said? Did he or she ex-
plain it well? were you confused? Are you still
confused?

6. Do you remember how you felt about it?

7. How do you feel about it now?

8. Do you think your parents will get back together
again? Do you wish they would? Did you wish they
would get back together when you were younger?
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9. I,lhere does your other parent live?

1 O " Do you see hím/her very often? How often? where?
Regular 1y ?

11 " Have you lived with your other parent since your pa-
rents separa ted/divorced?

12" Do you do chores at his/her place?
chores in this house or that one?

Would you say you
differently since
(Housing, friends,

Did anyone help you
did they help?

you do more

through Lhe divorce? Who? How

live abut the same wây, or quite
your parents sepa rated/divorced?
relatives, chores, money)

Do

14" (it say parents have different rules) Did they have
different rules before they separated? How did you
handle it then?

15. (ror joint custody homes) wtrat is it like living in
two houses? what do you like about it? what are the
problems? ts it ever confusing to have to move back
and forth? why? Do you prefer it this way? grhy?

13" Do Mom and Dad have different rules? Say, about bed-
times, T.V., chores, homework, friends, and so on?
(examples) Is it ever confusing to have two sets of
rul-es to f ollow? what do you do about it?

16. When your parents vrere married, how would you de-
scribe their relationship? How did they get along?

17. Does one parent say things about the other (good or
bad things)? What do you do when this happens?

18.

19"

20" Since the divorce, have you become closer to any oth-
er adults such as a teacher, a relative, or a neighb-
--__o(Jut:



21. Are many of your friends
vorced? Do you discuss
doing?

23 " Has anyone ever treated
the divorce , for example,
thetic? Who?
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parents separated or di-
with them? How are they

Is rt

t

ir

22" Do your other friends know about the divorce?
ever embarrassing v¡hen someone finds out?

you differently because of
teased you or acted sympa-

24" Was your school
your grades go
than before the

work affected by
up or down? Are
divorce? wfry?

the divorce? Did
you doing better no$¡

25. How did the divorce affect you?

a friend whose parents were about to sepa-
advice would you give him/her?

asked to talk to a group of parents who
to separate what advice would you give

26. If you had
rate, what

27. If you were
were about
them?

28" Is there anything
about divorce and
should know?

else you feel you
children which

want to tell us
you feel people



THE UNIVERSITY OF WINNTPEG
WINNIP€G, CANADA R3B 2E9

January 24, f983

Dear ParentCs):

In recenÈ years a number of concerns have been voiced about hos¡
fem;11ss are dealing with modern day living. We need your help. We

are conducting a study on Canadfan f¡mïlies and are askj-ng you to Eake
some of your time to cell us abouË your f¡mily" We are inEeresced in
everyday f:nJly lffe" Since a parentts and a child's views of family
life may be quite different, we would like to talk to both you and your
chlld in Grade 4 or 5 "

The ç¡ord tfa-llyt covers a lot of differenÈ siLuaÈions. For
example, some famllies have two parents; soue have one. We are
interested in this variety and would ll-ke to hear from both single
parenE and two-parent f ¡rn'l tiss .

The interview with each parent takes abouÈ one Eo two hours. It
will cover such topics as lrork and lelsure activiÈÍes, parenÈ-child
relatfonshÍps, and childrents social and school activlties. the Íntervies¡
lrith your chÍld wlll take about thirty to sixty mJnutes. IÈ l¡i1l deal
wiËh Eheir daily routine and their idèas of f.ern{f1.r. Each inten¡iesr
wf.ll be conducted prl-vately. llor¡ever, we r¡ould be happy to shor¿ parÊnts
the chlldrs interview outlÍne 1n advance.

Although your nane Cor the name of your child) has not been given
to us by the school, Ehis research has the approval of both the school
board and a responsible Inter-University Research ConrmitÈee.

Your help wÍÈh the project would be very mueh apprecl-ated. AJ.l
your responses will be guarded wlt,h strict, confidence. The intervies¡
ç¡ilI be couducted at a mutually convenienE ËÍme and place.( An
intervierrer ¡s-ill phone you to make the arrangements.

If your fe¡n{ly Ís lnterest,ed in partlcÍpating in our projecÈ
please compleËe Èhe enclosed card and return lt to your childrs classroom
teacher by the end of this week

If you have any questions, please do noE hesitate to phone us
extensfon betv¡een 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.ru., or at

the evenings.

1-l+O

¡rr¡q çþ¡mpion
Fanily Study
UnlversiËy of l{innipeg

aE
in

John R. Hofley
ProJect Dlrector
Farnfly Study
Unfverslty of Winnlpeg

JRII/ j s
Enclosure

Sincerely,
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\.,

Great care wirr be take¡r to protect. the identity of all parents and

cfrildren nÈro partici¡nte in or:r study'

The follcn¡inq stePs wiII be taken:

No nanes - eithe.r first or surnares - will be u-sed

to identify intervierps (written, taped' or
transcribed).

fftetapeswillbetranscribedbyt}reresearchers.No
other persons outside of tlrose directly involved witt¡
tfre st,øy r+ill have access to the tåp€s witlrout -prior
permissiän frcn¡ the Project Director, Dr' JoL¡n Hofley
and the res¡rcnrlent-

Nanes r*¡ich appear in the tapes wiII be ëIeted in tìe
transcriptions.

In the advent that verbatim eccerpts of the intenrisss

"r" *.a in p:blications, the researchers r+iII guard

fainst disciosure of ttre individuafs to the best of
ttreir abilitY.

1ro altcns us to keep track of inten¡ie*¡s dot+lg the str:dy,

"".h i"tify wiII be given a number (I, 2, 3)ì l4others

"fii È idenrified bÍ "tr" (r14, ZI4, 3&f) and fathers þ an
.F' (1F, 2F, 3nl,; ct¡ildren by C. In the case of n¡cre than

one child, 1C1, IC2, .1C3 will be used"

Tf¡e lrraster file record'ing ttre family nane and tÌ¡e
assigned number will be kept in a locked file cabinet at
all Éi'res. No *.re w"ill have aceess to ttris record
*itnout permission of the Project Director, Dr' John

Hofley and the resPødent-

1.

2"

5"

6-

3"

4.
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